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ABSTRACT

This report presents work done during phase 3 of the US national Microwave

Landing Systems (MLS) program toward developing a computer simulation model of

MLS multipath effects, the experimental validation of the model, and the applica-

tion of the model to investigate the multipath performance of proposals for the

new approach and landing guidance system. The model was developed by separately

considering the characteristics of the four basic elements affecting system opera-

tion in a multipath environment, i.e., airport, flight profile, propagation, and

system elements. This modeling approach permits the examination of the effect

on system performance of individual multipath performance factors such as:

(a) reflections from terrain, aircraft, buildings with differing orientations,

(b) shadowing by aircraft, building, and convex runways, (c) aircraft flight pro-

files and approach speeds, and (d) system design features to combat multipath.

The first volume of the report presented an overview of the overall simu-

lation as well as a description of the refined mathematical models and valida-

tion of the propagation portion of the simulation. In this volume, we present

the mathematical models and validation data for the three MLS techniques which

were assessed in detail by the All Weather Operations Panel (AWOP) of the Inter-

national Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO).

The first two chapters consider the Time Reference Scanning Beam (TRSB)

system proposed by Australia and the United States. Both theoretical models

and field data were utilized in arriving at the final TRSB simulation model,

with particular emphasis being placed on emulating the dynamic characteristics

of the antenna patterns as the beam is electronically scanned. The validation

of the TRSB model was principally accomplished by comparing the simulation model

with bench simulator data and with field data from a variety of sites inside

and outside the US.

The next two chapters are concerned with the Doppler scan (DMLS) systems

proposed by the United Kingdom. Theoretical models and the results of bench

iii
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simulations were utilized in arriving at the final DMLS model. Of particular

concern in the DMLS modeling was the representation of various dynamic effects

associated with the receiver electronics (e.g, AGC) and/or receiver motion.

Validation was principally accomplished by analytical calculations and by

comparison of the simulation model with results from the UK hybrid bench

simulator.

The final two chapters are concerned with the DME Based Landing System

(DLS) proposed by the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG). Theoretical models

and close collaboration with the FRG were the principal means of modeling the

DLS system since the DLS technique relied heavily on digital signal proces-

sing in a ground based computer. Validation of the DLS model also had to

rely heavily on analytical calculations since very limited multipath field

test data was reported by the FRG. However, by supplementing the FRG data

with bench simulation tests at Lincoln Laboratory on a related interferometer

system, it was possible to obtain a satisfactory validation of the DLS model.
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I. TRSB MODEL

A. Introduction

The Time Reference Scanning Beam System (TRSB) was proposed to ICAO by

Australia [16] and the United States [65] and subsequently adopted as the new

international standard MLS by the ICAO All Weather Operations Division [94].

This chapter describes version 2.0 of the TRSB system model, which is a combi-

nation of:

(1) the version 1.0 model utilized for the ICAO All Weather
Operations Panel (AWOP) assessment activity, which con-
sidered the signal processing and antenna patterns for
the proposed azimuth and elevation functions. This model
was based on the TRSB system as described in various
papers presented by the U.S. to AWOP [65, 66, 69].

(2) additional functions [e.g., flare and out-of-coverage/
sidelobe suppression (OCI/SLS)] and antenna models (e.g.,
the phase III Basic Narrow and small community antennas
which are currently in use). The receiver flare pro-
cessor model is based on recent studies at the Calspan
Corporation [92], while the OCI/SLS models are based on
the U.S. data provided to AWOP [65, 95] and discussions
with the Bendix designers of the TRSB phase III receivers.
The new antenna pattern models are based on data from the
respective manufacturers [93, 97, 99].

The TRSB concept was discussed in chapter 1, Volume I of this report; Fig.

1-1 summarizes the essential ideas in the TRSB concept. Figure 1-2 provides

a more detailed description of the relationship between the various ground an-

tenna patterns and the received signal format for the azimuth and elevation

functions.

Figure 1-3 shows a flowchart of the Bendix phase III TRSB receiver, which

was modeled for the AWOP assessment. During the first received signal frame,

the receiver searches the data for the peak signal and takes it as the candi-

date to acquire. In the second and subsequent frames, it builds up confidence

that it is tracking the correct target. In doing so, it checks that the tracked

component exceeds anything out of beam at least 50% of the time, determines

dwell gates, and validates them, but does not output an error value, analogous

to the cockpit situation in which the flag is down.

1-1
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ANGLE MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE
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Fig. 1-1 TRSB angle measurement techniques.
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Upon satisfying all acquisition criteria, the system enters track mode

by raising system flags. In tracking mode, the validation tests are per-

formed, and when the scan is validated, the raw angle error is computed by

numerical simulation of the TO-FRO dwell gate processor. The raw error se-

quence is input to the filter/slew rate limiter combination from which emerges

a smooth angle estimate stream at the raw data rate. A coast mode is also

provided to maintain track during short periods (less than 1 sec) of invalid

data.

The single edge processor (SEP) used for flare is based on the Calspan

Corp. LSI-ll digital receiver [92]. Figure 1-4 shows the technique used to

perform SEP angle estimation. The processing shown in Fig. 1-3 is used in

parallel with the SEP algorithm so as to determine dwell gates, flags, etc.

The remainder of the model description has been organized to roughly

parallel the signal flow in Fig. 1-1. Section B derives the basic received

signal model used for scanning beam and OCI/SLS envelopes. Section C describes

the antenna models, including experimental and analytical data used to develop

the models. Section D presents the receiver processor models. The validation

of the receiver model and end-to-end validation of the entire model is de-

scribes in the next chapter. Section E discusses some insights gained during

the modeling process.

B. Received Signal Model

In this section we describehow the multipath characteristics obtained

by the simulation propagation model (e.g., amplitude, rf phase, azimuth and

elevation angles, etc. for each component) are utilized to obtain the received

envelope as a function of time. For purposes of discussion, we consider here

principally the scanning beam envelope since the clearance and OCI envelopes

are a special case of the scanning beam envelope calculation.

The transmitter excitation is a sine wave burst which is spatially modu-

lated by the scanning antenna pattern. This antenna pattern is represented

as the product of a scanned pattern (e.g., the azimuth pattern in the AZ func-

tion) and an element pattern (e.g., the elevation pattern of the azimuth an-

tenna elements), denoted respectively by Pa( ') and Pb(. The arguments of
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Fig. 1-4 Angle processing techniques studies by Caispan [92].
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Pa(*) are in sine-angle coordinates. The transmitting antennas are electron-
ically scanned line arrays which are phase programed to scan the beam direc-

tion linearly in time. Thus, a stationary receiver located at (0 ,9ct0)

(scan plane coordinate, orthogonal coordinate) receives a pulse proportional

to P a (sin 3~t - sin 0 0) P b(0 ," ), where 0 is the scan rate. This expression

establishes our convention that t =0 corresponds to beam passage through 00

as observed at the receiver. The rate 0 is assumed positive, so that the ar-

gument given P a (' above corresponds to a positive-directed scan (FRO-scan);

on the TO scan replace 0 by -0. Multiply by eJ, where w =carrier frequency

(rad/sec) to get the received complex envelope.

For a moving receiver, the time varying delay T (t), defined below, must
0

be introduced:

MTV C a 0 (1-1)
0 c

where

V a = A/C speed

= conical angle between A/C velocity vector
0 and LOS to transmitter antenna phase center

c = speed of light in air

Introduction of the delay merely replaces the carrier w by a Doppler shifted

frequency w 0

o W [I + Vacs~ (1-2)

The effect upon the low bandwidth envelope is small enough to neglect. Thus,

the received direct signal model (FRO-scan) is

The scan format described here corresponds to the format used in the ori-
ginal US ICAO submission; more recent changes in the scan format can be incorporated
in the model by a change in the sign of 6
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:I

ro(t) 0 Pa (sin 6t - sin 0 )Pb(o o ) e t (1-3)

Each multipath component has a relative amplitude P., a nominal differ-

ential delay Ti, phase 4. and arrival angle (3, defined as11

3. = conical angle between A/C velocity vector and
1 LOS to i-th image transmitter

and its own arrival direction (0i, Di). The corresponding time varying delay

is: Va cos (3.

TM(t) = T. a t (1-4)
11 C

Only the nominal delay is included in the envelope term. Thus, the multipath
representation is

ri(t) = pP a[sin 6(t-Ti) - sin 6i]Pb(ai ,)ej[(w i-w )t - WT.r +

(1-5)

The composite TO-scan received envelope is the magnitude of the sum of all

the components:

eTot) P [-sin 6(t-i) - sin oi]Pb( i,qi)e j[( oi- °)t-w i+0i

i =9 (1-6)

In the above equation the frequencies are all referenced to the received
direct component frequency as the result of premultiplying by e-J0

For the FRO-scan, Eq. (1-6) is altered only by replacing 6 with -6 and
replacing the nominal delay Ti by T i + Tz, where Tz is the time between the

two 00 passages of the beam.

Multiple scan processing is also taken into account in the receiver rou-

tine. Ordinarily, newly computed multipath parameters are supplied to the re-
ceiver at the desired MLS output data rate, although this is not a require-
ment of the program. When the raw data frame rate exceeds the output rate (as
is now the case for all TRSB functions), the scan-to-scan multipath update is
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done within the receiver program. Over the frame duration (200 msec for a

5 Hz output data rate), it is assumed that the multipath is stationary with

respect to amplitude pi, nominal delay Ti, nominal coordinates of the spec-

ular point as seen by the transmitter (0i,.), and angle of arrival 63i"

Only the differential phase is updated for each scan. The update is accom-

plished by adding a scan-dependent delay to Ti(t), viz.,
1

V Cos
Tik (t) = T'- c (t + Tk) (1-7)

where Tk is time of the k-th scan midpoint relative to the Ist. The method

by which Tk is determined is discussed in Appendix r. Although the {Tk} are

sufficiently long to influence the envelope, the time scale is rearranged so

that each scan passes through 00 at t=O, thus putting the effect of Tk into

the phase term. Thus, we arrive at the final expressions for the received

envelopes on the k-th TO and FRO scans:

eTOk(t) j PiP a[-sin 1(t-Ti) - sin i]Pb(oi'pi)

Va cos i
expj (1(i-Wo)t W T C T k +  i (1-8)

M

e FROk(t ) = P a[sin 6(t-i) - sin i]Pb iD i)i=O

V a cos 3.1

expj{(w)t c (Tk + Tz) + i (1-9)

Figure 1-5 shows the TRSB signal format used in the Phase II and III re-

ceivers. The format uses time division multiplex within a full cycle of 592

msec. The computer model assumes a data output every 200 msec for a 5 Hz data

rate. Since the smoothed data rate equals the raw data rate, smoothed values

are sampled at a 5 Hz average rate to yield the guidance signal: in the com-
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Fig. 1-5 TRSB signal format (TDM).
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puter model, every eighth EL point and every third AZ point is taken. The
timing for adjacent TO-FRO scan pairs is determined from the timing sequences

in Fig. 1-5. Appendix C details the actual implementation of the timing for
adjacent TO-FRO scan pairs.

One potential problem which can arise with the multiple scan averaging is

the effect of staircase steps in the direct signal angle every frame on the

o- tracking filter. To reduce these effects (which are an artifact of the
multipath/system error computation procedure), an option exists whereby the

estimated angle (and the direct signal value used in the error computation)

are modified by an angle velocity/acceleration correction term before the c±-

filter output and angle error are computed. The implicit assumption here is
that the small change in direct signal angle which occurs over a 0.2 sec time

period would also result in offsetting multipath angle changes such that the
multipath errors would not be changed significantly.

The transmitted OCI and clearance signals are not modulated in time by the
transmitter and, the ground antennas are fixed radiators. Additionally, the

duration of the signals is quite small (~- 130 visec) relative to the peak
scal loping rates* encountered in practice. Therefore, the magnitude of these

OCI/SLS signals are determined by evaluating eq. (1-8) at a single instant of

time with P = I and P an appropriate antenna pattern.
a b

C. Antenna Pattern Models

This section describes the methods by which the various antenna patterns

were generated for the TRSB simulation. In many of the cases the array pat-

tern was first calculated from the appropriate aperture distribution over a

grid of points in the sine space coordinate. In other cases the pattern data

is taken directly from field measurements. Where required, subsequent modi-

fications are made to account for effects such as phase-shifter quantization

in dynamic patterns. A signed table of values is stored and coupled with an

*i.e., V a (Cos a - Cos %)/

+ Appendix D discusses this option in detail,
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interpolation algorithm to reconstruct the pattern without having to recom-
pute the full array function each time the beam pattern routine is called.

Section 1 reviews the general methodology of array pattern representa-

tion. Following that, descriptions are given of the fully filled AZ array

(2), the thinned AZ l° array (3), a Basic Narrow 20 azimuth array (4), a Small

Community 30 azimuth array (5), the COMPACT 10 EL, (6) a filled 10 elevation

array, (7) a 1.50 Basic Narrow elevation array (8) a 20 Small Community ele-

vation array (9), a 0.50 flare array (10), and a 10 bench simulator pattern

(11).

1. Linear Array Patterns

Assume an M-element linear array with uniform element spacing d = s) in
which the m-th element has complex excitation a meJm. An observer stationed

at angle OR(relative to the array normal) in the far field will sense a phase

differential -2Trs sin eR between the signals from adjacent elements due to the

differential path length (d sin R ), resulting in a net reception

M

p(OR ) = E ameJ( m-2ms sin OR) (1-10)

m=l

If the intent is to point the mainlobe of the antenna pattern at boresight

angle 6B9 the appropriate phase excitation at the aperture is

m = 21nms sin 6B (1-11)

and now the signal received at 0R is

M
P(OR9eB) = £ ameJ2ns(sin 6B - sin OR) (1-12)

m=l

Because of the resulting sinusoidal dependence on 6R and 6B shown in eq. (1-12)

it is convenient to express the received pattern in the coordinates uR and u.,

uR = sin 0R (1-13)

uB = sin 0B  (1-14)
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which allows patterns having uniform phase characteristics to be represented

in terms of the difference variable u = uB - uR in sine angle space. For

example, the normalized* pattern of a full, uniformly illuminated array,

{am  }, l< m< M, is

sin M7Tsu
P(u) M sin Trsu

2. Expanded Fully Filled 10 AZ Array

Two versions of a fully filled AZ array providing ±600 of proportional

coverage have been prepared for the simulation. The first is the exact theor-

etical design. The second is based on field measurements of the Bendix array

at NAFEC and is modified for phase shifter quantization. The latter model is

incorporated in the computer programs.

a. Theoretical Model

The fully filled AZ array has 117 uniformly spaced elements at almost

half-wave spacing (s = d/X = 0.514) with a Taylor weiqhted amplitude distri-

bution having -27 dB sidelobes and n = 8. The coefficients are symmetric

about the center element (#59), i.e.,

am = all8m ; 59 < m < (1-16)

allowing the pattern to be written

11

P(u) 2 a m e j 2 T su

m=l
58
8a eJ27rmsu + eJ2T(ll8-m)suJ + 5e j 2 T ( 5 9 ) s uam , 59

m=l

*The normalization simply consists of dividing the sum in eq. (1-9) by P(0,0)

so that the normalized single variable pattern satisfies P(O) - 1.
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58

= ej2 (59)su 2 S cos 27r(59-m)su + a59  (1-17)
m=l

Equation (1-17) shows that the linear pattern is a superposition of

harmonically related sinusoids having u-space frequencies fi:

fm= (59-m)s : 1 <m < 58 (-18)

All components have the same period as the fundamental, i.e., I/s, and since

they are cosinusoids, they have even symmetry about the half period point

u = 1/2s. The stored values cover only the region 0 < u < 1/2s, and for

values outside that range the extrapolation rule

f(u) = f( - U) ;2 < u < 1 (1-19)

is used once enough multiples of 1/s have been added or subtracted to put u

into the desired range. Values of the normalized pattern

58

2m am cos 27r(59-m) su + a5 9
P(u) =8 (1-20)

(2 m am) +59

are stored over a grid from u=O to u=l/2s (=0.09728) with increment Au = 0.005,

supplemented by a fine grid (spacing 0.001) between 0.0 and 0.005 to more

accurately represented the mainlobe region.

Figure 1-6 shows static patterns so computed by both Bendix and Lincoln

Laboratory. In both cases analog phase shifter characteristics were assumed.

Although it would be possible to incorporate the phase shift quantization

(4 bits) and the scan program into the Lincoln simulation (this would amount

to a replication of work done by Bendix), it would be computationally pro-

hibitive to run such a model in typical scenarios. The model discussed below

takes these factors into account.
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Fig. 1-6 Fully filled Taylor weighted AZ array.
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b. Experimental Data Based Model

The Bendix AZ array designed for the FRSB field trials equipment was

modified for TRSB use during Phases II and III of the U.S. MLS program, and

its measured pattern was used as the basis for the computer simulation model.

Figure 1-7 (a) illustrates the measured pattern. Samples were taken from

this pattern over two grids. Within 1.50 of boresight, the pattern was sam-

pled every 1/6°; between 1.5' and 15', the grid increment is 0.5'. Outside

150, the measured data was erratic, and not well matched to the static design

theory or measurements described above.

In addition to the field measurements, we have had available the results

of antenna simulations performed by the AZ array designers, Bendix Communica-

tions Division. In these simulations, the beam steering unit (BSU) logic

and the IF and video filters are modeled in great detail.

Figure 1-8 shows two plots taken from these simulations. Figure 1-8 (a)

shows raw (unfiltered) beam data as it would appear at the aircraft antenna.

Sidelobe levels above -20 dB are evident. The second figure illustrates the

beam as it would appear at the output of the 25 KHz 4-pole envelope filter.

There is evident both a considerable smoothing of the rapid beam oscillations

and general decrease in sidelobe level as well. The filtered beam appears to

meet the desired -27 dB sidelobe level.

Figures 1-9 through 1-12 show beam envelope recordings made at NAFEC

(14 June, 1976) during an orbital flight at 2,000 ft altitude. In those tests,

the effects of any ground reflection components should be minimal. Envelopes

along centerline (00), 300 and +600 are shown. Note that the general charac-

ter of the sidelobe structure is largely independent of the beam pointing

angle. The recording bandwidth is similar to that used in the MLS receiver

(26 KHz), but there is the difference that in the receiver, the log envelope

is filtered, whereas the recorded sample has a single pole filter operating on

the linear envelope. The results of these two processes are somewhat different,

Frequency Reference Scanning Beam.
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Fig. 1-7 Bendix data used in modeling AZ array.
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Fig.l.8 Bendix simulation of fully filled AZ array patterns.
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Fig. 1-9 Measured bearf envelope at -0.170 (CL)

Fig. 1-10 Measured beam envelope at 300 azimuth.
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but because of the similar bandwidths the comparison is meaningful. Occasional

sidelobes near -20 dB occur, but over the majority of angular locations, the

level is below -25 dB.

Both the Bendix simulations and the NAFEC data show that the dynamic side-

lobe level at angles greater than 150 boresight are significantly higher than

the static patterns. These further out sidelobes have a complicated structure

that changes from scan to scan (due to certain phase cycling algorithms used in

the digital phase shifter driver program); however, the overall level is roughly

constant. We chose to represent the array factor sidelobe structure in this

region by a constant amplitude sineusoid with sine space frequency of half the

beamwidth and an amplitude of -26 dB. This sine space frequency choice was

based on two considerations:

1) correspondence to the frequency of the far out sidelobes for

and a uniformly weighted array

2) near "worst case" spatial frequency for TRSB dwell gate pro-

cessor errors due to sidelobe multipath.

Similarly, the amplitude choice roughly represents the worst case peaks in the

simulation and field test data.

In addition to the above array-related features, element factors are super-

imposed to account for the pattern of the individual radiators. The measured

pattern of the testbed azimuth antenna (Fig. 1-7(a)) is used. The element fac-

tor model is shown in Fig. 1-13. The composite simulation static pattern is

shown in Fig. 1-14.

Figure 1-15 shows field measurements of the elevation pattern of the Bendix

azimuth column radiators. This pattern is approximated by interpolation from a

look-up table of values taken from Fig. 1-15 with the result being the pattern

shown in Fig. 1-16.
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3. Thinned AZ 10 Array

The proposed thinned AZ implementation is designed so as to be testable

by modifying the Bendix filled array at NAFEC. The number of elements (117)

and their spacing (0.514X) coincide for the two. In the thinned array only

35 of the 117 elements are active, (the selection of which elements are to be

active was made according to a density taper analogous to a Taylor amplitude

weighting) and the illumination of the active elements is uniform, that is,

the coefficients a take on only values of 0 or 1. The elements that are "on"m
(numbered from the end of the array) correspond to m = 3, 9, 15, 20, 24, 28,

31, 34, 37, 40, 42, 45, 47, 50, 52, 54, 57, 59.

Figure 1-17 shows the idealized pattern in dB as calculated by Bendix

and as replicated, using eq. (1-17), by Lincoln Laboratory. The grid points

and symmetry rules used in the full array theory (Section 1) are retained here.

In Fig. 1-18 the theoretical pattern is compared to two other pieces of

data. The first is a simulation of the thinned array pattern performed at

Plessey Industries, U.K. [91]. In this simulation the phase shifter quantiz-

ation (4 bits) is taken into account, although the BSU logic assumed there is

no longer current in the Bendix implementation. The second curve is a recei-

ver log video trace from the NAFEC flight tests of the thinned array (July 1976).

Although the specific locations and values of the various sidelobes differ

among these, the general shape of the envelope is in good mutual agreement,

especially for angles more than 150 away from the mainlobe. Within the l5 °

region, both the field data and the U.K. simulation show sidelobes at the -20

to -25 dB level, which is roughly 5 dB above theoretical. Thus for simulation

the sidelobes have been raised 5 dB in the region between the mainlobe edge

(1.350) and 150.

The final simulation model is shown in Fig. 1-19. It incorporates both

the sidelobe boost and the element factor shown in Fig. 1-7. It is important

to note tildt the inclusion of the element factor in Fig. 1-19 is not incon-

sistent with the data shown in the preceding figure. In Fig. 1-19 the ante-

nna is pointed at 00 azimuth and the pattern shows what is simultaneously
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Fig. 1-18 Various simulations of the thinned AZ array pattern.
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radiated at all angles within ±60. The earlier figures are in terms of a

fixed receiver location and they show the pattern as the beam scans by. Natu-

rally the latter would not show a dependence upon the individual element

patterns.

The vertical pattern used for the thinned azimuth array elements was

that used for the filled azimuth array.

4. Basic Narrow Filled 20 Azimuth Array

The Bendix phase III Basic Narrow (BN) azimuth array utilizes a Rotman

lens (see figure 1-20) to give the required phase excitation at the aperture

over a proportional coverage region of ±40. The details of the scanning

mechanism are discussed in the Bendix reports [93]. Although this scan

mechanism is different from that of the phased array antennas discussed in

sections 2 and 3, the theory of section 1 and dynamic scan issues of section

2 are applicable to antenna modeling for this array.

In the nomenclature of Section 1, the BN array has the following parameters:

M = 64

s = 0.5

a.= cos [27T i/(M+l)] 32 < i < + 32

The corresponding theoretical pattern has a first sidelobe level of -23 dB with

the outer sidelobes decreasing at a rate of -18 dB/octave [54]. Measured static

patterns (see Fig. 1-21) show a first sidelobe level at - 26 dB and further

out sidelobes which are substantially higher than the theoretical pattern (due

to scan mechanization effects). Dynamic patterns (see Fig. 1-21) also show a

mainlobe/first sidelobe similar to the theoretical pattern, but higher outer

sidelobes.

As in the case of the 1 filled array, this outer sidelobe structure was

modeled as a sineusoid of (sine space) period 1/327T and a level of -26 dB.

Fig. 1-22 shows the final model pattern at 00 on a logarithmic and linear scales
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to illustrate the alternation in sign between successive sidelobes. Fig. 1-23

shows the measured elevation pattern of the elements while Fig. 1-24 shows the

model element elevation pattern. The model element azimuth pattern is shown in

Fig. 1-13.

One feature of the Basic Narrow system model which was not considered

in the preceding system models is the SLS antennas. Fig. 1-25 shows the mea-

sured azimuth pattern of the azimuth SLS antenna, while Fig. 1-26 shows the

model approximation. The elevation pattern of the azimuth SLS antennas was

assumed to be identical to that of the main azimuth array.

5. Small Community 30 Filled Azimuth Array

The Bendix phase III small community (SC) azimuth array is a Rotman lens

essentially identical to the BN array except that now M = 46 so as to yield a
3 0 beamwidth and, the proportional coverage region is tlO. Figs. 1-27 and

1-28 show representative measured static and dynamic patterns. The dynamic

data does not show the magnitude of the outer sidelobes;* however, due to the

similarity to the BN, it is anticipated that they would be similar to those

of the BN. Therefore, the SC model is based on using the theoretical pattern

for the mainlobe and first sidelobe with the outer sidelobes represented by a

sineusoid of amplitude 0.05 (-26 dB) and sine space period 1/23r. Fig. 1-2

shows the final model array factor pattern. The element pattern (azimuth and

elevation planes) is identical to that of the BN.

The SC SLS antennas and their model are identical to those for the BN

SLS antenna. However, in addition, the SC has two clearance antennas which

radiate signals in the regions from +100 to +400 and -l0O to -400 to furnish

"fly left" and "fly right" guidance respectively. Fig. 1-30shows the mea-

sured clearance antenna patterns while Fig. 1-31 shows the model antenna

pattern. The elevation pattern of the clearance antenna was assumed identical

to that for the SLS antennas.

*To measure these, the receiver would have to be positioned outside the SC

100 coverage volume.
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Fig. 1-23a Measured elevation pattern of Bendix

Phase III arrays.
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Fig. 1-26 Model of TRSB OCI (SLS) antennas.
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Fig. 1-28 Measured dynamic pattern of Bendix small conmunity
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6. COMPACT EL 10 Array

The design of the EL array modeled for the AWOP assessment incorporates

some additional principles. A description of the array hardware design is

given in [65, 961. For the purpose of analytic description, the array func-

tions can be thought of as follows: the entire array is used to form a roughly

rectangular synthetic element pattern of 20 0 width (the coverage zone) in

elevation by means of a sin x/x type aperture excitation applied to element

pairs. A phase gradient across the array orients the element pattern into

the coverage zone (0O 200). A scanned array factor with 10 BW is superimposed

on the element pattern by applying linear phase shifts to groups of four
adjacent elements. Thus with respect to phase shifters the array is thinned

by 75% (24 phase shifters, 96 elements) although the aperture is filled. In

hardware this is accomplished by a hybrid coupling network between the phase

shifters and the radiating elements which distributes the phase shifts across

the array. The resulting pattern consists of the array factor of a uniform

array which translates linearly through u-space as the array scans multiplied

by the element pattern and an element pair factor.

a. Synthetic Element Pattern

The element pattern excitation is sketched in Fig. 1-3 . Each given value

is applied to a pair of adjacent elements. The amplitudes of the "on" pairs

decrease by 7.15 dB (0.439) progressing outward from the array center. In

addition to the 180 0 phase reversals, there is a linear phase taper of 27Tsu 0
rad/element across the array which centers the element pattern at 11.30; thus

U0=sin 11.30 0.19515. The dipole spacing is s = 0.6. Let bne 'n represent

the element pattern excitation. Then the element pattern formula can be dev-

eloped as follows:

96
E(u) => b nej(2nsu + 6n)

n=l
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Fig. 1-32 COMPACT EL array synthetic element pattern
excitation.
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b( + )n e (2Trnsu + 6n)odd n even n
n=2Z-I n=29

ejb[27(29-l) su + 62 -1]
U-= 1Z=I

+ b 2 1[2( 2 Z) su + 62Z]
2 9 , + ( 1 -2 1 )

9,= 1

Because elements are illuminated pairwise, the coefficients satisfy

b = 29a,: 1 < 9 <_ 48 (1-22)

The phase angles include both the contributions to the synthetic element

pattern { n} and the pointing gradient:

== - 41,9 suA (1-23)

6 kA -27(22+l) su°  (1-24)

which allows (1-21) to be written as

48

E(u) = cosrs(u-u ) a Z eJ[4(UUos + 9 (1-25)

pair factor synthetic element pattern

The above product is shown in Fig. 1-33 along with the element pattern

as computed by the designers, Hazeltine Corp. Figure 1-34 is a close-up

showing the pattern near the horizon. The null is at -1.50 and at 00 the
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pattern is about -11 dB relative to the peak at the center of coverage.

7. Full Array Pattern

As discussed earlier, the full pattern is the product of the element

pattern and an array factor, A(.):

P(uR, uB) = E(uR) A(uB - uR) t1-26)

where A(-) is the pattern of a 24 element uniformly illuminated array with

effective spacing 4s = 2.4, i.e.,

A(u) = sin 96 7Tsu (1-27)24 sin 4Trsu

The array factor is shown in Fig. 1-35.

The composite pattern is shown in Fig. 1-36 along with comparable Hazel-

tine data. The boresight angle is 20 in each case. The curves differ at

some points, primarily high elevation angles, for two reasons: (i) the

Hazeltine data incorporates only 19, not 24, phase shifters, and (ii) the

high sidelobes which occur every 80 on the positive side of the mainlobe in

the Hazeltine pattern do not show up in the simulation computed according to

eq. (1-27). These lobes are primarily due to phase shifter quantization (4

bits). It has been decided not to replicate these in the simulation since

elevation multipath with +80 or greater separation angle in elevation is un-

likely to occur; certainly it did not in the ICAO scenarios.

The measured azimuth pattern of the Bendix elevation array is shown in

Fig. 1-37. This pattern is approximated by linear interpolation between

various points taken from Fig. 1-35 with the result being the pattern shown

in Fig. 1-38.
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Fig. 1-37 Elevation antenna pattern, horizontal cut
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Fig. 1-38 Model for azimuth pattern of elevation array.
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8. Testbed 1 Filled EL Array

The bulk of the US TRSB elevation field tests were accomplished using a

Bendix fully filled phased array. This array has 94 uniformly spaced ele-

ments with s = 0.75 and a Taylor weighted distribution. The close similarity

of this array to the azimuth I' filled array permitted a virtually identical

modeling approach whereby

a) based on experimental dynamic and static patterns, the
theoretical array factor as computed from Eq. (1-9) is used
to represent the main lobe and first few sidelobes while
the outer sidelobes are represented by a sinusoid of amplitude
0.05 and (sine space) period 1/647.

b) the element pattern model is taken from measured patterns

Figures 1-39 and 1-40 show static and dynamic measured patterns, while

Fig. 1-41 shows the model array factor. The model element pattern in the

azimuth plane is as shown in Fig. 1-38 and flat in the elevation plane.

9. Basic Narrow 1.50 EL Array.

The Bendix Phase III Basic Narrow (BN) 1.5' beamwidth elevation antenna

is a Rotman lens array which is virtually identical to the previously des-

cribed BN azimuth array except for a larger spacing between elements (s = 0.75).

Thus, the modeling approach was essentially identical:

a) based on the measured static patterns (Fig. 1-42) and dynamic
scan envelopes (Fig. 1-43), the array factor was modeled by
the theoretical array factor [Eq. (1-9)] for the mainlobe and
first two sidelobes, and a sinusoid of amplitude 0.05 and (sine
space period 1/50:.

b) the element pattern model consists of a piecewise linear
fit to the measured array pattern as shown in Fig. 1-44.

Figure 1-45 shows the resulting model array factor. The elements are

assumed to be omni-directional in the elevation plane. Figure 1-46 shows

the BN upper SLS measured pattern while Fig. 1-47 shows the model SLS pattern.
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Fig. 1-42 Measured static pattern of Bendix basic
narrow elevation array.
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Fig. 1-43 Measured dynamic pattern of Bendix basic
narrow elevation array.
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9. Small Community 2' EL Array

The Bendix phase III small community (SC) 2.00 elevation antenna is a

Rotman lens array which differs from the BN EL array only by virtue of the

smaller number of elements (M = 46). The modeling approach and resulting

model was identical to that of the BN array except that the (sinespace) fre-

quency of the outer sidelobes is 1/27n. Figures 1-48 and 1-49 show measured

static and dynamic patterns while Fig. 1-50 shows the model array factor.

The element pattern of this array is identical to that of the BN EL array.

10. COMPACT 0.50 Flare Antenna

The modeled TRSB flare (EL 2) antenna implementation is a COMPACT array

similar to that described earlier except that there are twice as many elements.

This yields the same element pattern as described earlier, and an array fac-

tor which is essentially a 2:1 scaled version of Fig. 1-35. The other dif-

ference between the flare and EL antennas lies in the azimuth pattern of the

elements. Figure 1-51a shows the proposed azimuth pattern (based on a Ku band

flare antenna built by Bendix) while Fig. 1-51b shows the model pattern.

11. Calspan Bench Test Pattern

For their hybrid multipath tests, Calspan developed an antenna pattern

designed to exhibit worst case sidelobes (-20 dB). The pattern was derived

from a cosine aperture excitation pattern

a 2  cos 69ff sine (1-28)

w- (697 sine)24-

whose first two sidelobes are raised to -20 dB level by a multiplicative con-

stant. The unmodified sidelobes are -23 and -31 dB, respectively. Only the

first two sidelobes are retained in the model. Figure 1-52 shows the Lincoln

Lab simulation and the Calspan pattern.

In their simulation, Calspan used the sidelobes only on the multipath beam

and not on the direct. For the Lincoln simulations, the pattern as shown is

used for all components. This descrepancy should cause no appreciable differ-

ence in the results since the direct sidelobes will not influence the dwell

gate crossings.
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D. Receiver Processing Model

In this section we discuss how the receiver processing of the received

envelopes (see Section B) is modeled. First we consider the processing of

the scanning beam envelopes with emphasis on acquiring a track on a given en-

velope peak and then determining its centroid using a dwell gate processor.

Next, we describe the single edge processor (SEP) algorithm which is an al-

ternative means of determining the beam centroid. Finally, the model for

OCI (SLS) and clearance beam processing is discussed.

1. Acquisition

Acquisition is the process by which a track is established. It has two

steps, which are (I) determination of a likely candidate to be tracked, and

(2) accumulation of enough data to give reasonable assurance that the candi-

date to be tracked is a valid signal and is, on the average, the largest com-

ponent and thus is presumably the direct component. Should invalid data be

received during track mode, a coast mode is provided to maintain track for

1 second. If the receiver drops out of track at some point, reacquisition is

initiated. Reacquisition is identical to the initial acquisition process

described below and is the same for all angle functions.

a. Determining a Candidate to Acquire

At the beninninn of acnuisition the receiver trackino gate is wide open.

On the first TO-scan, the receiver finds the largest peak and stores its time

location (Tto) relative to the scan midpoint (determined from the data pre-

ceding the scan). The same is done for the FRO-scan (Tfro). At the conclu-

sion of the bidirectional scan pair, the two arrival time estimates are sub-

jected to a symmetry test:

I I - IT f> 50 Vsec (=I BW for 10 beams) (1-29)

pass

If the peaks are within 50 sec, it is assumed that they correspond to 
the same

signal, and tracking gates are set up centered on the peaks and the second

for the purpose of this test, the time of the peak is taken to be the
arrival time.
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phase of acquisition is entered. If the symmetry test is failed, the above

procedure is continually repeated until symmetric peaks are found.

In the TRSB simulation, evaluation of the received envelope, as deter-

mined by Eq. (1-6), is one of the most time-consuming processes. It is obvi-

ously impractical to compute closely spaced envelope samples across each en-

tire scan and to search for a peak. For the simulation, a simple algorithm

to find the local maxima has been implemented that takes advantage of the in-

ternal knowledge concerning angular locations of the multipath components.

This algorithm is used not only for the present function, but for other as-

pects of acquisition and tracking as well. Basically, it evaluates the enve-

lope at the location of each multipath component. The details of this proce-

dure and a justification of it are found in Appendix A.

b) Acquisition Algorithm

Once a pair of TO-FRO peaks has been found which passes the symmetry

test, a track on that component is initiated, but no output data is provided

(i.e., the system does not enter tracking mode) until sufficient confidence

in the track is built up. For this purpose, the receiver contains two counters

which we designate as the frame counter and the confidence counter. Each ac-

cepts one of three inputs: increment (+1), decrement (-I), or reset (to zero).

Their various functions will be described subsequently.

On the scan-pair that passes the syretry test, the frame counter is

incremented from its initial state of zero. Then, the incoming data is pro-

cessed in much the same way as it is when in track. There are tests for in

and out-of-gate peaks and dwell gate validation whose outcomes influence the

confidence and frame counts, respectively. Each test is described below.

c) Confidence Count (In and Out-of-Gate Test)

On each scan pair, a test is made to determine if the peak signal level

is within the tracking gate. The peaks are found by the evaluation procedure

described in Appendix A.
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The test that is performed is

if (tt< Tt t ) and (t < T < t )-30)to_ e - to+ fro- _ fro - fro+
increment confidence counter

otherwise, decrement confidence counter

where
tto+, t t - are the leading and trailing to scan gate times.

tfro-' tfro+ are the leading and trailing fro scan gate times

T T are the times of the peak of the to and frc scan,to' fro

respectively.

Thus a positive confidence count indicates at least 50% of the time the tracked

peak exceeds anything out of beam. If at any time the confidence count reaches

zero, the frame counter is reset and the entire acquisition procedure

procedure must be restarted.

The confidence counter is governed solely by the out-of-beam multipath

test outcome. It will saturate at some count level (at present corresponding

to 20 sec of consecutive increments), and in between will increment and de-

crement as described above. The remaining acquisition/validation tests influ-

ence the acquisition counter.

d) Acquisition (Frame) Count

Four validation checks are performed on each received data frame. All

four tests must be passed to validate the frame and enable the angle processing.

The checks are: (i) function ID decode, (ii) acceptable dwell gate width.,

(iii) single pair of dwell gates, and (iv) dwell gate symmetry. In the simu-

lation model, the function ID test is not included because it is not as fun-

damentally related to the angle system multipath performance as are the other

three.

If all the tests succeed, the frame counter is incremented by one. Other-

wise, the validation tests do not influence the frame count. However, there is

an asynchronous clock driving the decrement input to the frame counter (review
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Fig. 1-3) which runs at half the frame rate. Thus, for every two validated

frames there are two increment and one decrement inputs, resulting in a net

+1 count. Thus, for example, in EL, the count corresponding to one second's

worth of data is 20.

(i) Dwell Gate Width and Number

The dwell gate circuitry output goes into a PWD (pulse width detector)

which checks that the width lies within a specific range of values. The lower

and upper limits can be varied with ease: for Phase III, they are Tmin = 12 .sec

dwell gate - T = 350 ,sec. Following the PWD, there should be only onemax
valid awell gate within the tracking window (for a detailed discussion of how

dwell gates are computed, see Appendix B) and if there are none , or more than

one, the remaininq tests are not performed and the system essentially ignores

the scan.

On the scan which initiates a track, the TRSB receiver used the threshold

crossing pair which brackets the peak signals as no tracking gate has been ac-

cepted. This process is approximated in this version of the simulation by set-

ting up a pseudo tracking gate which is 2 beamwidths wide (using a user speci-

fied value for the beamwidth) and then performing the dwell gate tests that are

used for the subsequent scan processing. If a single dwell gate is not found

within the pseudo tracking gate, the program prints an error message and ignores

the scan. To date, this approximation has proved satisfactory.

(ii) TO-FRO Symmetry

In the hardware receiver, this test is exactly the same as the symmetry

test used to initiate acquisition. In our implementation of the latter, beam

peak locations, r her than dwell gate centroids, were used as arrival times

for simplicity. For the validation test, the centroids are used. The differ-

ence in centroid times must be less than 50 psec.

On the basis of July 1976 data from Bendix engineers, the model used for

the simulations reported here ignores a scan where no dwell gate was found with-
in the tracking gate. The most recent data from Bendix Avionics indicates that
when no dwell gate is found, the receiver will set the dwell gate times equal to
the tracking gate times and continue processing as if a valid dwell gate were
,'ncountered.
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e) Slew Rate Limiting and Tracking

Upon passage of the validation tests, angle processing follows. When the

frame angle estimate is obtained, it is input to the tracking filter and the

output subjected to slew rate limiting. Tracking gates are generated from (i)

the raw angle data if the system is not in track mode, or (ii) the slew limiter

output if in track mode.

The receiver utilizes slew limiting whenever an output angle estimate

shows too great a deviation from the previous slew limited ouput. The slew

rate limit is l.00/sec for both AZ and EL, but the test is implemented on a

per scan basis using limits of 0.0250 for EL and 0.070 for AZ. Whenever there

is a slew violation, the output value is resetat the previous smoothed value
± the per scan slew limit, the sign being chosen in accordance with the alge-

braic sign of the initial deviation.

In determining whether to decrement the frame count on a slew failure,

polarity of the slew must be taken into account. When the first slew violation

occurs, its polarity is noted and the count decremented. Subsequent slews in

the same direction also generate a decrement input. A slew in the opposite

direction is not counted as a failure. If a scan with no or, an opposite sense

slew violation occurs, the polarity indicator is zeroed. The polarity indica-

tion will then be reset when the next slew violation occures. Thus, if succes-

sive slew violations alternate +-+-, the frame counter is decremented twice by

the slew test.

The Phase III receiver uses an cx- tracker, which is a second order linear

filter. The recursion formula relating the input and output sequences {x nJ andnn

Yn - n-l - (l-0) Yn-2 + (Oc+) Xnl - n2 (1-31)

is more simply expressed in terms of the prediction error

en = xn - Yn

The description of slew limiter polarity here is based on Bendix data furnished
in 1976. It is our understanding that the current (1980) phase III receiver .P
program does not consider polarity in determining whether the counter should be
decremented.
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as follows: n-l

Yn Yn-l + Oen-i +  E ej (1-32)
j=O

The parameter values (c,3) are (0.25, 0.031) for AZ and (0.125, 0.00781) for EL.

The slew rate limiter operates on the filter outputs and has no feedback

into the filter, i.e., the slewed output yn is

Yn n - Yn-I1 < c (1-33)

kyn + c sgn(yn ;nl)  otherwise (1-34)

Until the system flag has been lifted, neither the a-3 filter recursion above

nor the slew rate limiter tests are applied since the validity of the tentative

track has not been established. The aS filter values are, however, set as fol-

lows:

Yn = Xn

en 0

Eej = 0

This results in the predicted angle estimate at the beginning of track having

the value of the preceding raw angle estimate for that function and a zero ini-

tial angle velocity estimate.

f) Coast Mode

In the event that the angle measurement for a given scan is invalidated

(e.g., by the failure to find one of the dwell gate), the tracker goes into

coast mode for that scan. The coast consists of projecting the angular coordi-

nate linearly at the most recent velocity estimate. This is readily accomplished

in the receiver as follows. If there is no valid input data (xn) at time n=N,

the predicted output value is used in place of xN, i.e.,

XN YN >eN 0 (1-35)
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Substituting this into Eq. (1-32) at time n N+1 yields

n-i

YN+l = YN + E ej (1-36)

j=0

i.e., the "coasted" value yN+l is just the previous output plus the velocity

correction.

In the Phase II receiver, the output was held constant during coast.

This procedure can also be explained as a feedback of output to input, the

difference being that there is no velocity estimate inherently available in

the first-order tracker. Thus, the Phase III coast mode is the second-order

equivalent of the Phase II coast mode.

2. Angle Processing

Tracking mode is entered from acquisition when the frame counter reaches

saturation (20 counts for EL and FLARE, 8 for AZ). During tracking, the

validation tests (out-of-beam multipath, PWD, symmetry, etc.) initiated during

acquisition continue and their outputs are processed in exactly the same way

relative to the counters, that is, whenever data failures decrement either the

confidence counter or the frame counter to zero, reacquistion begins. In this

section the data processing for angle output and the operation of the tracker

which both drives the tracking gates and smoothes the angle data is described.

a) Single Scan Angle Estimate (Dwell Gate Processing)

Following passage of all the validation tests on a given scan pair, there

exists a single dwell gate (tl, 2) on each scan (see Appendix B for detailed

algorithm). Its centroid t is calculated:

t I + t2

2 (1-37)

For each scan pair the two time centroids are related to the angle estimate

- through the scan rate:

The TRSB data rate for AZ is 13 1/3 Hz, but in the simulation, AZ measure-
ments are taken at the rate of three per output interval, i.e., 15 Hz. Recall
that the frame counter has one net increment per two valid frames.
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4t TO = TO (1-38)

ot FRO = FRO (1-39)

which gives us the net angle estimate as the average of 0 TO and 0 FRO

2R (1-40)

from which the true angle 0 0is subtracted to yield the "single scan" error

0

If the scan pair has been invalidated in the earlier tests, the "single scan"

estimate is set equal to the previous "dynamic" angle estimate and the output
angle estimate; the errors are found by subtracting the direct component
angle. During tracking mode the tracking gate for the subsequent scan is cen-
tered on the smoothed estimate. During acquisition, the gate is centered on

the raw data. In both cases, the gate width for a given scan is + one dwell
gate width, as determined from the preceding scan pair for the opposite direc-

tion scan (i.e., dwell gate on current "FRO" scan generates tracking gate

widtn for "TO" portion of next TO-FRO pair and vice versa).

b) Single Scan Angle Estimate (Single Edge Processing)

The single edge processor (SEP) model is a straight forward extrapolation
from Fig. 1-4. When the SEP mode is invoked (for elevation and/or flare),
three changes are made to the normal dwell gate processing:

1. the tracking gate time interval over which envelope values
are computed is increased from ± 1 beamwidth to ± 2.5 beamwidths

2. the search for -3 dB threshold crossings works downward on
either side of the largest peak within the dwell gate until
the -3 dB points are encountered

and 3. multiple valid dwell gates within the tracking gate are ignored.

At the start of a new track, the SEP counter is zeroed. If there was not a

valid dwell gate, the model does no SEP processing and the counters remain

zeroed.
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If a valid dwell gate was found, envelope sample pairs separated by ap-

proximately 16 lisec are compared until the ratios satisfy the relationship

indicated in Fig. 1-4:
V(Ti )
V(Ti+AT) < R < V(Ti)/V(T i + AT) (1-42)

where V(t) = (linear) envelope value at time t

AT + 16 Psec if T. > TS peak
- 16 psec otherwise

20 log 1 0 R = (9/16) AT where AT is in psec

When (1-42) is satisfied, a refined SEP crossing estimate is obtained by linear

interpolation between the pair centroid times (T. + AT/2) and (T. + AT/2). The
1 j

SEP crossing times for the to and fro scans are combined to yield the SEP angle

estimate

o sep = (tto - t fro)/2 (1-43)

The SEP angle estimate is biased by approximately the antenna beamwidth. To

correct this bias, a correction factor must be applied. For each valid SEP

estimate, the difference

AO = 0sep - 0dwell (1-44)

is computed. If the difference between AO and the time smoothed difference,

A6av, is within a certain limit (currently 4 lisec), AOav is updated by the

equation

AOav = c Av + (I - a) AO (1-45)

where ot = exp(- 1/800) corresponding to a 20 second time average. Equation

(1-45) is initialized with the value of AO obtained on the first SEP estimate.

The returned angle estimate is

: sep - av (1-46)
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Analogous to the dwell gate frame counter, the SEP algorithm has a SEP

counter which is incremented if a valid SEP estimate is obtained [per eq. (1-40)]

and A0 is sufficiently close to AOav Otherwise, the SEP counter is decremented.

The SEP counter has a saturation limit corresponding to 20 seconds of data.

3. SLS/OCI and Clearance Signal Processing

The sidelobe suppression (SLS)/out of coverage indication (OCI) and clear-

ance signal model processing model follows directly from Fig. 1-3. When the

OCI/SLS or clearance beam peak is greater than the largest scanning beam peak,

then no dwell date processing occurs and the frame and acquisition counters

will be decremented by the synchronous counter. If:

I. the clearance signal is greater than the SLS/OCI signals,
then the clearance counter (CC) will be incremented until it
reaches a saturation value corresponding to 1 second of data.
When the CC saturates, the clearance flag is lifted and a
"fly right" or "fly left" indication made (manifested in the
model by an error of + 10000). The indication of "right" or
"left" is determined by which clearance signal dominated on
the given scan (i.e., there were not separate fly right/fly
left clearance counters in the phase III receivers). The
clearance flag remains lifted until the clearance counter
becomes less than or equal to zero (due to decrements by
the asynchronous clock).

(2) the SLS/OCI signals are greater than the clearance signal,
then no further processing of the clearance or scanning beam
signals will occur. In such a case, the asynchronous clock
will decrement the frame, acquisition and clearance counters.
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E. Comments on TRSB Modeling

Durinq the TRSB model development and refinement, considerable insight

was gained into the various model tradeoffs as well as utility of various

types of experimental data. Since new TRSB hardware mechanizations will be

arising as implementation proceeds, it seems worthwhile to make a few com-

ments here which may be of aid in development of the models for such equipment.

In the case of the receivers, the modeling process to date was straight-

forward, since the bulk of the processing is digital in nature. This trend

towards all digital implementation seems likely to continue [92], thus sim-

plifying future receiver modeling development. In validating such models,

hybrid simulator data such as obtained at CALSPAN is invaluable and should

be a routine part of the evaluation/acceptance procedure for new receiver

implementations.

Similarly, models for non-scanning antennas and elements are quite

straightforward, given static range measurements. In the case of torus azi-

muth antennas (e.g., as used for the Australian TRSB arrays), there are prac-

tical problems in:

1. measuring the elevation pattern of the array in the

absence of the ground.

2. extrapolating measurements with one type (e.g., flat, grassy)

ground present to other situations (e.g., snow cover).

Some theoretical work, coupled with experimental data (full scale or scale

model), would be of use here. Another (lesser) problem encountered in many

cases was an insufficient range of measured pattern data, e.g.:

1. Azimuth patterns (of all arrays) are typically shown only for

the front sector (lazi < 90'), whereas SLS/OCI modeling re-

quires consideration of the patterns over the full range of

azimuth angles.
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2. Elevation patterns are generally not shown for large negative

elevation angles (e.g., -150), thus making it difficult to

model the sidelobe characteristics in that region. Also, in

many cases, the azimuth array elevation pattern near the horizon

is not displayed with a fine grain scale to permit estimating the

(rather important) slope at the horizon.

These problems could be reduced by appropriate changes in the requirements

for data to be delivered.

The area requiring the greatest amount of study and additional experi-

mental data is the sidelobes of the scanning beam dynamic pattern. Refining

the estimate of the effective level of these sidelobes is an important area

in TRSB system specification/procurement, as well as modeling. We have found

that the dynamic pattern sidelobes at angles well removed from the main beam:

1. are considerably higher than the theoretical array factor side-

lobes and the measured static patterns.

2. show an apparent level which is a strong function of receiver

filtering (and thus must be assessed at the output of a rep-

resentative receiver).

3. have complicated spatial variation, which is quite important

in determing the resulting angle errors due to multipath.

4. can have multipath error characteristics which are significantly

smaller (e.g., 3-5 dB) than would be estimated from the measured

dynamic sidelobe magnitude (e.g., see the testbed .1 azimuth data

discussion in Chapter II of this volume). Appendix F discusses

some of the issues involved here in greater detail.

"dynamic pattern" here refers to the pattern as a function of time at a
given receiver angle, whereas "static pattern" is the pattern as a function

of angle at a fixed point in scan time.
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However, the test range/field measurement data to date has not generally been

fully adequate for addressing these issues in many cases:

(a) dynamic patterns are typically obtained only for receiver

positions within the scan coverage, however, the sidelobes

outside that region can be important in many cases (especially

for small community type azimuth arrays and elevation arrays).

(b) dynamic patterns at a given receiver angle are not normalized

to the peak gain at a reference receiver angle (e.g., 0° for

azimuth arrays), even though it is ratios such as the (sidelobe

level at angle B)/(main beam level at angle A), which are of great-

est importance.

(c) the available dynamic pattern data in many cases is obtained

at field sites which have significant environmental effects

(e.g., shadowing or ground reflection) on the observed pattern.

(d) experiments to yield effective multipath sidelobe levels (e.g.,

by using a repeater in the antenna far field), have not been per-

formed on most arrays in use today.

Items (a) - (c) could be alleviated to a significant degree by more extensive

dynamic testing at an antenna test range prior to equipment deployment. In

the case of elevation arrays, it probably would be necessary to lay the array

on its side (thus yielding a horizontally polarized azimuth array) to obtain

the desired data over the full range of angles (in particular, negative ele-

vation angles). For phased array implementations, the ICAO tests using a

screen as the multipath source were quite helpful in determining the effective

sidelobe level*. However, it is not clear that those results can be extra-

polated to other (e.g., Rotman lens type) implementations.

*Fortuitously, the ICAO test plan located the screen at the azimuth angle

corresponding the the largest dynamic sidelobe of the Bendix 10 testbed

azimuth array. Such a "worst case" location should be utilized for testing

of other array types.
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The receiver model could be extended in two directions. The first of these

concerns situations where the multipath level is low and acquisition/validation

(including OCI/SLS signals) are not of concern In such cases, use of a closed

form error approximation such as was utilized in the critical areas studies [28]

can provide a significant computation time reduction. However, in doing this,

one must be particularly careful in the azimuth case to utilize the "effective"

M/D levels in the formulas rather than the "raw" multipath levels supplied by

the propagation model (see section 8.1 of [28] for more details). However, these

approximations are generally not valid for shadowing multipath where hlockage by

large obstacles (e.g., a taxiing aircraft) is involved. To date, the TRSB model

has not been "adaptive" in the sense of recognizing when the closed form error

expression could be used as opposed to the detailed model.

Another area of possible extention would be to incorporate the envelope fil-

ter in the simulation. To date, this ;ias not been deemed necessary since there

was good agreement with CALSPAN bench simulator test data for the dwell gate pro-

cessor. The SEP processor operates further down on the received envelope skirts

and hence may be more sensitive to filtering effects. There does seem to be

slightly larger differences between our simulation results and CALSPAN data in

the case of SEP (see chapter II of this report); however, the agreement still

should suffice for most purposes.

The one situation in which the envelope filter could produce quite signi-

ficant results is when a high elevation beam stop angle is used (e.g., as in the

Texas Instruments Phase III Crows Landing Tests [109]). In a small number of

those tests, the beam was shut off at an angle well within the normal dwell gate

period for the given glideslope. In such a case, the computer simulation would

yield an infinitely sharp trailing (or, leading) edge in the processed envelope

data, whereas the filtered envelope would decrease (or, increase) much more slow-

ly. Although incorporating an appropriate filter into the simulation would be

straightforward, it was not viewed as necessary at this point since such abnor-

mal beam stop angles (e.g., 1.750) should not be necessary for normal operation.

Examples of this include inbeam elevation multipath from vertical surfaces
and sidelobe azimuth multipath effects.
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II. TRSB MODEL VALIDATION

Model validation is a process by which one gains sufficient confidence in

the operation of the simulation model to rely upon its predictions for previ-

ously untested situations. The primary validation tool is the comparison of

model outputs to other data calculated for or experimentally measured in cor-

responding situations and to explain both the similarities and discrepancies

which are evident. For each of the Lincoln Laboratory MLS system models, and

for the TRSB model in particular, theoretical calculations, bench test experi-

ments, and field tests have all been used as data inputs to the validation

process illustrated in Fig. 2-I. This section traces the path by which the

conclusions of the individual tests culminated in validation and tolerancing

of the TRSB simulation for the purpose of the ICAO multipath assessment.

The validation process is most usefully viewed within the context of its

primary modeling objectives, which are:

(i) Representative received signal-in-space model in the

presence of multipath sources.

(ii) Receiver modeling at the functional signal processing

level,

(iii) Emphasis upon multipath-induced effects, and not ele-

ments of clean accuracy such as front end noise, beam

stepping quantization, receiver time and amplitude

quantization, etc.

The analytical work was oriented toward deriving formulas for the errors

as a function of the input parameters. Comparison of these formulas with com-

puter simulation results served as a check on the validity of the computer

code. The CALSPAN bench simulator could inject into an actual TRSB receiver

an idealized if waveform corresponding to the reception of a direct signal

and a single multipath signal. Comparisons of the bench simulator test re-

sults with the simulation results provided confirmation of the receiver
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*Formierly Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory

Fig. 2-1 Elements of TRSB angle receiver model validation process.
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functional modelling approach (including justification for ignoring various

non-multipath related error sources). Finally, the comparison with field test

data provided confirmation for the signal-in-space models.

A. Theoretical (Analytical) Results

In an earlier report [78], we presented "rst order results for single

scan TRSB static errors as well as a detailed analysis of motion averaging

benefits. In this section, we present more refined results for the standard

dwell gate processor response to in-beam (i.e., mainlobe) multipath. A de-

tailed derivation of these results is given in appendix E.

For the purpose of studying in-beam multipath error, it is adequate to

model the scanning beam antenna pattern as having Gaussian shape, i.e.:

P(x) = e - k x 2  ; k = 2 In 2 = 1.386 (2-1)

where x is angular displacement in beamwidths. Expression for mean, rms, and

peak-to-peak errors are presented below, where the averaging is over rf phase

from 0 to 21T. These ar given as functions of relative multipath amplitude

p, separation angle 0 (BW), and nominal threshold crossing points ±v (BW)*

The derivations, given in the appendix E, take into account terms through

squared order in the variable p = pexp(-k0 2). Previous results of this type

[28] only retained terms through first order in n and consequently were in-

capable of obtaining the bias result:

=1 2 3 -2o sinh 2kv 012  I sinh 2kvO
(bias): e k p 0 e kvO 1 2 cosh 2kvu + 1 - v(2-2)

l 1e-kG 2  sinh 2kvQO23
( m s ) - p 1 0 Iko2s!h 2 v (2 -3 )(m e 2kvO

Beamwidths (BW) are measured at the -3 dB points on the waveform. Typi-
cal values in the MLS application range from 0.50 to 3.00.
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(Peak-peak) e = 2p Iel e-kO2  sinh 2kvO (2-4)
2kvO

For small separation angles the bias term is:

e= 1.39 p2 a3 e2k02  (2-5)

We note in particular the e3 dependence of bias on angle. The rms error

formula is identical to the one obtained from the first order analysis; no

new terms appear in the extension. The same is true of the peak-to-peak er-

ror, although with the aid of the higher order error vs. phase formula, more

accurate expressions for the positive and negative peak errors have been ob-

tained [see Eqs. (E-15) and (E-16) in appendix E].

B. Bench Tests

Throughout Lincoln Laboratory's participation in the MLS program, bench

test data has been used to validate the MLS system models. The most valuable

source of such data is the CALSPAN Corporation bench test facility [71]. The

main objective of the bench simulator work was to characterize the TRSB re-

ceiver response to multipath which had an angle code very close to the direct

signal (i.e., in-beam multipath) since theory and field tests data have shown

that this "in-beam" multipath is the principal threat to a low sidelobe TRSB

antenna.*

The bench test comparisons are shown in Figs. 2-2 to 2-7. There are three

tests each for AZ and EL, one at essentially no scalloping rate (the scallop-

ing rates used by CALSPAN were chosen so the the a-s filter had unity gain),

and two at frequencies where motion averaging should be evident. The match

in the static cases is good. In the dynamic cases, there is some mismatch

resulting from the fact that the computer program which drives the TRSB sim-

ulation in the bench test mode does not cycle it through all possible phases

*Multipath which is well separated (e.g., more than two ground antenna

beamwidths) from the direct signal (i.e., "out-of-beam") yields errors through
sidelobe leakage.
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Fig. 2-2 Comparison of CALSPAN simulation azimuth data with simulation
at 0.6 Hz scalloping frequency.
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Fig. 2-6 Comparison on CALSPAN simulator elevation data with simulation
model at 20 Hz scalloping frequency.
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of the signal format jitter sequence. Thus, the averaging characteristics

are not the same as for the CALSPAN data.

Comparison of the static bench test and simulation data (Figs. 2-2 and

2-5) for the Phase III receiver shows discrepancies between the two which

do not exceed ± 0.020 (bias) and ± 0.015 (rms) with high confidence. These

figures are consistent with ± 0.5 dB tolerance on M/D ratio obtainable in

the CALSPAN analog multipath simulator.

CALSPAN tests also confirmed that the DPSK waveform used in the TRSB

signal format to transmit function identity, system status, auxiliary data,

etc., is quite immune to multipath. As field test data [66] in a severe

multipath environment gave similar results, the computer modelling was re-

stricted to considering angle data effects.

C. Field Tests

Model validation based upon full scale scenario simulations and cor-

responding field trial records has been accomplished to the extent possible.

The field data has been particularly valuable for validation of the antenna

models and thus the received signal model, as demonstrated below.

1. Azimuth Tests

a. Out-of-Beam Multipath

The AZ array used in both Phase II and Phase III is the Bendix phased

array at NAFEC, so in this case the Phase II and Phase III antenna patterns

in the simulation coincide. Differences in the two receivers, primarily the

filter and slew rate limiter, should be negligible for the AZ multipath at

rollout tests in which the scalloping rates are low.

In the simulation of the AZ array, a sidelobe model has been adopted

which, if anything, overestimates the amplitude of the sidelobe oscillations.

This assessment is based on examination of appropriately filtered dynamic

beam simulations (Bendix), field recordings of beam envelopes, and the "azi-

muth multipath at rollout" field tests results. In this section, we consider

the azimuth multipath tests using the screen shown in Fig. 2-8 to generate

out-of-beam multipath signals.
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Figure 2-9 shows the position of the reflecting screen used for the

"multipath at rollout" test. This particular position and screen rotation

(13.790) yields a primary multipath region from 0.7 nmi prior to threshold

(multipath azimuth = 29.20) to 0.14 nmi past threshold (multipath azimuth =

30.8°). The M/D levels with such a geometry are quite sensitive to the un-

measured screen tilt from the vertical; thus, it was not feasible to compare

the measured M/D levels with the propagation model results. However, it is

quite easy with the TRSB system to determine out-of-beam multipath levels

from received envelope traces and then compare the expected errors for that

M/D with the actual errors.

Figure 2-10 shows envelope traces from two of the AZ multipath at rollout

tests. The multipath is the larger of the two spikes by about 3-5 dB. Table

2-1 summarizes the M/D levels encountered. The peak control motion error ob-

served in the multipath region (Figs. 2-11 and 2-12) is about 0.040, which,

using the result that peak sidelobe errors are about equal to p x SL*, indi-

cates about a -31 dB sidelobe level. This implies that the computer model

overestimates the sidelobe level by up to as much as 5 dB.

Then, a fair tolerancing of the "worst case"** simulation error overesti-

mate for sidelobe multipath is (1.77-1.0) x p x SL = 77% x (computed error).

Inbeam discrepancies are considered negligible since the actual mainlobe pat-

tern is used and it shows very little variation from static to dynamic condi-

tions.

The low frequency error component in both the raw and control motion

traces in Fig. 2-11 and 2-12 is not due to the screen, but rather a combina-

tion of the theodolite error and ground reflection effects. Both effects show

up in the corresponding clean accuracy plot (Fig. 2-13). The ground reflection

effect remains after film correction (Fig. 2-14). Unfortunately, the multi-

path data cannot be film-corrected due to tracking equipment failures during

the test.
*Multipath amplitude x sidelobe level.

**We use the term "worst case" here because the TRSB testbed dynamic sidelobes

were largest in the angular region corresponding to screen multipath.
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Fig. 2-9 Screen position of multipath at rollout test.
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TABLE 2-1

MEASURED MULTIPATH LEVELS VS. RECEIVER LOCATION FOR

NAFEC "AZIMUTH MULTIPATH AT ROLLOUT" TESTS

Rn#Range (nmi)* Relative Multipatt

Run Amplitude (dB)

5 N+ 0.01 ()3.5
5 ()0.18 ()2.5
5 ()0.41 ()5.0
5 ()0.52 ()3.0
6 ()0.01 ()1.0
6 ()0.19 +)1.0
6 ()0.30 ()2.5
6 ()0.41 ()5.0
6 ()0.52 ()3.0
6 0.58 k)3.5

*From runway threshold
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Fig. 2-11 Raw and control motion errors for "AZ multipath

at rollout" test.
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b. Inbeam Multipath

Inbeam azimuth reflections from buildings or aircraft is quite unlikely

due to the geometry required; however, inbeam diffraction (shadowing) multi-

path was encountered in several of the shadowing tests carried out at NAFEC.

Tests were carried out with the shadowing aircraft over flying the azimuth

ground station (e.g., as by an aircraft taking off in front of the landing

aircraft) and with the shadowing aircraft turning off the runway (as after

rollout).

Figure 2-15 shows the precision tracker angular positions of the shadow-

ing CV880 and test aircraft for an overflight test conducted in November, 1976.

Figure 2-16 compares the measured overflight azimuth error with the computed

error using the tracker data to generate simulation flight profiles. Both the

error magnitude and waveform are seen to be in good agreement.

Another set of tests were carried out with the CV880 taxiing down the

* runway and turning off the runway as the aircraft, with a TRSB receiver, neared

the runway threshold. In this case, the location of the landing aircraft at

* the time of turnoff commencement was noted; however, there was not precise

tracking of the CV880 during turnoff, The actual turnoff manuver is a somewhat

complicated combination of rotation on centerline followed by a slightly curved

forward trajectory. This was (crudely) approximated in the simulation by hav-

ing the aircraft taxiing at 5 m.p.h. in a straight line which was at an angle

of 60 0 with respect to runway centerline (see figure 2-17). Figure 2-18 comp-

ares the simulation result with the measured errors on two of the flights. Wve

see that the initial negative going portion of the error is emulated fairly

well; however, the final positive error spike is smaller in the simulation than

was the case in the field test. This difference is felt to arise from the

differences between the actual CV880 tail fin profile and that assumed in the

simulation model (see Fig. 2-19). Given the fairly crude profile and taxiing

aircraft path approximations, the overall agreement between simulation and

field test here is regarded as quite good.

It should also be noted that studies of inbeam azimuth diffraction errors
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(a) side view of CV 880 aircraft

= aircraft side profile

= approximating profile with two rectangular plates

(b) shadowing profiles

Fig. 2-19 Comparison of actual CV-880 profile with
simulation model profile.
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due to a MLS monitor structure were reported in Chapter IV of volume I of

this report. However, in that case, the shadowinq object was in the very

near field of the ground antenna and hence of lesser interest for valida-

tion of the far field antenna/received signal models.

2. Elevation

a. Out-of-Beam Multipath

The principal source of out of beam elevation multipath for the TRSB

system is specular reflections from the ground. It was not possible to as-

certain the level of these reflections from the received envelope traces since

the elevation scanning beam does not scan down into the ground. Therefore,

a simulation was made for the testbed 10 elevation array over flat terrain

(/eo = 6) for an aircraft flying along a 00 azimuth radial at a height of

2,000 feet. This particular profile gives rise to a sizable range of separa-

tion angles and relative rf phases such that sidelobe errors should be evident

Figure 2-20 shows the computed multipath characteristics, while Figure 2-21

compares the simulation errors with the flight test results for one such radial

at NAFEC. We see that the flight test error at the multipath frequency (I cycle

per 0.40 in elevation angle) is slightly smaller than the simulation error,

again suggesting that the sineusoid sidelobe model is probably conservative.

b. Inbeam Mlultipath

In-beam reflection elevation multipath from structures or aircraft is

more common with the elevation system than the azimuth system, since the

elevation fan beam has a wide azimuth extent, which can illuminate vertical

surfaces while it is illuminating the aircraft. One source of such multipath

was the ICAO multipath tests using a screen in the near field of the elevation

antenna.

(i.) Screen Multipath Tests at NAFEC

The "EL multipath at threshold" test is shown in Fig. 2-22, taken from

the U.S. TRSB submission [65]. In this test, the results might have been

somewhat different had a TRSB phase ITT receiver been used instead of a TRSB
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Phase II receiver. The Phase II slew limiter, which was placed ahead of the
smoothing filter, introduces a bias component into the errors. This topic
has been studied extensively, and summary results are provided in Volume III.

To simulate this test, a warped/tilted screen model consisting of five
separate 10 foot wide vertical plates with linearly increasing tilts are
used. The computed multipath characteristics are shown in Fig. 2-23. The

simulation output and the film-corrected error traces are shown in Fig. 2-24.
These match quite well, except for an offset of 0.050 in the test data. There
is no known reason (e.g., the slew limiter) to expect a bias such as that in

the test, and it does not appear in the simulation. The most likely explana-
tion is that there is still an uncorrected! error in the tracker.

Figure 2-25 illustrates the test geometry for the "EL multipath on glide
slope" ICAO test. This test provided a better validation of the Phase III re-
ceiver model since the processor characteristics are virtually identical at

the low scalloping rates. Both 20 and 3' approaches were flown. Two separate

sets of simulations were performed. In the first simulations, the aircraft
was assumed to fly on the nominal glidepath without any vertical or horizontal

excursions and a 5 plate model utilized for the screen. Figures 2-26 and
2-27 show the computed multipath characteristics for the 20 and 30 nominal

gi idesl opes.

The results of three runs on the 20 approach are shown in Fig. 2-28

along with the simulation output. Although the three experimental traces
differ somewhat in detail, there is reasonable similarity among them, especi-

ally with regard to the observed scalloping rates and general level of error

magnitudes. The error plot generated by the simulation exhibits similar

characteristics. Fig. 2-29 contains comparative results for the 30 approach.

Again, the error magnitudes, scalloping rates, and general time history of

the traces show good similarity.

To better understand the role of the deviations of the actual flight

profile from the nominal flight path in generating differences between the
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simulation results and field data, a second set of simulations were made, in

which the actual tracker history was used to generate the simulation flight

profile. Two simulations of this type were performed; one using the previously

mentioned five plate model for the screen and the other utilizing a single

p late model. Figures 2-30 and 2-31 show the results for these simulations.

Comparing Figures 2-30 and 2-31 with 2-28 ana 2-29, we see that a much

better agreement has been obtained in the outer portion of the approach where

aircraft heading changes (especially at turn-on) are thE major factor in the

observed error frequencies. However, the agreement near threshold (e.g., 1.0

nmi) is not significantly improved. The differences in the near in region are

felt to arise primarily from the complicated (poorly known) nature of the screen

warping, as well as unmodelled near-field effects (the screen to antenna dist-

ance = 0.3 L 2/).

(ii). Hangar Multipath Tests at JFK Airport

The field tests at John F. Kennedy (JFK) International Airport, New York,

in December, 1977 and February, 1978, provided an opportunity to measure TRSB

response to both in-beam reflection and diffraction signals as illustrated in

Figure 2-32. Both van tests and flight tests were conducted at the airport.

The van test results, together with the corresponding airport model, were

described in Volume I, Chapter 3, Section A of this report. Thus, the dis-

cussion here will focus on the flight test results, which were rather more

complicated to model due to the greater number of obtacles which may be of

concern.

Figure 2-33 shows some of JFK runway 13L environment near the MLS elevation

sites used. Some idea of the obstacle density near the airport end can be

obtained from the horizon survey data shown in Figure 2-34. The same runway

end was also used as the basis for several of the ICAO standard multipath

scenarios (repeated in Volume III of this report).

The two principal multipath threats in the AWOP comparative scenarios

were the Seaboard cargo building and hangars 3-4-5. Figure 2-35 shows the

front view of the Seaboard cargo building and the exaggerated profile assumed
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for the AWOP comparative scenarios. The actual building height is such that

it presents no threat even though the exaggerated profile did yield some ef-

fects in the AWOP scenarios.

Hangars 3, 4, and 5 are identical except for a small brick building

between hangars 3 and 4. Figure 2-36 compares the actual building profile

with the profile assumed in the AWOP comparative simulations (photographs

of the hangar front surface are shown in Volume I of this report).

Although the assumed profile was higher than the actual profile, the

actual profile is still quite high.* Moreover, some features of the actual

hangar (specifically, the doors and top rim) are more reflective than was

assumed for the AWOP simulations. Other complicating features of the actual

building include:

1. The staggering of the hangar doors which produces a more

complicated spatial pattern of multipath than was the case

for the AWOP scenarios.

2. Curvature of the top edge versus the rectangular shape

characteristic of most buildings.

3. Marked inhomogeneity in reflectivity between various

surfaces on the building.

To take account of this complexity, several different building models

were developed to obtain an optimized representation for various reflection

geometries. Figure 2-37a shows the 50 plate model used for orbital and radial

simulations where the hangar top is the prime multipath threat. For shadow-

ing situations, only the silhouette is of concern. Figure 2-37b shows the 10

plate model used to approximate the building front and roof as seen from the

elevation site on the south (far) side of Runway 13L-31R. The Fresnel reflec-

tion coefficients for the hangar material were determined from van tests de-

scribed in Volume I of this report.

*The hangar exceeds the ICAO Annex 10 obstruction clearance limit at this

point (49 feet) by some 30 feet.
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The terrain at JFK is very flat, and was modelled by a flat plate. The
only other features explicitly considered for the simulation~s described here

were shadowing by a fence and the post office building to the south of the

runway. These were represented by six rectangular plates with heights deter-

mined from the site horizon data of Figure 2-34.

No tracked centerline approach data was available for the December 1977
January 1978 flight tests; however, some was available for the March 1978 tests

where the elevation antennas were on the south side of the runway. Figure

2-38 compares TRSB test results with the computer simulation results for a

2.860 glideslope. Comparing the various results, the flight test data is seen

to be noticeably noisier throughout the approach region. This additional noise

is believed to reflect a combination of tracker error, scanning and receiver

noise not modelled in the computer simulations. In particular, it should be
noted that the van tests, reported in Volume I of this report, (which did not

involve a tracker) in the same region gave much better correspondence with

simulation results.

TRSB test flights were made at constant altitude along a +38' radial from

the azimuth site, with the elevation antenna at the south of the runway. The

flights at roughly 2000 feet altitude experienced considerable shadowing effects

from hangar 3, and thus were good candidates for simulation. Simulations were

made for TRSB using a flight profile based on the tracker (x, y, z) position

data and the hangar shadowing model of Fig. 2-37.

Figure 2-39 compares TRSB flight test results with simulation results.

The simulated results are seen to be generally in good agreement with the actual

errors. Some difference arises because the vertical rectangular plates do not
in all cases give a good approximation to the curved roof line. This is an area

for future model refinement. It should be noted that the shadowing error here
is very sensitive to the shadowing geometry (it was found in preliminary simu-

lations that the error could change by 0.050 for a change in the hangar height

of 2 feet). This illustrates the need for precise building location and flight

path data in some cases if good error waveform agreement is to be obtained.
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TRSB flights were made at constant altitude along a -38' radial from the

azimuth site. The flights at roughly 2000 feet altitude experienced reflection

effects from hangar 3 as well as shadowing by the fence and building to the

south of the runway centerline. Two of these 2000 feet altitude runs were

simulated. The flight profile models were based on tracker (x, y, z) posi-

tion data and the hangar 3 modelled as shown in Fig. 2-37.

Figure 2-40 compares the TRSB simulation results with the corresponding

flight results. Both the TRSB simulation and the flight test generated a sys-

tem flag at approximately 8.3 nmi. Some of the high frequency noise on both

flight tests near the start of the run is believed to arise from a low signal

to noise condition created by the combined effects of shadowing and reflections.

Orbital flights were conducted in a 5nmi. circle centered on the JFK VORTAC.

The profiles at approximately 1500 feet encountered reflection multipath near

-380 azimuth, and shadowing near +380 azimuth. One of the TRSB flights was

simulated, using tracker (x, y, z) data to generate the flight path model and

Figure 2-37 as the hangar model.

Figure 2-41 compares the simulation result with the corresponding flight

test data. The simulated error and the observed errors are seen to be in gen-

erally good correspondence except for one spike in the near -46' azimuth. The

computer simulation shows larger single scan errors (e.g., 0.2 degrees peak)

at that point, which suggests that the larger error in the field data arose

from a difference between the point in the TRSB jitter sequence used in the

computer simulation versus that of the ground system at the time of measure-

ment.

(iii). Shadowing by ILS Glideslope Monitor at Buenos Aires

Figure 2-42 shows the runway layout and TRSB antenna locations at

Aeroparque Jorge Newbery, Buenos Aires, Argentina. Figure 2-43 shows details

of the airport near the MLS elevation sites. Elevation signal reflections

from the OSN building (see Figure 2-43) were generally shielded by the trees,
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while reflection from the moving trains on the adjacent track were of a very

transient nature. The only discernible multipath effects arose from a large

(I meter square, ILS glideslope monitor which was located forward and inboard

from the TRSB elevation antenna. Figures 2-44 and 2-45 are photographs show-

ing the B-737 during the turn onto the extended centerline and when on the fi-

nal approach. The ILS monitor yields diffraction signals which have much the

same character of in-beam reflection multipath.

The monitor was modeled by a single shadowing plate, while the flight path

points were determined from the analog flight tracker traces. The aircraft

velocity was assumed to be 116 knots in all cases. The TRSB system model con-

sisted of the TRSB Phase III receiver together with the model of the 1.50 beam-

width Bendix Basic Narrow elevation antenna discussed in Chapter I.

Figures 2-46 and 2-47 compare the observed TRSB errors with the simulation

results for two flights. The simulation results have been scaled to yield hori-

zontal and vertical scales which approximate those of the field data. In some

cases, the simulation horizontal scale has been offset slightly to correct what

are felt to be offsets in the tracker range.

The simulation results are seen to replicate the peak-to-peak magnitudes

and spatial character quite well. At the outer range, there is some difference

in the spatial period; however, this may only reflect the fact that the distance

scale for the flight trials data was estimated from the known flight profile as

opposed to being measured by a precise tracker.

At a distance of 82.6 meters and elevation angle of approximately 1.65'
elevation angle with respect to the elevation system phase antenna.

This assumption is viewed as being non-critical due to the very low
scalloping frequencies which arose here.

Peak-to-peak error magnitude is the most relevent measure in cases such
as this where trackers of limited precision are being utilized.
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Figure 2-48 compares the observed TRSB error on a run with a simulation

result for a flight profile corresponding to a 30 approach. The actual pro-

file differed at some points from 30 (by an unknown amount); however, the

main features of the error are seen to be quite similar.

(iv.) Elevation Shadowing by Hercules Aircraft at Brussels National

Airport

A series of TRSB and DMLS field tests were held at Brussels National Air-

port (Belgium). Figure 2-49 shows the MLS antenna sites as well as many of

the principal scatterers. Azimuth multipath simulation results are reported

in Volume III, thus, the discussion here will focus on reflection effects.

None of the buildings at Brussels National were oriented to yield in-beam

elevation multipath in an operationally relevant region and the Brussels ter-

rain is fairly flat. Thus, elevation effects due to multipath were expected

to be very small. However, some effects were artificially introduced by park-

ing two Hercules aircraft in front of the elevation transmitter as shown in

Figures 2-50 and 2-51.

Discernible multipath errors were encountered on 20 glideslope centerline

approaches with these aircraft present. These cases were used to develop

several "airport specific" scenarios. Figure 2-52 shows the rectangular

plates used to model the Hercules aircraft nearest threshold (as the other

aircraft's geometry was such that it did not shadow centerline approaches).

The elevation profiles were determined from the published plots of

tracker angle versus distance from theshold. Evidently, the aircraft were

tracked in one axis only, so it was assumed that the aircraft were above the

extended centerline at all times. Any lateral weaves that did occur would

result in a different shadowing geometry than assumed here. In particular,

the point at which the line of sight passes through or above the tail would

be at a different distance from threshold than was assumed in these simulations.

A. before, the field data result contiins non-multipath related effects,

such as tracker errors. However, since this was created multipath condi-

tion, "clean accuracy" results with the shadowing aircraft not present per-
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DATA FURNISHED BY MR. DE BACKER. RVA ENGINEER
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Fig. 2-50 Geometry of Brussels C-130 shadowing tests.
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mit some assessment of these factors. Figure 2-53 shows a TRSB field result

for a 2' glideslope with no shadowing aircraft present.

Figures 2-54 and 2-55 compare simulation results for scenarios with the

Hercules aircraft present with corresponding field results. The location of

the peak errors is somewhat different, but the peak-to-peak error and fre-

quency content are quite similar. The peak location differences are believed

to arise from the aircraft lateral weaves, which could not be included in the
simulation flight profile model due to lack of data.

D. Tolerancing of TRSB Simulation Model

The simulation results and the MLS field test data from a number of air-

ports (see Table 2-2) and multipath sources have been compared for a variety

of TRSB systems and flight profiles. In some cases, as was anticipated by

AWOP [66], error sources not considered in the multipath simulation (e.g.,

tracker errors and low signal to noise effects) are evident in the field test

data. In all cases, insufficient accuracy in airport geometry and aircraft
flight path data meant that only the gross error features (e.g., peak error,

frequency content and error region) could be quantitatively compared. Keep-

ing these factors in mind, the overall agreement between simulations and the

field data is regarded as quite good.

Given these good agreements between the field tests and simulation to

within the uncertainty limits imposed by the lack of knowledge as to exact
field test conditions and TRSB errors, the principal basis for tolerancing

the TRSB simulation model has been CALSPAN bench simulator data. Table 2-3
summarizes the total tolerancing errors which were applied to the TRSB system

AWOP scenario simulations. It is believed that a similar tolerance is appli-

cable to the models of the Bendix Phase III basic narrow and small community

antennas (except for a greater uncertainty regarding the azimuth sidelobe

levels at wide angles).
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TABLE 2-3

TRSB SIMULATION TOLERANCING

Inbeam Error Out-of-Beam-Error

Azimuth *0% to 75%
Filled ±5% overestimate

Density
Tapered ±5% ±25% (2 dB)

El evation
(COMPACT) ±5% ±12% (I dB)

Based on CALSPAN comparisons.
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IIl. DMLS MODEL

A computer model has been developed for predicting the multipath per-

formance of the Doppler Microwave Landing System (DMLS) which was proposed

to ICAO by the United Kingdom. The computer model is based on the DMLS system

as described in the U.K. proposal [7] and various papers presented at the

meetings of the ICAO All Weather Operations Panel (AWOP), and by U.K. repre-

sentatives in private discussions.

The DMLS computer model characterizes the signal processing and antenna

models for the azimuth and elevation angle scan processing, as these were the

functions considered in the AWOP comparative simulation activity. The antennas

modeled here consist of 10 fixed and commutated reference azimuth arrays as

well as the 10 fixed reference elevation array, as these were the antennas con-

sidered in the AWOP assessment activity.

We must emphasize that the DMLS system model described here corresponds

tothe proposed DMLS characteristics as of February 1977. It is not clear to

what extent the DMLS hardware corresponds to the proposed implementation. Con-

sequently, this version of the DMLS system model may not be completely approp-

riate for end-to-end validation by comparison with UK field test data.

A. U.K. Angle Subsystems

In this section we aescribe the Doppler scan system which has been modeled.

Our objective here is to briefly bring together descriptive material by the UK

which appears in the UK proposal [7], CAA reports [67], and minutes of the AWOP

WG-A multipath subgroup [66].

The U.K. angle subsystems operate according to the Doppler scan prin-

ciple. In a Doppler system, angle information is transmitted via a CW signal

radiated into the coverage volume. This signal is spatially modulated so that

the frequency transmitted towards a particular point in space is a monotone

function of the angular coordinate of that point. In order to counteract the

effect of A/C-induced Doppler shift, a CW reference tone is transmitted simul-

taneously at a neighboring frequency. The airborne receiver measures the dif-

ference in frequency between the two received signals (the difference frequency

3-1
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is essentially free of any dependence on aircraft motion) in order to estimate

the angular coordinate, as illustrated in Fig. 3-1. Both received signals are,

of course, subject to contamination by coherent interference (i.e., multipath)

generated by the scattering obstacles in an airport environment.

The U.K. proposes ground system antennas (electronically commutated line

arrays) which generate the Doppler signal by simulating the motion of an RF

source. The angle encoding varies sinusoidally with angle, and the array beam-

width increases in proportion to the sine of the off-boresight angle. The natu-

ral coordinates of the resulting angle subsystems are conical. During an angle

data frame, the commutated source makes several scans across the antenna aper-

ture. These scans can be in either direction. The choice of direction as a

function of scan number is a system parameter known as the scan format. The

number of scans per frame varies with angle function. The angle receiver makes

use of all these scans in deriving an angle estimate. In doing so, it may incur

a beneficial phenomenon known variously as "motion averaging" or "multipath

averaging." These terms refer to the fact that over the duration of a large

number of scans, the relative phases of the direct and multipath signals may

change significantly due to the changes in differential path lengths which ac-

cumulate as the aircraft moves. If the differential phase change is large enough

over the frame, multipath-induced bias in the angle estimate may vary from posi-

tive to negative and ultimately be "averaged out". Since motion averaging is a

potentially important aspect of Doppler scan MLS performance, care is taken to

see that it is properly introduced into the Lincoln Laboratory simulation.

The primary source of angle measurement error attributable to multipath

phenomena derives from the method of frequency estimation employed by the

airborne receiver. The receiver (which derives timing information from the

incoming signal and thus operates synchronously with it) can be regarded as an

approximation to the "optimal" estimator for a single sinusoid in white Gaus-

sian noise. "Optimal" processing would involve setting up a bank of filters
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F
matched to expected Doppler frequencies and determining the filter with the lar-

gest output. To avoid an excessive number of filters, one typically spaces

filters at frequencies separated by (scan duration) and then interpolates

between adjacent filters which bracket the expected frequency. This interpola-

tion can be realized by forming sum and difference filter outputs and dividing

the difference output by the sum output. Classic detection/estimation theory

[103] shows that the matched filters can be realized by correlation in time.

The sum and difference matched filters are realized by correlating the

received signals with internally generated sinusoids at the tracked frequency,

as illustrated in Figure 3-2. The correlation products are weighted by Taylor

coefficient time tapers, F (k), FA(k), in order to reduce the effective

sidelobes. The interpolation output is exponentially smoothed to update the

correlator frequency on each scan during the data frame. The correlator fre-

quency for the start of the next frame is obtained by block averaging the scan-

by-scan interpolation outputs, and this frequency is converted to an equivalent

receiver angle and output to the user.

The receiver utilizes an automatic gain control (AGC) circuit to pre-

vent the incoming signal from lying outside the range of the A/D converter.

The AGC gain can vary significantly over a scan, thus putting an additional

time taper on the received data.

Multipath generates errors by causing the sum and difference filter

outputs to deviate from their "no multipath" values. In particular, if the

multipath Doppler frequency lies within the passband of the matched filters,

i.e., it is inbeam, significant errors can occur on single scans. Multipath

at frequencies outside the matched filter passbands is generally of concern

only when it is so large that the receiver may inadvertently lock onto it. To

minimize the likelihood of the receiver locking onto multipath and/or outputting

erroneous data, a number of acquisition and validation (ACQ/VAL) tests are per-

formed onthe received data.

*Readers familiar with radar/beacon processing will recognize that this

technique is quite similar to monopulse processing [104]. A detailed discussion
of radar frequency discriminators using correlator systems quite similar to the
U.K. Doppler receiver is given in Ref. [105].
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1. Transmitted Signal Model

The reference signal is an RF tone of frequency wr + .5 Woff. The fre-

quency of the angle signal takes on the values wr + .5 woff* The sign of the

offset in both cases is governed by the scan direction. The commutation pro-

cess is modeled by assuming that the source traverses the antenna aperture (L)

at a constant velocity (vs) over the duration of a scan (Ts); obviously

L = vsT s  (3-1)

A total of 2N scans are transmitted. It is assumed that the angle signal takes

on the upper frequency value wr + .5 woff on the firstN scans, and the lower

frequency wr - wf on the last N scans. The reference alternates in the

opposite sequence, i.e., N scans at wr -5 woff followed by N scans att
Wr + .5 Woff" By advancing the time origin an amount Ts on each scan, we can
write for the transmitted signal:

Angle:

S expj[(w r + 0.5 woff)t] ; first N scans
s(t) : (3-2)

expj[(w r - 0.5 W off)t] ; last N scans

The discussion here considers the case of a filled array. The model for
a thinned azimuth array using a commutated reference is discussed in Section
C .

±This alternation of sidebands preserves the angle coding at a fixed angu-
lar direction when the scan reverses, i.e., the received frequency alternates
between two values which are equidistant from the reference frequency. At
baseband, this appears as a constant frequency.

The process known as phase cycling (or stepping or digitization) which
is employed at the angle transmitter is intentionally neglected in the model.
This feature is employed to reduce granularity error in the angle estimate with
zero crossing counters, but since this is an instrumentation-related, not a
multipath-related, problem, it need not be of concern here. Phase cycling also
helps reduce filter transient effects.
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Reference:

expj[(wr - 0.5 woff )t] ; first N scans

s'(t) = (3-3)

expj[(wr + 0.5 w off)t] ; last N scans

A stationary observer located on the radial defined by the angular co-

ordinates (0,D) where 0 is the (planar) scan plane coordinate angle (e.g.,

azimuth in the AZ system, etc.), and D is the orthogonal coordinate, sees a

linear combination of s'(t) and a Doppler shifted version of s(t). Each sig-

nal is weighted by the transmitting antenna pattern in the direction (0,q);

these patterns are designated as P'(e,4), and P(O,f), respectively. Each of

these patterns is assumed to factor into a product of an azimuth and an ele-

vation pattern as follows:

P(e,4) = Pa() Pb (3-4)

PaO P P1 () (3-5)

The fractional Doppler shift of s(t) depends only on the source velocity

vector and the conical scan plane angle 0c corresponding to (0.). The co-

ordinate systems are defined such that 0c = 0 corresponds to the plane normal

to the line array axis (i.e., centerline in AZ, parallel to the ground in EL

and flare). The commutated source velocity vector points in the direction

6c +900 on the upper sideband scan and Oc = -900 on the lower. Therefore,

the angle frequency observed at coordinate 0 c is

(Wr + 0.5 woff) (I + -- sin ec), (3-6)

the + or - sign depending upon the scan direction.

The proportionality constant in the angle-to-frequency mapping is called

the coding factor, and is denoted by K; from (3-6) it is evident that

K - (rad/sec)/rad (3-7)
C
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(to within + 5 off + 8 ppm). A more enlightening expression for K can
Wr

be given in terms of the scan duration and the aperture size in wavelengths,

or simpler yet, the antenna beamwidth in degrees (OBW):

K 7T L 1 Ts Hz/deg (3-8)180 T 0 BW T s

An additional Doppler shift occurs if the observer (aircraft) is not sta-

tionary. The A/C-induced fractional Doppler shift is expressed as (va cos 3)/c,

where v a denotes the A/C velocity and is the conical angle between the A/C

velocity vector and the direction toward the incident signal. Both reference

and angle signals are subject to this effect. Therefore, the reference and

angle frequencies observed at a moving receiver are
+V a co

(W + 0.5 wof (1 + a (3-9)
roff' --co1)

and

(Wr 0.5 wff) (I + Vs sin c + va cos B) (3-10)
C c

Table 3-1 lists the values used in the simulation for the transmitter

parameters defined above. The transmitter and receiver antenna patterns are

described in Section D.

2. Received Signal

The received signal expression consists of a superposition of terms. One

of these represents the direct path component, and the others represent the

multipath propagation components. Receiver noise is excluded because

(1) the preliminary link budgets and avionics specification

for DMLS indicates that nominal operation will occur at

high signal-to-noise ratio, and

(2) the principal objective in this MLS simulation was the

comparative effect of multipath propagation upon the opera-

tion of the various systems.

3-8
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TAL'LI! 3-1

TRANSMITTLR PARAMETER VALUES FOR U.K. DOPPLER MLS SIMULATION

Parameter Function Symbo-l Value Uni ts Comments

Carrier AZ, ELI 5.08 GHz
Frequency

Offset AZ, [LI 83.2 kHz
Frequency 2- off

Scan Time AZ T 2.5 msec 54;

ELI 1.25

Number of AZ 2N 12 54, anerture
Scans ELI 40

Coding AZ K 378 Hz/deg at -=0'
Factor ELI ! 756 t(

Commutation AZ vs  4.2 ft/msec
Speed ELI " 8.4

Reference/Array AZ R 2.0 = 6 dB
Emphasis Ratio ELI " 4.47 = 13 dB

Reference/Array AZ D 27.0 wavelengths
Phase Center ELI 1.0
Displacement

3-9
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Each component of the received signal is characterized by 9 parameters;

specifically, the i-th angle component is described by

= amplitude (3-I1)

path delay (3-12)

= change in phase angle due to i-th path reflection (3-13)

i = planar transmission angle to the scattering point

on the i-th reflector in the measured coordinate (3-14)

#i = planar transmission angle to the scattering point

on the i-th reflector in the orthogonal coordinate (3-15)

= planar heading and elevation angles of scattering

point from the receiver wrt the aircraft velocity

vector (3-16)

ri = fractional source-induced Doppler shift (3-17)

ri = fractional A/C-induced Doppler shift (3-18)

A similar set of parameters characterizes the reference signal; these are

designated as pi, Ti, 4i, oil O i5 ai i, ri, and ri. Note that ri E 0 for

all components because the reference source velocity is zero. The values of

the parameters are calculated for each reflector in the scattering portion of

the program. It has been assumed that the reference and angle antennas are

*The scattering models are described in Refs. [28] and [29].

3-10
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colocated. In those cases for which the antenna patterns of the two are

identical, the multipathparameters will be identical as well. The received

frequencies will not, of course, be equal due to the difference in transmitte(

frequency and the comutated source Doppler, but their A/C-dependent Dopplers

will essentidlly be the same. A brief summary of the considerations which

enter into the determination of each of the multipath parameters is given be-

low.

The amplitude is computed by an appropriate electromagnetic wave propa-

gation technique (e.g., knife-edge diffraction, Fresnel zones, bistatic cross-

sections, etc.) as though the transmitting and receiving antennas were omni-

directional. The amplitude socomputed (call it Ai) is weighted in the receive

program by the actual transmitting and receiving antenna patterns:

Pi= AiP(Oii) P( i'i) (3-19)

The reference amplitude pi is computed in a similar manner.

The path delay is computed according to the formula

R ti + Rri (3-20)

where

Rti = distance from angle transmitter to scattering point on

i-th obstacle (3-21)

Rri = distance from scattering point on i-th obstacle

to receiver (3-22)

*A reference antenna displacement variable is provided in the program. It is

assumed to be small enough so as to affect only the relative phases of the
reference components.
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The reference delay Ti is set equal to Ti.

The scattering phase is computed from the electromagnetic boundary con-

ditions at the scattering surface. If, for example, the i-th scatterer were

an infinitely large planar perfect conductor, pi = 1800.

Given the positions of the transmitter and the scatterer, the angles 0i ,

9i' (i and (D are found by simple geometry.

The fractional source-and A/C-induced Doppler shift ri, ri, ri are ex-

pressed in terms of three conical angles derived from (0,4), (O); (0 ,)

The angle between the commutated source velocity vector (on the first scan)

and the vector from the angle signal transmitter to the scattering point on

the reflector is denoted yi; the angles between the aircraft velocity vector

and the vector from the receiver to the scattering point for the angle and ref-

erence antennas are denoted i, 3i. respectively. Illustration is provided in

Fig. 3-3. For the direct components, the reflectors are absent, and the propa-

gation path is rectilinear. The fractional Doppler shifts are computed as

r. = vS Cos Yi(3-23)
1 C

va
ri - c Cos i (3-24)

v a
ri = c Cos 6i (3-25)

*The reference delay should differ from the main array delay by approximately

I az
ATi =-(27D ref) (sin ci)/Wr, where Dref is the displacement in wavelengths

of the reference array phase center from the main array phase center (assumed
to be entirely in the azimuth plane) and eaz is the conical azimuth angleof

ci

the i-th component. To avoid roundoff error, this delay differential is in-
I i

corporated by the receiver program as an equivalent adjustment A4i WrAT.

to the reference phase.
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Fig. 3-3 Geometry for Doppler frequency calculations.
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In order to complete the received signal calculation, the time dependent

delays along each of the paths must be evaluated. For the angle signal, the

nominal delay Ti represents the path delay at the middle of the first scan.

The time dependent delay for the first scan is

t va cos t vs cos Yi (3-26)
Ti(t) =Ti c t c t

Equation (3-26) can be modified to yield the delay for the n-th scan by accom-

modating the changes in the scan direction and updating the delay corresponding

to the aircraft position at the beginning of the n-th scan. This is done in

such a way that the time reference is reset to t = 0 at the middle t of each

scan.

Tint) M Tj _ (va cos i) [t + (n-l)T s] - d(n) (vs Cos Yi)t (3-27)Tint  = Ti CC

where

d(n) scan direction indicator

(+1 for first N scans

=- for last N scans (3-28)

The delay formula for the reference signal is simpler, since there is no source

Doppler component:

U a (t) = T.I 'C[t+ (n-l)T] (3-29)
in 1\ c 

*If the multipath parameters are computed with respect to the array center, t

goes from -T s/2 to +T s/2 on the first scan.

tThis midpoint convention might seem peculiar, but is warranted by the fact
that all multipath characteristics, including delay, are computed with respect
to the array midpoint.
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The timc dependent delays in (3-27) arid (3-29) may alternatively be expressed

in terms of the fractional Doppler shifts ri ri r.

The total received signal can be written in terms of the parameters de-

fined above. The i-th angle component of the n-th scan is oiy. (t), and the

corresponding i-th reference component is 'iyint~ hr

Y Iin (t) =expjji r +- 0.5 d(f),)ff] I t - in (t)] + (3-30)

Ji1 (t) =expjthjr - of0.5 d(n) I)ff It -ii~~) + (3-31)

Using (3 -27) and (3-29) we can also wri te (3- 30) and (3 -31) in the form

Yi (t) = expj (wmnt + in) (3-32)

y.'(t) = expi (o' t +

where in in in) 
(3-33)

V COS v Co

Win [tWir + 0.5 d(n) 'off] L + a-c- c + d(n) c ri (3-34)

in G) 0.5 d(n) I~ [I + a C s(3-35)
in Ir d On f rvcos

0.5 d off1 LA I (nlI)TS c a Cos + (3-36)

Fv Cos 3

in r . d(n) oJff] [(n-l)T S c5 (-7

Since the commutated and reference signals are transmitted simultaneously,

the n-th scan received signal is the sum r n(t):

rn (t) Re[y t) + Yn~) (3-38)

where
M

Y (t) = ~ ~~in~ (3-39)
i=0

M
Yn(t) L' R ,iyin(t) (3-40)

i=0

and R is the reference-to-array emphasis factor.
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3. Receiver Processing

Figure 3-4 shows a block diagram of the U.K. receiver. The input sum

signal is translated through three IF stages. The third output is applied

to a final detector which has a nonlinear characteristic. The video output

of this signal contains a term proportional to the product of the angle and

reference signals centered in the vicinity of ) off (83.2 kHz), and this is

essentially the signal upon which the angle measurement is based.

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 are detailed block diagrams of the linear detector

and AGC loop. The low pass filter in the feedback loop causes the AGC gain

to vary so as to maintain a roughly constant (short time) average envelope

out of the detector. On the other hand, the bandpass filter preceding the

A/D converter has an output corresponding to the cross product between the

received reference and array signals.

The basic angle tracker processing was shown in Fig. 3-2. The Taylor

weightings applied are

k Time Within a Scan 16F )(k) 16tlk) tk

1 -8T to -6T 1.0 -1.1875 -7T

2 -6T to -4T 1.5 -1.5 -5T

3 -4T to -2T 2.5 -1.4375 -3T

4 -2T to 0 3.0 -0.625 - T

5 0 to 2T 3.0 0.625 T

6 2T to 4T 2.5 1.4375 3T

7 4T to 6T 1.5 1.5 5T

8 6T to 8T 1.0 1.1875 7T

T integration time/16 0.95 Ts/16

tk = midpoint of k-th subinterval = (2k-9)T

8

Note that the relative weights are normalized such that r E (k) 1. The

k=l

difference coefficient values are taken from [68]; the sum coefficients
were modified slightly from those reported in[68] as a result of UK/LL
discussions in February 1977 [781.
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4. Acquisition and Validation (ACQ/VAL)

In this section, we briefly present the ACQ/VAL procedure proposed by the

UK for the digital correlator DMLS receiver implementation. Figure 3-7, which

is taken from [67], summarizes the ACQ/VAL process. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 are

detailed flow charts of the DMLS ACQ/VAL process which were supplied by the UK

in July 1976 [66].

The acquisition procedure consists of two stages. First, the detected

signal is correlated with a set of coarsely spaced frequencies spanning the

coverage region; a rough frequency estimate is determined by maximizing the

correlation outputs by pairs. Then a more closely spaced set of correlation

frequencies is centered around this estimate, and the procedure is repeated to

obtain an initial setting for the tracker frequency.

The principal validation input from the tracker is the sum (E) correlation

value. Three classes of tests occur:

(1) current JEJ > 1 long term time average of 2EJ

(2) short term time average of JZJ > 1 long term time average of JE1

(3) long term time average of ZEJ x 1.91 > coarse bin pairwise
search peak.**

A new Z value is determined on each scan. Failing test (1) causes that scan

to be ignored. Test (2) is intended to give a "fast dropout" if the tracked

signal "disappears." Test (3) is the principal test for a larger out-of-beam

signal. In addition to these three tests, there is an outlier check which

truncates the frame angle estimate if it differs from the previous estimate by

more than 0.20.

Additional data regarding the DMLS ACQ/VAL was obtained in Feb. 1977 as
a byproduct of UK/LL discussions regarding DMLS tests in the US [78]. In par-
ticular, bin widths were increased by (and correlation times reduced by) 5%
from the values given in the flow charts.

The origianl UK documentation (see Fig. 3-8) used 1.625 as the compari-
son ratio; however, during the course of UK/LL discussions concerning the UK
receiver for the proposed DMLS tests in the US [78], it was learned that 1.91
was the current preferred value.
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B. Angle Processor Model

The angle processor model incorporates the following features which were

deemed necessary to achieve representative error models:

(1) The modulation products between the angle and reference
signals are retained. Thus, effects due to multipath on
both signals should emerge.

(2) Scalloping of both the angle and reference signals is in-
cluded by representing the scan-to-scan phase coherence
of each received component.

(3) A model of the tracker dynamics is included. By tracking
on the previous angle estimate rather than the true A/C
position, the "pulling" effect of inbeam multipath will be
observed. This effect tends to give higher and more realistic
errors than would otherwise be predicted using fixed fre-
quency tracking.

(4) A model for the AGC dynamic behavior is included. By con-
sidering the changes in AGC gain within a scan, the modi-
fication of time weighting (and, mainlobe and sidelobe
characteristics) due to multipath will be observed. This
tends to give a more realistic estimate of errors than would
be predicted by assuming no AGC gain variations.

(5) A model for the ACQ/VAL tests is included for the filled

array system. By considering the acquisition process and
the degree to which angle scan data is rejected by the
validation tests, a more realistic estimate of the system
performance is obtained.

The details of the processing model follow.

1. AGC Model

The AGC model is explained by reference to Fig. 3-6. The detector output

Vn (t) for the n-th scan is taken to be

Vt W = (3-41)
n

or, using (3-38) and ignoring terms at twice the carrier frequency,
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Vn t) - EI iYnt)t2 + I ly"(t) 2 + Re[yn(t)yn(t)] (3-42)

The low pass filter in the AGC feedback loop eliminates the reference-

array cross product term, and it also eliminates those angle signal multipath

component cross products Yin (t) Yjn(t) contributing to lYn(t)( 2 (see Eq. 3-39))

for which the frequency difference Win - W*n lies outside the 3 kHz filter

passband. This means that such component pairs should be added incoherently,

rather than coherently as indicated by (3-39), in orGer to determine their

effect on the AGC gain. Therefore, in the AGC model, the term yn(t)l2 in
'~Z 2 k(3-42) is replaced by>ly(t)I , where the {y(t)} denote coherent sums

over angle signal components within + 1.5 kHz of a set of center frequencies

covering the range of received signal frequencies, i.e.,

y (t) = i Yin(t) (3-43)

such that the I are non-overlapping and together include all the component
Zn ' I implies -1 in - cjnI < 3 kHz. The frequencies of

the neglected terms are also outside the passband of the filter immedately

preceding the digital correlator, so they may be dropped from (3-42) altogether.

There is no corresponding decomposition of the reference signal, because the

aircraft-induced Doppler shifts are assumed to be small enough that all the

reference component cross products are within the 3 kHz filter passband.

Using the argument above and expanding the square root in (3-42) to first

order, we re-write the detector output as

Vn( Ent -  n (3-44)

n

with

Vn( t) Yn(t) 2 + I y(t) 2 (3-44a)
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V~) 1Re [y Mt y'* (3-44b)Vn~t n n (t/n(

The output of the low pass filter Zn(t) is just the first term in (3-44)

Z t = V0(t)/En (t) (3-45)

The feedback loop is assumed to be in quasi steady state when Z (t) is constant,n
i.e.,

En(t) = Rn I Yn(t)j 2  
+ Iy(t)I2 (3-46)

The constant Rn is chosen so as to make the complex magnitude of the sum out-

put of the angle processor equal to unity whenever only the direct signal is

present and the tracker is positioned on it exactly. This results in
I

Rn l p2 R (3-47)

where the reference-to-array emphasis ratio. See Eqs. (3-54) and (3-58) below.

To yield a practicable computation time, it is assumed that En(t) is con-

stant over each of the eight subintervals of a single function scan (the same

subintervals over which the Taylor weights are taken to be constant), i.e.,

En(t) En(tk) if t 6[tk - T, tk + T] (3-48)

where

tk = (2k-9)T, k = 1,2,...,8

T = 1l (integration time) = .95 Ts/16

For azimith, the subinterval length is 295 psec, which is well matched to the

low pass filter time constant. For elevation, the subinterval length is 147

psec so the approximation is even better.
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2. Angle Processor

a. Input Signal to Digital Correlator

The bandpass filter preceding the correlation processor admits only that

part of the detector output represented by the second term in (3-44). Using

the expression (3-46) for En(t) , we write this term as

Vn(t) n Re[yn(t) Y *(t)] (3-49)
En~t =

or, using (3-39), (3-40),

v 1tM R M ,
vn(t) Rn I ' 'K' PiRpj Re[yin(t) yin(t)] (3-50)
En(t) E(t 2 J n j

i=0 j=0

Finally, referring to (3-32) and (3-33) and denoting by H(w) eJ*(w) the filter

transfer function within its passband, we obtain an explicit expression for the

input signal to the digital correlator

Rn~ M M

W~ (t =2p.i Rp. cos (wijt + at. )Hw.)Wn(t) E() E E ijn ijn (wijn) (3-51)
n i=o i=o

where the frequency and phase of the (i,j) component are given by

*ijn = win - wjn (3-52)

*ijn = in - jn + (wijn) (3-53)
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b. Frequency/Angle Estimator Model

The portion of the digital correlator processor which forms the sum (E)

and difference (A) values in Fig. 3-2 is modeled as an analog processor because:

(1) There is a negligible difference between the analog and discrete
time results, if a sufficiently high sampling rate is used.

(2) The analysis for the analog case is much easier to follow.

From Fig. 3-2 and Eq. (3-51), we find that the correlator outputs can be

written as

8

Z(n) = T P7(k) Sn(k) (3-54)

k=1

8
A(rn) = > A (k) Sn(k) (3-55)

k=l

where
t +T

S(k) t k T ( t) eJ t(n)t
n 2T f Wnt

t -T
k

R M M H(w.. t k +T

I n kj tk -

Rn MM )tk(e tn . t )e
M M

n PR oj [ l t(n)+ wo )e j i j n  
"+" F("~) n

E z (ti t ijn'tk t )ijn1tk)e n iln
n k i= j=o

(3-56)
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and

jwt sin
F(wt) = e ST (3-57)

One of the frequencies wt(n) + w is approximately twice the reference-array

offset frequency, so the terms in (3-56) involving the corresponding

F(, t(n) +j ijn t k) are negligible. Therefore, Sn(k) is computed in the program

as

R M MSn (k) -2 0 PiRp i F( t(n)_d(n),jijn' tk) expj(-d(n),1ij n )  H(;lij n )

En(tk) i=O j=O

(3-58)

The tracker frequency error for the n-th scan is estimated to be

6Wt(n) : Im An) 27T (3-59)
t 1.(n) 16T

and the tracker frequency for the next scan is updated according to

,.t(n+l) wt(n) + 5 (n) (3-60)

At the end of the data frame the frequency estimates from all validated

scans are averaged to yield the tracker frequency &t for the start of the
next frame

L= [wt(n) + 6t(n)] (3-61)

valid
scans
n

where N. is the number of valid scans. The (conical) angle estimate 6c for

the frame is obtained from wt by applying the angle coding factor (see Eq. (3-7))

r'c sin' (, - , off)/K] (3-62)
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3. Acquisition/Validation

a. Acquisition
The initial setting of the tracker frequency is obtained as the result

of the two-stage acquisition procedure depicted in Figs. 3-7 to 3-9. While

in either acquisition phase the input signal W (t) is correlated with sinu-
n

soids and cosinusoids at each of the bin center frequencies wb(m) for an inte-

gration time 2Tb matched to the bin widths.
tb (m) +T b  j )b (m) t

C I Wn(t) e dt (3-63)bnm)  tjm) -T b

where

b(m) = wb(m-l) + Aub, m : 2,...,B (3-64)

2Tb  2Tr t
Tb A (3-65)

b

with the number of bins B, bin width Awb, and first bin center frequency b(1)

specified by antenna for each acquisition phase (see Table 3 -2 below).

The integral in (3-63) is evaluated in the same manner as the one in (3-56).

The center correlation times tb(m) for ordinary acquisition vary with bin

number across the scan time, as the correlator computational capacity is time-

shared among the bins. To reduce computation time, it is assumed that the AGC
factor Rn/En2(t) is constant over the correlation interval, and E 2(t) is

replaced by a suitable average En (m) over nearby {tk) of the squared

envelopes during the 8 basic scan time subintervals, [En 2 (t), k=l.81.
Th auso -2 n

The values of tb(m) and En (m) used in the program are listed in Table 3-2.

The correlation output Cn(m) is used to update the contents B n(m) of the

m-th bin according to the formula

Nb'1  1
Bn(m) = -N Bn1l(m) + N- iCn(m)f (3-66)

b b

tExcept 2T - in homing acquisition mode for the elevation function,

because the scan time is too short to accommodate the integration time
specified by (3-65).
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where j denotes an approximation to the complex magnitude function,

Z4 {Re(Z)j + IlIm(Z)l + I )Re(Z)j - jIm(Z)jj (3-67)

The time constant Nb and initial bin settings B0 (m) are listed in Table 3-2.

Each acquisition phase is deemed to be complete as soon as a preferred

bin pair emerges. The pair contents are calculated as

IPn(m) B (M) + B (m+l) + JB n(m) - B (m+01) (3-68)nn n 4n n

and the m-th pair is selected as the preferred pair on the n-th scan provided

that

PA(m) > P(m) for all m j (3-69)

and
A 1 bB B(m) (3-70)P j(m) :,Kb-- A n

m m, ,

See Table 3-2 for the values of the comparison factor Kb.

When a preferred bin pair m is chosen on the n-th scan, a frequency

estimate wb is calculated as

wb 2w b ( m) + W b( m+l)] + W A1 b I R) (3-71)

where

+1 if BA(m+l) > 2B;(m)
n

In( ) -1 if B;r^) > 2B;(m+l) (3-72)

0 otherwise

Note that {ZJ varies from 1.375 IZI to 1.510 IZI, depending on the phase of Z,
so the approximation . includes roughly a 3 dB emphasis.
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TABLE 3-2

ACQUISITION PARAMETERS

ORDINARY ACQ HOMING ACQ

AZ EL AZ EL

B 16 8 4 4

1
1 2506 Hz 2506 Hz 627 Hz 627 Hz

lWb(l) 64403 Hz 84109 Hz

Nb 120 400 120 400

Bnm- .076 .076 .038 .054

(same for all m)

Kb 2.2 2.2 3.0 3.0

tb(m) tI, m=1,2,3,4 t2, m=1,2,3,4

t3, m=5,6,7,8 0
t5- m=9,10,11,12 t6 , m=5,6,7,8

t 7 , m=13,14,15,16

-2 3 8 8
En~m ,,t~) Efl(tk), 2 En2,tk) E nk)k=l k=l k=l

m=1,2,3,4

7

k=5

m=5,6,7,8

Homing bin frequencies are centered around the estimate "obtained from
ordinary acquisition, i.e., 'b(1  " 1.5 ""'b

= 0 for start of ORDINARY ACQ, n last scan from ORDINARY ACQ for start
of HOMING ACQ.
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The homing bin frequencies ob(m) are centered around the frequency estimate

Th obtained from ordinary acquisition. The tracker frequency wt(n+l) for the

first scan in track is initialized to the frequency estimate w b obtained from

homing acquisition.

b. Validation

Once acquisition is finished, the tracker frequency is updated according

to (3-60) or (3-61) and angle estimates are obtained from (3-62) as long as

the validation tests are passed. The confidence counter is initialized at

the value 3 upon completion of acquisition and it increments by 1 (up to a

saturation value 9) at the end of every validated frame. When it reaches

the value 8, the system flag is raised and the frame angle estimates are

accepted. Once raised, the system flag is only lowered if a series of frames

with validation failures causes the confidence counter to decrement to the

value 3.

Most of the validation checks focus on the time history of the tracker

sum output 7(n). Long- and short-term tracker averages TL(n), Ts(n) are

computed recursively as follows.

TL(n) N TL(n-l) + N L (n) (3-73)

Ns - 1
T -(n) NS Ts(n-l) + N S (3-74)

where

NL = 480 for AZ

1600 for EL (375)

NS = 60 for AZ (3-76)

200 for EL
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The initial values of TL and T S are determined from the contents of the peak
& bin pair from the ordinary acquisition phase.*

TL(h 1.5 Pj (m (3-77)
0

T S ('hn ) 0.5 % (m ) (3-78)

At the same time the ordinary acquisition bins are updated on every 4th
scan while in track.

Bf (in - Nb B4 (m) + Nb lCn (104 (3-79)

N b is unchanged from its acquisition phase value, so the effective time
constant is increased by a factor of 4 (to match that of the long-term
tracker average).

The validation tests are expressed in terms of these quantities as
follows.

() Individual scans are invalidated whenever

< 1 Tn)(n (3-80)

Such scans do not contribute to the frame angle estimate in (3-61), and
they do not cause the tracker frequency to be updated as in (3-60).

(2) If at any time the short-term average becomes too small, specifically,

T (n) < 1 TL (n) (3-81)S ~4L

track mode is immediately halted and acquisition is restarted from scratch.

nosn , lst canfrom ordinary, homing acquisition, respectively.

mO = preferred ordinary bin pair
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(3) On each ordinary bin update, it is determined whether

P4n(m) > 1.91 TL(
4n) for some bin pair m (3-82)

If condition (3-82) prevails for at least half the checks within a frame, the

confidence counter is decremented. Furthermore, if confidence is already low

enough that the system flag was not raised at the beginning of the frame, ac-

quisition is restarted, but the ordinary bins are not re-initialized.

In addition to these three tests, there is an outlier test which affects

the confidence counter, the output angle estimate, and acquisition restarts

due to validation test (3).

(4) Whenever the new angle estimate Oc = sin-[(wt - Woff)/K] given by (3-62)

differs from the previous frame angle estimate 00 by more than 0max = 0.20),

the new estimate is truncated,
&trunc + o sgn (3-83)

cC + max c c

the confidence counter is decremented, and validation test (3) is bypassed.

The tracker frequency for the next frame remains at the value determined by

(3-61).

There is one situation that is not addressed in the U.K. flow chart

(Fig. 3-8). If every scan within a frame fails validation test (1) above,

there is no data from which to compute the frequency estimate in (3-61). In

the computer model, this situation causes the confidence counter to decrement

and no frame angle estimate is returned. The tracker frequency and the saved

angle estimate for the outlier comparison do not change from their values at

the start of the frame. The frame is still subjected to validation tests (2)

and (3), but not to the outlier test.

There is no provision in the U.K. flow chart for restarting acquisition

based on the confidence counter alone. Thus, it is possible for the confidence

counter to decrement all the way to 0 (as a result of outlier failure or frames

with no valid scans) and remain there indefinitely. Since a string of

*The function sgn(x) is defined by sgn x = +1 if x >0 and -l otherwise.
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of outlier failures causes validation test (3) to be bypassed, it may be dif-

ficult to drop a faulty track under these circumstances. Because it is felt

that this might have been an unintentional oversight, the DMLS model permits

an option which causes acquisition to be started from scratch whenever the

confidence counter reaches the value 0. However, this option has not been

employed in any of the simulations.

C. Uniformly Thinned Azimuth Array Model

The UK has proposed that uniformly thinned azimuth arrays (such as those

used in the RAE field tests) be used at nondifficult sites [7]. For difficult

sites, it is proposed that filled arrays would be utilized. Since 1) the WG-A

scenarios were intended to be "difficult" sites, and 2) only a filled azimuth

array has operated with the proposed TDM format, it was felt appropriate to

initially model the thinned array in lesser detail than was done for the filled

arrays.

The model for the density tapered array contains the following features

which were deemed necessary for an initial model:

(1) The modulation products between the angle and reference
signals are retained. Thus effects due to multipath on
both signals should emerge.

(2) Scalloping of both the angle and reference signals is
included by renresenting the scan-to-scan phase co-
herence of eaci received component.

(3) A model of the tracker dynamics is included. By trackino
on the previous angle estimate rather than the true A/C
position, the "pulling" effect of inbeam multipath will
be observed. This effect tends to give higher and more
realistic errors than would otherwise be predicted using
fixed frequency tracking.

(4) The discrete commutation process is modeled so that the
multipath "grating lobes" characteristic of this form of
array will be considered.

Neither the AGC dynamic model nor the full acquisition/validation tests are in-

corporated in the model. Rather, a fixed AGC gain is assumed and the tracker

is initialized at the frequency of the direct signal.
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We now describe the tracker model for uniformly thinned azimuth arrays.

Since the properties of these arrays have been described in other Lincoln pub-

lications (see section 4.3.3 of [28]) as well as in the UK proposal (see Appen-

dix C.3 of [7]), it will be assumed here that the reader is conversant with the

theory of operation and single multipath signal analysis for such arrays.

To minimize the complexity of the resulting expressions, we assume that

hard switching is used. This increases spectrum splatter into adjacent chan-

nels, but essentially does not affect the multipath performance for the channel

of concern.

The reference array is assumed to consist of Nf = 2L + I elements spaced
6 wavelengths apart while the main array consists of Nm - 8(2J + 1) elements

spaced Nf 6 wavelengths apart.t The main array source is stepped between ad-

jacent positions at a rate I/NfT 6 while the reference array source commutates

between its elements at a rate lI/T,. When the reference array reaches its
last element, it "jumps back" to its starting position on the next commutation.

The reference array steps of size 6 are in the opposite direction to the main

array commutation, so that the separation between reference and main array

sources increases by 6 every T6 seconds.

Let the main array element index be denoted by m and the reference array

index by Z. Each measures in the commutation direction for its array the ele-

ment's position with respect to the center of that array in units of the inter-

element spacing. The (9,m) element pair is active for times t in the inter-

val
T 6

t Im [ Im - 2 tZm +  (3-84)

L and J may be either integer or half-integer quantities.

tIn the current thinned array model, Nf = 2, N = 48, 6 = 0.57, T = 26.3
psec.'m

may be either integer of half-integer; m must be half-integer because

Nm is assumed to be divisible by 8.
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where

t = (t + m Nf)T6  (3-85)

For times within any interval Itm the sources are stationary, so the re-
ceived angle and reference signals are computed in the same manner as the refer-
ence signal in Section A, except that a phase differential corresponding to the
displacement of the (k,m) elements from the array centers must be included.

Yin (t) = expj (w nt - 1in +  inm ' t E I (3-86)

S(t) expi c t I (3-87)Yin (t xj (in t  in in. 'M

where w! r., 'in are the same frequency and phases defined in (3-35) to (3-37),in In in
and the angle frequency is obtained from (3-34) by ,ettinn v to zero.in c

+ v.1c1 -. (3-88)
in L.'r o . ~i/UffJ cI+

The angle encodina is now contained in the element-dependent phase differentials,
Finm' 'in9' which are defined as

inm d(n) 2?m Nf, cos y. (3-89)

1 n; - d(n) 27:QV cos y(3-90)

The input signal to the correlator is written in a manner analogous to (3-51)*

M M

=1 . R1 , cos Mn n m jnWn~t 2 i: l=inO "i " i + nito "in '

t K I (3-91)

. Rn
The AGC factor n is not incorporated in the thinned array model, and

En 2t)
the sector filter transfer function is assumed to be flat, H(L,) = 1, i(w) = 0.
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where ci.n is as defined in (3-53) and

w °. ° - ' (3-92)ijn z win - wjn

The correlator output for the k-th integration subinterval is given by

a discrete version of the integral in (3-56). It is assumed that the sampling

rate for the correlator multiplications is equal to l/T . The correlation time
2T is taken to be 1/8 times the main array scan time, i.e.,

T 1 N

2T mNfT, (2J ) NfT'k f (3-93)

Thus, the center of the k-th subinterval is given by

tk = (2k - 9)T = JNfT (3-94)

where
= (2k - 9) (J + -(395)Jk (395

In terms of these quantities the correlator output is represented as
Jk+J L J~t (n tm 1

Sn(k) = n W ' t~i e i (TJ T) (3-96)

mJkJ ,Z=-L

Referring to (3-89)-(3-91) and expanding cos(.) as we

evaluate Sn (k) as

M0.j5_k 1 ' " + +

n expj(JkN - -.- F(Nfv 
n ) FL(vFn)]

(3-97)
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where
+

Vij n  = (Wt(n) + wijn)T6 + d(n) 26 cos Yi (3-98)

0

v_- = (wt(n) - wijn)T 6 - d(n) 276 cos yi (3-99)

1+0
vij = (wt(n) = wijn)T6 + d(n) 2w6 cos y! (3-100)

I 0vij n  = (t(n) - ui.n)T - d(n) 2w6 cos y! (3-101)
in t ijn 6J

and the Fourier series kernel is given by

Q jvq
FQ(v) 2Q+l L e

q=-Q

sin (2Q+l) V
V

(2Q+1) sin V (3-102)

Analogously to the evaluation of S (k) for filled arrays in (3-56), (3-58), only

one of the terms inside the brackets in (3-97) is retained in the computer al-

gorithm for each scan type. S n(k) is approximated as

1 M M ,j(Nv..) F
Sn(k )  PiRpj expj(JkNfvijn - d(n) aijn) Fj(f n L(Vijn)

i=0 j=0
(3-103)

where
0

vij n = (Wt(n) - d(n) wijn)T 6 - 2116 cos yi (3-104)
I o

vij n = (wt(n) - d(n) wijn)T 6 - 2n6 cos yj (3-105)

The evaluation of FQ is valid for both integer and half-integer values
of Q. At points v for which the denominator in (3-102) vanished (namely, v
0, ±71, ±2n, ±37T,...), FQ(v) = 1.
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The sum and difference outputs are computed as in (3-54) and (3-55), and
equations (3-59) to (3-62) are used to update the tracker frequency and deter-
mine the angle estimate.t The angle estimate is subjected to the outlier test
(test (4) in Sec.b.3.b), and it is truncated according to (3-83) if the test
is failed. No other validation checks are performed.

D. Antenna Models

The various DMLS antenna patterns assumed for the simulation are depicted
in Figs. 3-10 to 3-15. The sector filter response is shown in Figs. 3-16 and

3-17. Each figure includes the computer simulation pattern and one measured or
proposed by the UK. For convenience, the various patterns are catalogued in

Table 3-3.

E. Limitations of the DMLS Model

In this section, we discuss the following factors which should be consid-

ered in utilizing this version of the DMLS system model:

(a) relationship of system model to field test equipment

(b) near field effects

(c) low signal to noise ratio effects

(d) coverage limits

(e) effects of receiver memory on error behavior

and (f) spatial variation of multipath characteristics.

Our intent here is to make the reader aware of these factors, so as to mini-

mize the possibility of erroneous conclusions being drawn from the model re-

sults.

As indicated in the introduction, the system model here is based on the

system proposed by the UK for ICAO assessment, as opposed to replication in

all respects of the existing test hardware. Attempts have been made to obtain
confirmation of the receiver processing algorithm details and measured ground
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TABLE 3-3

DMLS MODEL ANTENNA PATTERNS

ARRAY IYVP1 OR PAITIERN
OTHELR SYMBOL

PATTERN TYPI IN TEXT HINCTION COORDINATE DESCRIPTION

Azimuth Angle isee Fig. 3-10

Nd iliElevation Angle see Fig. 3-12

A'rray Azimuth Angle see Fig.3-13

Elevation Angle see Fig. 3-14
---------------------------------

Azimuth Angle see Fig. 3-11
(with CL emphasis)

AZ ~(without CL emphasis5

R e f e renc~ eElvatonngle see ____-

P
Array Azimuth Angle see Fig.3-13

Elevation Angle see Fig. 3-15

Azimuth and
Aircraft P All Elevation Angles Onii; P=I
Antennaj ___

ISec to r UAll Frequency see Fig. 3-16

IFilter Gain

',e(tor All Frequency see Fig. 3-17

filter Phase
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and airborne antenna characteristics, but this data has not always been pro-

vided. We currently believe there are differences in at least the following

respects:

(a) elevation pattern of the azimuth array - our understanding is

that the field equipment pattern rolloff at the horizon is

considerably less than that assumed. However, the TRSB azi-

muth array elements, which have a measured pattern rolloff

better than that assumed for DMLS, could be utilized for a

DMLS array.

(b) airborne antenna pattern - the current model assumes an omni

pattern, whereas actual patterns tend to have more gain in

the forward direction than to the sides of the aircraft.

(c) azimuth pattern of elevation array - it is our understanding that

the actual elevation array is not "flared" to the same extent as

the proposed array. Also, we understand that the DMLS elevation

radome was changed since the original patterns were measured.

(d) the receiver acquisition/validation logic for reduced aperture

systems (e.g., 20 azimuth) has not been described by the UK.

The received signal model used here assumed that Lhe diffracted and/or re-

flected signals can be represented by plane waves. Although this approxima-

tion in generally satisfactory for large plate reflectors (e.g., the AWOP screens)

within the antenna near field, it is not valid for repeaters. Nor is it valid

for shadowing obstacles (e.g., light poles) in the near field when utilizing

the original Lincoln propagation model [29].

No check is currently made for very low received signal power levels. Thus,

the model may not adequately represent system behavior in certain "deep shadow-

ing" situations.

The actual DMLS receiver accomplished the out of coverage indication (OCI)

by a not yet specified combination of angle checks and comparison of OCI sig-

nal levels with in coverage signal levels. This has not been modeled in the
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DMLS program. The acquisition/validation logic will attempt to locate a track-

able signal in any case. Thus, it is the responsibility of the user to insure

that the direct signal is indeed within the desired coverage limits.

Section B has discussed how many of the AC /VAL tests rely on various time

averages of the tracked signal and the "ordinary bins" correlation sums. Con-

sequently, when driving the model with multipath inputs that do not represent
"realistic" time sequences, one must be alert for the possibility that spuri-

ous effects may arise from the choice of input sequence. To illustrate, situ-

ations can arise (e.g., with two inbeam multipath signals) in which the tracker

has several equilibrium points such that different past inputs result in sev-

eral possible error values for a given "current" multipath input.

It is implicitly assumed in the multiple scan processing computation that

the multipath characteristics are essentially fixed for each scatterer over

the duration of a single frame(except for the rf phase, which is incremented

linearly in accordance with the scalloping frequency). This appears to be a

reasonable assumption for most practical geometries; e.g., for an aircraft ap-

proach velocity of 200 feet per second, a single frame corresponds to a receiver

displacement of 6 to 10 feet. However, if the multipath geometry were such to

yield very fast variations in multipath characteristics for some particular

scatterer, then the current model would need some modification to yield repre-

sentative results. For instance, multipath parameters could be computed scan-

by-scan instead of frame-by-frame. Of course, any such refinement would greatly

increase the running time for both the propagation and receiver model programs.

However, the net multipath signal level (= sum of signals from all the
various scatterersl--may change fairly rapidly if the scalloping rates are suf-
ficiently different.
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IV. DMLS MODEL VALIDATION

The validity of the DMLS simulation modei has been confirmed by compari-

son with data recorded from bench tests and field tests performed on an actual

DMLS receiver. In addition, analytical studies have been conducted both to

explain observed error phenomena and to predict situations which might give

rise to significant errors.

A. Error Analysis

In order to analyze the DMLS error mechanisms, we observe from (3-59)

that the angle frequency estimate from the nth scan, wt(n), + 6wt(n), is ob-

tained by adding to the tracked frequency a correction proportional to the

imaginary part of the ratio of the outputs A(n), Z(n) of the difference and

sum filters:

Wt(n) + 6wt(n) = wt(n) - Im [-i2n1 16T (4-I)

where 16T is the total integration time for the scan. The estimate wt for an

entire data frame is obtained as an average of validated single scan estimates

according to (3-61).

t [wt(n) + 6wt(n)] (4-2)
Nv valid

scans n

where Nv is the number of valid scans.

The angle estimate 6c is obtained by applying the angle coding relation

to the frequency estimate, as in (3-62),

c =  -l r - off) /K] (4-3)

ec sin L(Wt-

where K is the angle coding factor and woff is the reference-to-array offset

frequency. The angle error E for the data frame is the difference between
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0c and the actual conical angle of the direct signal 0c

A A

: =ec - ec (4-4)

As long as the error is small, a first order expansion of sin- x around x

sin 0c can be used to produce the approximation

A t - Woff K sin 0c
=: K cos Oc  (4-5)

It is convenient to write this expression in terms of the single scan esti-

mates as

S v (n )  (4-6)
Nv v*Td
scans n

where

=wt(n) + awt(n) - -off - K sin c (47)
£(n) - K cos 0c

S-1

Using the same first order expansion of sin x, we can interpret the

term c(n) as the approximate angle error corresponding to the nth scan fre-

quency estimate wt(n) + 6w t(n). Thus, we define c(n) to be the single scan

angle error.

The single scan error is calculated from the ratio of the outputs of the

difference and sum filters,

Wt(n) - woff - K sin ec eB Im HSn] (4-8)

K cos 0c cos 0c

where

28 =(4-g)

B 6KT
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By substituting the expression (3-7) for the angle coding factor, K r Vs/c,

we observe that e B is the angular beamwidth of an antenna with effective aper-

ture length 16v T at wavelength 27Tc/( r)
s r*

The first term in (4-8) is the initial tracker error at the beginning of

the nth scan, and the second term is the receiver's estimate of this error

based on the nth scan measurement. The difference between them is usually, to

first order, independent of the initial tracker error. Thus, we shall often

make the simplifying assumption that the tracker frequency at the beginning of

a scan is equal to the direct signal frequency. The single scan frequency er-

ror is then simply the false correction 6wt(n) determined by the receiver from

the A(n)/E(n) ratio.

To compute the difference-to-sum ratio, we use equations (3-57), (3-58)

to rewrite equations (3-54), (3-55) in the form

E(n) = PiRp Hn(d(n)wij (n)) expj(-d(n)ij n)H(i

i=O j=0
(4-10)

M M
- A(n) = E piRp! jHn(d(n) ijn-wt(n)) expj(-d(n)i .n)H(in

4 ___ A~P )inw xijn (ijn)
i=O j=U

(4-11)

where the sum and difference filter frequency responses are evaluated as

n sin _______k)

k nT n2(tk)/Rn expj (-wt k) (4-12)

__ RA k)
k=1

-j n sinwT FA(k) ep -t(-3
-A(w)=7- ±T Ent-- n expj (- k ) (-3

K=I n F

Note that the frequency responses are scan-dependent, because the effec-

tive time tapers are modified by the AGC factors En 2(tk)/Rn . This time taper
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distortion can cause a significant departure from the desired sidelobe struc-

ture produced by the Taylor taper alone. In Volume III, we will study this ef-

fect more closely. For most of our analytical results, we shall assume that

the sum and difference patterns are undistorted by AGC effects.

In the absence of AGC variations (En 2(tk)/Rn = 1), the sum and difference

filter frequency responses are independent of scan number n and are denoted

simply as H,(w) , HA(w) :

i nWT 8 e-jw(2k-9)T

E wT i rzk) e

k=l

8 -jw(2k-9)T

_jHA(w) _ sinwT E FA(k) e (4-15)

k=l

Because the Taylor weights r.(k), r A(k) have even and odd symmetry, respective-

ly, around midscan (i.e., rE(k) = rE(9-k), rA(k) = -rA(9-k)), HE(w) and HA(w )

are both real, Hw) is even, and HA(w) is odd.

Figures 4-1 and 4-2 show the Taylor weighted sum and difference patterns.

The frequency responses are seen to be analogous to the sum and difference pat-

terns of an amplitude comparison monopulse radar with beamwidth 0B .

The cross-product multipath components contributing to (4-10) and (4-11)
can be divided into two types: mainlobe components with frequencies d(n)wi n

falling near the tracked frequency wt(n), and sidelobe components with fre-

quencies d(n)wij n separated from wt(n) by more than about 2 beamwidths. As
with TRSB, mainlobe components are produced by scatterers which are angularly

inbeam, but in DMLS additional mainlobe components may arise from out-of-beam

reflections of the reference signal. To see this, we calculate the cross-

product frequencies from (3-52), (3-34), (3-35), ignoring terms of the order

of Woff vs/c or woff va/C.

__+__+ ) va (cos . -Cos ) (4-16)

d(n)wijn = Woff + Wr + d(n) c
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or relative to the direct signal frequency d(n)wo0n,

d(n)wijn di)wn + w1a + d(n)(wis Ws) (4-17)

where we have introduced notation for the relative angle frequency Uia of the

ith component and for the relative scalloping frequencies i , of the ar-

ray and reference signal components, with respect to the direct components:

a v5 (cosy i - cosy O) (4-18)

a v a (Cw3 - COSY (4-19)

wi = r c

v (cos i - cos01 )
ts a- 0 (4-20)

Va (cos~i - coSso) (4-20)

=r c
I Woff ( s

In obtaining (4-16) and (4-17), we have ignored the term 1 + !s),

W r (w.

which is retained in the simulation model for accuracy but may be neglected

for analytical purposes.

As long as the system is operating well, the tracked frequency wt(n) is

nearly equal to the direct component frequency d(n)wo0n, so the problem of

identifying the mainlobe components typically reduces to determining whether
a + d(n)(,s - w's) is smaller than the beamwidth of the sum and difference

filter frequency responses. For typical aircraft velocities and airport geo-

metries, the scalloping term is generally less than a mainlobe half-width.

The angle frequency 2 is within the mainlobe if the multipath angle yi is in-

beam. This includes the special case i = 0 (direct component of array signal),

which is important because mainlobe multipath also results from cross products

of the direct array signal with scalloping reflected components (j t 0) of the

reference signal, even when these components are angularly out of beam.
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The direct signal frequency is calculated on the assumption that the array

and reference scalloping angles 60, 6 in (4-16) are approximately equal. This

assumption is valid as long as the phase centers of the reference and array

antennas are approximately colocated with respect to the transmitter-reflector

distances. The result is conveniently written in terms of the angle coding

factor.

d(n)w0On = "off + K cos yo
(4-21)

= w off + K sin ec

We observe that the direct signal frequency d(n)u0 0n is independent of the

scan direction.

Returning to the single scan error expression (4-8), we let Awt(n) denote

the amount by which the tracker frequency differs from the direct signal fre-

quency at the start of the nth scan

wt(n) + Awt(n) = d(n)woOn = Woff + K sin 6c (4-22)

The sum and difference equations (4-10), (4-11) take the explicit form

M M

E(n) = 1 PiRp' H n(AAw (n) + wia + d(n) (wi s - Ws))

i=0 j=0

x expj(-d(n)ijn ) H(wijn) (4-23)

The terms ignored in writing (4-16), along with any perturbations caused by
unequal direct signal scalloping angles, actually make the direct signal fre-
quency slightly scan-dependent, but these effects are negligible.

The notation Awt(n) should be distinguished from the notation 6wt(n), which

designates the receiver's estimate of Awt(n) after the nth scan measurement.
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MM

- A(n) =PiRP jH (AwtW + Wa + d(n) s

i=O j=O

x expj(-d(n) ijn) H(wijn) (4-24)

The cross-product phases ijn appearing in (4-23), (4-24) are obtained from

(3-53), (3-36), (3-37), in the form

Oiin = TOOn + ( - j) + ( Ws) (n1)T + + ((wij - i(wOn )

d(n) woff ( + T') (4-25)

where (.) is the phase of the sector filter transfer function, Ts is the scan

time, and +i j j are the relative midscan time delays and phases (on

the first scan) for the ith angle signal and jth reference signal components:

T i Ti - To (4-26)

Tjt = T - T6 (4-27)

i ( i - O) wr (Ti TO)  (4-28)

The right side of (4-25) should contain an additional term equal to
1 dn off ( s

d(n) -off(ws - ws) (n-l)Ts. As with the similar term missing from (4-17),
r

this term is retained in the simulation model, but it is small enough to be
ignored for analytical purposes. The last term in (4-25) is also proportional
to the relatively small reference-array offset frequency Woff, and so it is
usuallv negligible too. However, is some cases, the relative multipath time
delay i or E, is long enough that this term makes a difference (see the dis-
cussion on riference scalloping errors in Volume III of this report).
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( - 0 r j - TO) (4-29)

where Ti .Tj are the absolute midscan time delays and i, @j are the phase

changes due to reflection.

Expressions (4-22) to (4-29) are used to evaluate the single scan error

expression (4-8). It is convenient to express the error in the form

c(n) = 6°(n) + [c(n) - co(n)] (4-30)

where co(n) is the single scan error that would result if the tracker error

at the beginning of the scan were zero; i.e.,

C°(n) cos c  Im n 10 (4-31)

As long as the initial tracker error is small, the correction term in (4-31)

may be evaluated as

Awt(n) aB Awt(n) d IM FA4i
c(n) - °(n) - K cos ec cos Oc dAwt(n) LIm .'j AUt(n) = 0

(4-32)

This is the most general error formulation which we shall consider. To

gain further insight, it is helpful to make some simplifying assumptions for

the sake of analytical clarity. In the next subsection, therefore, we shall

assume the following:

(1) The tracker frequency error Awt(n) at the beginning of each

scan is zero; i.e., c(n) = C°(n).

(2) The sector filter transfer function is assumed to pass

all frequencies in its passband without distortion, i.e.,

H(w) e M ) :1.

4-10
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(3) The AGC gain is assumed to be uniform, En(tn = 1, which

means that the scan-dependent sum and difference filter fre-

quency respones H (w), Hn(w) are replaced by the Taylor time

taper responses H,(w), HA(w) shown in Figs. 4-1, 4-2.

(4) The last term in the expression (4-25) for the cross-

product phases ain is assumed to be negligible, i.e.,

2 off (i + ') <  2.

(5) The validation tests are ignored, so that Nv is equal to the

total number of scans in a data frame, 2N, and the summations

in (4-2) and (4-6) are over all 2N scans.

a. Static Errors

In a static situation, the receiver is motionless, and the scalloping fre-

quencies are zero. For any given array component i, the cross-product frequen-

cies are the same for all reference components j. Thus, the expressions (4-23)

(4-24) for Z(n), A(n) reduce to single sums over the array components. Using

assumptions (1) to (4) above, we evaluate the single scan error from (4-31),

(4-23), (4-24),

M

1 PiH A(Wi )
o(.) = __B =

cosl Re i=O (4-33)Cos PiH (Wa ) eJ i

i=O

The i=O term in the numerator of (4-33) is zero because HA(O) = 0, and the i=O

term in the denominator equals pO because H(O) = 1. A first-order expansion

of (4-33) yields
M

C°(n)(n) (n) e M HA( i ) cos i (4-34)
c 1ii
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where tpi} are the relative multipath amplitudes

Pi Pi/PO (4-35)

This DMLS error expression is analogous to the results obtained earlier

for TRSB. For example, if the direct angle is Oc = 0' (boresight) and the

multipath anlges differ from the direct angle by a small amount ai , then

ei Yi - YO (4-36)

i a KOi (4-37)

and 8

HA(Wia) z I (2k-9) rA(k) wa T . (4-38)

k=1

The second expression is obtained from (4-15) under the assumption of small
aWi * The Taylor weights TA(k) are designed to satisfy the normalization con-

dition

(2k-9) rA(k) 1 (4-39)
21k=l

This normalization is desirable, because it enables the receiver to cor-
rect an initial tracker error e (n) (exactly, to first order) whenever only
the direct signal is present. The actual DMLS receiver weights are computa-
tionally efficient approximations to the desired weights, and they satisfy

8
L (2k-9) rA(k) = (1.019) 16
k=l

4-12
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and thus the evaluation of HA(Wia) reduces to

H (ia) 16KT i (4-40)HA(i a  2Tr

Combining (4-34) and (4-40), we obtain

M

l(n) = ii Cos i (4-41)

which is equivalent to the expression (2-3) for the small-amplitude, small-

angle error performance of TRSB.

We note from (4-33) that the single scan error in a static situation does

not vary with scan number n. Thus, the motion averaging effect does not pro-

duce any error redurtion, and the average error E for the data frame is equal

to the single scan error.

b. Dynamic Errors

In a dynamic situation, both the array and reference scalloping frequen-

cies are generally nonzero and must be included when evaluating the expressions

(4-23), (4-24) for the sum and difference filter outputs. The single scan er-

ror is calculated as

M H a s _ Sexj +(WiTs
pip! A( i + d(n)(w i -w))expj i - w'j -jn-I)

08 E wi i 1 3'i~~

B ,j o
cosoc M

ppHEw + d(n)(s -c))expj( i -, +(G - w')(n-l)Ts)1i j HL )i 1- 3 1 3 1 3
,j=O

(4-42)

In this expression, the i = j = 0 term equals zero in the numerator and pop'

in the denominator, as a result of the properties of HA(w), H 7 (w) , A first-

order expansion of the single-scan error retains the i 0 0, j = 0 terms and

4-13



the i =0, j $ 0 terms, and it may be written in the following form:

Z(n) co(n) E el(n) + c,(n) (4-43)

where

CI(n) -o M P H Wi a + d(n)wis) cos ( i + wiS(n-l)ms ) (4-44)Cos 6 Z~ H(~ dnw 5

M

osB (4 + w'S(n-l)T) (4-45)cos ' 3 5j=,

and Pi, pj are the relative multipath amplitudes

#i = Pi/p 0  (4-46)

p. = P'/p6 (4-47)

i. Array Scalloping Effects

The first term in (4-43) is analogous to the first-order static error

expression (4-34). The multipath angle frequencies w a are shifted from their
S1static values by the array scalloping frequencies wi , the direction of the

shift depending on the scan direction. The array scalloping frequencies are

normally small enough that the angle frequencies are the sole determinant of

whether i a + d(n) wis is within the beamwidth of HA(w). In other words, the

array scalloping effect does not cause mainlobe errors whenever the multipath

angle is well out of beam.

Linearizing (4-44) around the angle frequencies wia , we obtain

a B M S

(n) cos ec ;i [HA(wia) + d(n) wis H(a)] cos( i + wiS(n-l)Ts
)

i=l

(4-48)
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where

'dH.A(w ) = H( )  (4-49)

The error perturbation caused by the array scalloping changes sign with each

change of scan direction, provided that the scalloping frequency is small

enough that the cosine factor in (4-48) remains relatively constant from scan

to scan. Thus, in a quasi-static situation in which w.s < < 2rr/Ts , the first

order array scalloping perturbation to the motion averaged data frame error is

zero. A more extensive discussion of array scalloping is given in Chapter 2

of Volume III of this report.

ii. Reference Scalloping

The second term in (4-43) represents the reference scalloping error ef-

fect. Unlike the array scalloping effect, which is merely a perturbation to

an existing error term, reference scalloping errors are produced even when all

multipath sources are well out of beam.

IsThe reference scalloping frequency w s is almost always within the main-
lobe of HA(w); hence we observe by comparing (4-44) and (4-45) that the refer-

ence scalloping error component cr(n) is quite analogous to the array error

component cl(n) produced by inbeam multipath. The one critical difference

between the two is that te reference scalloping error changes sign with scan

direction; this follows from the fact that HA(w) is odd, implying that

HA(-c(n)w! s) - d(n) HA(w.s) (4-50)

Thus, as with array scalloping, reference scalloping errors will average out

to zero over a data frame in a quasi-static situation. However, under less

static conditions which produce significant scan-to-scan variations in the co-

sine factor in (4-45), the error averaging is less effective. A detailed study

of the reference scalloping phenomenon is presented in Chapter 2 of Volume 111.

4-15
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iii. Motion Averaging Effects

Whenever the scalloping frequencies are large enough to cause the phase of

the cosine factor in (4-44) or (4-45) to change significantly from scan to scan,

the sequencie of single scan errors co(n) may oscillate over the length of a

data frame, resulting in smaller average error. To illustrate this phenomenon,

we consider the result of averaging the angle frequency component of the array

error E(n), i.e., the component of (4-44) which corresponds to retaining the

first term inside the brackets in (4-48). We write

aa (n) B
1 cos a i HA(i a) cos ( i + wis (n-l)Ts) (4-51)

and calculate the corresponding component of the average data frame error as

aa = Re [ Hi HA( ia) A(. s T e' 1  (4-52)

where A(-) is the Fourier transform of the finite discrete sequence a(n) = l,

n = O ,l,...,2N-l;i.e.,

2N-1

A( 1 = e jn  (4-53)
n=O

Figure 4-3 shows the grating lobe structure of the averaging factor A(-) for the

4 case of the 1° azimuth system (2N = 12, Ts = 2.5 msec).

A similar formulation is possible for evaluating the effects of averaging

the error components due to scalloping. Because these error components change

sign with scan direction, the motion averaging factor A(*) is replaced by the

Fourier transform of the scan direction sequence d(n + 1). For further details,

the reader is referred to Chapter 2 of Volume Il. In the analysis there, er-

ror contributions higher than first order are also considered.
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B. Bench Tests

The primary source of data for validating the DMLS computer models was

the RAE hybrid bench simulator [7]. Tests were performed in the UK on this

simulator to determine the error characteristics of an actual DMLS receiver

subjected to certain single-component multipath conditions. Three types of

data were considered most useful:

(1) static errors

(2) dynamic inbeam errors

(3) reference scalloping errors.

Comparisons of the bench test error traces with the predictions of the

computer simulation are shown in Figs. 4-4 to 4-6 which depict, respectively,

static error as a function of separation angle, dynamic inbeam elevation error

as a function of scalloping frequency, and out-of-beam azimuth reference scal-

loping error as a function of scalloping frequency. For all the bench test re-

sults, the multipath relative phase was smoothly cycled during the measurement

period, and hence the error traces are oscillatory, as indicated by (4-41).

The corresponding computer simulation prediction in each case is an estimate

of the outer envelope of the oscillations, obtained by cycling the multipath

phase at each-measurement point and determining either the largest error (in

magnitude), the peak positive and negative errors, or the peak-to-peak error

spread. In all cases, the computer predictions agree very well the the mea-

sured errors, except for

1) overestimating the reference scalloping errors in the

region 130 Hz to 200 Hz. This is believed to arise

from unmodelled AGC loop dynamic effects which are par-

ticularly important in contributing to errors when the

scalloping frequency is a subharmonic of the peak error

frequency (this point is discussed further in Volume III).

To illustrate, with the original UK scan format of

d(n) +1 on even scans and -l on odd scans, the simulator

model showed good agreement (see figure 4-7) with the

4-18
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simulator data at the peak error frequency of 200 Hz and

overestimated the errors at 100 Hz.

2) sensitivity of static errors at high M/D level to the un-

controlled (and unmeasured) phase of the reference signal

multipath relative to that of the signal multipath (i.e.,

P_ relative to p1 ) in the bench simulator. As shown in

Fig. 4-4b, this phase can influence the results by virtue

of its effect on the AGC time taper E n(t).

C. Field Tests

There was a much smaller amount of relevant DMLS field test data appro-

priate for model validation studies since the proposed DMLS implementation

differed significantly from the implementation utilized for the ICAO testing

[7]. The major source of detailed field data in a non-benign multipath en-

vironment was the series of tests performed at Kennedy airport just after the

TRSB tests described in Chapter 2. Also, there were some testsof elevation

shadowing by a C-130 aircraft at Brussels.

1. Tests at J. F. Kennedy Airport, New York

As with TRSB, the major flight simulation interest focused on the eleva-

tion errors caused by shadowing and reflections from the three large hangars

shown in Fig. 2-36. Identical multi-plate hangar models were used for simu-

lating both the TRSB amd DMLS tests (see Fig. 2-37). Flight profiles were

also nominally the same (because the field tests were supposed to be compara-

tive), but it was necessary to incorporate the more accurate position data

available from the tracker for each individual run.

One set of flights was made through the region south of runway 13L (see

Fig. 2-32) which experienced reflections from hangar 3 as well as shadowing

by a fence (not shown) and buildings to the south of the centerline. Fig. 4-e

The differences included array length (120X vs. 54X), scan format (FDM vs. TDM)
and velocity as well as receiver processing (analog filters vs. digital cor-
relator).
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Fig. 4-8 Comparison of DMLS simulation and flight test on -33O

radial at 2000 feet at JFK airport.
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compares the DMLS simulation results with the corresponding flight test data

for a flight at approximately 600 meters altitude along the -38' radial from

the MLS azimuth transmitter site. The simulated error is seen to have much

the same character as the field record, but it is smaller in amplitude. The

added noise in the field test data is believed to arise from front-end noise

effects.

Flights were also made through the shadowing region to the north of run-

way 13L. Figure 4-9 compares the simulation results with flight test data for

a flight at approximately COO meters altitude along the +380 radial from the

MLS azimuth. The overall error magnitude and waveform are seen to be in

reasonably good agreement.

Figure 4-10 compares the DMLS flight test errors with simulation results

for a centerline approach along a 30 glideslope. As in the case of the TRSB

system, the flight errors near threshold are considerably larger than the simu-

lation data. However, these differences are believed to arise primarily from

tracker errors since 1) they are similar in nature to the TRSB flight test

errors (recall Fig. 2-38), and 2) TRSB van tests in the same region give much

smaller errors (see Figs. 3-9 to 3-18 in Volume I of this report).

2. Tests at Brussels National Airport

During the course of MLS tests at Brussels National Airport, two C-130

aircraft were located in front of the elevation site so as to produce shadow-

ing effects when the landing aircraft was on final approach. The locations of

the DMLS antenna and C-130 aircraft relative to the runway were described in

Chapter 2 of this volume (see Figs. 2-49 to 2-52). As in the case of the TRSB

system, the landing aircraft was tracked only in the elevation plane. Thus,

it was assumed that the landing aircraft flew precisely along the extended run-

way centerline. Figure 4-11 shows the DMLS "clean accuracy" errors while Fig.

4-12 compares the simulation results for a 2' and 30 glideslope with the DMLS

field test data. We see that the peak-to-peak errors are similar for simula-

tion and field tests; however, the detailed error waveforms are quite differ-

ent. A similar result was obtained for the TRSB tests. It is believed that

the major cause for these differences was variations in the landing aircraft
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lateral location with respect to the extended runway centerline since good

agreement was obtained in the JFK data where one had precise tracker data in

both planes.

D. Tolerancing of DMLS Simulation Model

DMLS model validation by comparison with measurements on actual hardware

was complicated by

(a) the lack of controlled multipath field test data

on the proposed ground arrays, signal format and

airborne receiver

(b) a lack of bench test data on the final proposed

signal format and receiver algorithms (e.g., no

elevation data was provided by the UK for the

final scan format and processor algorithm).

Consequently, several complicating factors in DMLS performance (e.g., the ef-

fects of reference to sideband ratio on inbeam multipath error characteristics)

were not completely resolved during the AWOP assessment.

The UK suggested [66] that the hybrid bench simulator test data should be

utilized for quantitative assessment of DMLS simulations. It was found that:

(a) The static multipath error characteristics for the

DMLS computer model agree very closely with the RAE

hybrid simulator data within the uncertainty limits

that arise because the DMLS simulator does not con-

trol nor measure a key DMLS multipath parameter (the

phase of the reference multipath signal with respect

to the commutated array multipath signal)

(b) The dynamic out-of-beam azimuth multipath (e.g.,

reference scalloping) error characteristics of

the DMLS computer model also agree well with the

RAE hybrid simulator results within the uncertainty

limits that arise because:

4-32



(1) The DMLS hybrid simulator does not tightly

control the M/D level.

(2) The DMLS reference scalloping error at certain

frequencies is very sensitive to M/D levels.

As an illustration of points (1) and (2), RAE simulations on successive days

at nominally -3 dB M/D yielded a 40 percent change in error near 200 Hz.

Accordingly, the specific criterion adopted for comparing the simulation

data to the RAE simulator data was to deem the agreement quite good if the com-

puter data at an M/D level within 0.5 dB of the RAE estimated level showed

close agreement with the RAE data. In cases where such close agreement was

not obtained, the difference has been characterized in terms of the difference

in respective M/D levels to give close agreement. Using the criterion, it is

concluded that:

(1) The computer model and the RAE data show quite good

agreement for scalloping frequencies below 150 Hz

and above 300 Hz. These frequencies include the range

of azimuth multipath encountered in the AWOP scenarios

as well as various other scenarios discussed in Volume

III of this report.

(2) The computer model and RAE data appear to differ by

1.0 to 1.5 dB for scalloping frequenices between

150 Hz and 300 Hz. This frequency range includes

one building in one of the AWOP scenarios.
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(V. DLS MODEL DESCRIPTION

A. Introduction

The DME Based Landing System (DLS) is the microwave landing system pro-
posed by the Federal Republic of Germany [6, 84]. It is based on an improved

version of the distance measuring equipment (DME) which is a standard ICAO
system used for measuring distances for en route and short range navigation.

It operates in a frequency range near I GHz.

DLS is envisioned as comprising (see Fig. 5-1) of an airborne component

consisting of an interrogator and signal decoder and a ground component con-
sisting of two receiver antenna arrays (one for azimuth and one for elevation)

with processing and a transponder for replies. Each receiver antenna array
is used to sample the transmissions from the interrogator and feed that in-
formation to a processor. One receiver/antenna array/processor (RAP) combina-
tion yields time of arrival and azimuth angle, while the other RAP yields the

elevation angle. This information is fed to a transponder, colocated with
the azimuth receiver/processor, which transmits the DME pulse-pair and angle
information back to the airplane using pulse position modulation.

The interrogator would be identical to the standard DME interrogator ex-

cept with regard to the incorporation of a greater variety of pulse-pair spac-
ings in order to increase the effective number of channels available. Each

ground station has associated with it an address composed of a frequency and

pulse-pair spacing and will respond only when addressed. The distance meas-

uring aspect of DLS operates in a manner identical to DME. The data from the
azimuth sensor is processed to determine an estimate of azimuth position, and
this information is coded by pulse position modulation relative to the DME

pulse-pair response. Data from the elevation sensor is similarly processed,
coded, and transmitted. (Auxiliary data may also be included in the trans-
ponder reply). A summary of the signal format is illustrated in Fig. 5-2.

Historically, civil navigation aids have been "air-derived" systems in
which the position parameter (e.g., azimuth) is measured in airborne receivers
by analyzing a signal transmitted from the ground. By contrast, the angle
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portion of DLS is a "ground-derived" system in which the position parameter is

measured by a ground based receiving system analogous to the air space traffic

control surveillance radars. Thus, a short discussion of some differences be-

tween DLS and the air-derived MLS techniques (DMLS and TRSB) is in order (see

reference [83] for a more general discussion of air versus ground-derived MLS

techniques).

Several advantages achieved by this approach are: (1) a lower cost for

the airborne equipment if DME is considered to be on every MLS equipped air-

craft [9], (2) some multipath reduction is obtained by sampling the leading

edge of the downlink DME pulse, since although the multipath signal is rising

similar to the direct signal, it has risen, at the sampling time, to a lesser

extent than the signal (this difference is dependent on the pulse shape and

the multipath time delay), (3) greater flexibility exists as to the type, size,

and geometric location of ground antennas, and, (4) the potential for more

flexible and sophisticated signal processing that exists for data processing

with a large computer.

These, in turn, are countered by the following disadvantages: (1) the 1

foot wavelength at 1 GHz forces the antennas to be physically much larger than

those of the C band system (A-0.2 foot) for similar beamwidths, (2) each angle

estimate is made on the ground independent of all prior knowledge of the air-

craft position, and (3) the need to complete all processing for an angle esti-

mate within a short time duration (e.g., 5 msec) results in the use of the com-

putationally simple, but suboptimal approach of multiple baseline interferometry

for aircraft locations. The resulting sensitivity to ambiguity resolution er-

rors at high multipath levels is exacerbated by (2) since knowledge of the past

aircraft locations cannot be utilized in the ambiguity resolution process. How-

ever, there is an airborne tracker which can discard highly erroneous ground

estimates in many cases.

The signal processing approach described is that which was proposed to
and assessed by the ICAO AWOP. Subsequently, it has been suggested [84] that
a more nearly optimal FFT beamforming technique [85] could be utilized for air-
craft angle location at difficult sites.
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The nucleus of the DLS simulation model is (1) its antenna arrays, (2)

the phase measurement receiver, and (3) the digital processing of the receiver

outputs. These and other relevant aspects of DLS are described below.

B. DLS Antenna Arrays

The deployment of antenna arrays for the highest performance DLS is illus-

trated in Fig. 5-3. The azimuth antennas, which are located on centerline near

the stop end of the runway, consist of five antenna arrays (Fig. 5-4). In the

center is a 19 element circular array, out to each side are dipole arrays, and

at the extremities are two six-element linear arrays.

The azimuth circular array provides full 3600 coverage with the estimate

being made using interferometric techniques. Azimuth angle estimates are made

with a sequence of increasing baselines. The small baseline estimates are

used only to resolve the ambiguities with the largest baseline (the full dia-

meter) results used for the estimate transmitted to the aircraft. If this es-

timate is less than 40 degrees in magnitude, then it too is utilized as an

ambiguity resolution input and the process is extended with continually in-

creasing baselines achieved by utilizing the dipoles and the six-element linear

arrays as a compound interferometer. The final baseline is 96.45 feet, cor-

responding to the linear array physical separation.

The elevation antenna (Figs. 5-3 and 5-5) is located to one side of the

runway near the threshold. It can be thought of as a 30 element linear array.

In order to narrow the horizontal beamwidth of the pattern, lateral diversity

has been used and the 30 elements are spread over 5 columns of six elements

each. In addition, a reference element has been added at the base of each

column. This is used to reference respectively each colummn measurement and

thus allow for the intermeshing of the five columns of data measurements into,

effectively, a single vertical linear array.

The elevation array estimates the elevation angle by interferometer pairs

of increasing baseline. The interferometer elements are "synthetic antennas"

obtained by summing the complex received signal on a number of adjacent physi-

cal elements so as to achieve a directional pattern. Also, beam steering is
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used in the synthetic antenna formation in such a way as to prevent ground

bounce from arriving on the main lobe [86].

In order to precisely and efficiently describe the modeling of the sig-

nals, phases, and processing of the measurement data, it behooves us to place

these quantities in the context of a mathematical framework which will be de-

scribed next.

C. Mathematical Framework for System Modeling

This section is devoted to introducing the mathematical framework and no-

menclature to be utilized throughout.

We begin by defining the reference phase point for each antenna array as

the physical center of the elements used in forming the array. The vector,

d is defined as the displacement of the k element from this reference phasekt
point. There is assumed to be one direct and M multipath signals impinging

on each element and we denote the direct signal by subscript zero and the m

multipath by subscript in, 1 < m < M. Each signal received at an antenna is

assumed to be in the form of a plane wave with the vector n as its directional

vector; i.e., specifying the direction of propagation of the plane wave. If

we designate the planar azimuth angle by 0m and the conical elevation angle

by %m, then the vector n can be written as:

-(cos m cos 0m , cos m sin em , sin m) .  (5-1)

The signal modulating the carrier has the pulse shape p(t)

e 423(t/T) It < 4 x 10-6

p(t) =0 It > 4 X 0-  (5-2)

where T = 2.5 x 10-6 sec and t is in seconds. We designate the magnitude of

the mth signal by IT] and the phase at the reference point by aik i is the

tmk -ncludes the phase shift due to reflections and the phase of the antenna

ei emerts.
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1.h

time delay of the mth multipath pulse relative to the direct, wm the carrier

frequency, Aw m the doppler frequency, and At the time difference between

DME interrogations. Finally, designating Gk(Om ,  m
) as the antenna pattern of

the kt h element, then we can write the total received signal at the kth element,

Sk, as

Sk = Dk + Mk (5-3)

where

Dk = po p(-T) (Gk (e0 , 0)j eJ((ok + Acok) (5-4a)

=-- j 0 + Act m k  j m)

Mk P m P(-T-m) IGk( m Mm) l e mk mk+ mk m

A IMkI eJ'k (5-4b)

where T = 10-6 sec and

A2 d '  (5-5)A mk = X -k -m)

where we use the notation (a, b) to denote the inner product between vectors a

and b.

As a computational convenience to reduce calculations, it is assumed that

the individual signal amplitudes do not change significantly over 0.2 sec.

Therefore, by adjusting the phases, the same amplitudes are used to generate

the N signals received in a fifth of a sec. Normal interrogation rates are

15 Hz and 40 Hz with the latter used during the time the aircraft is in the

glide slope. These correspond to N=3 and 8, respectively. The N replies

are averaged in the airborne receiver so that the final data rate is approxi-

mately 5 Hz. Since each rf phase is modified between interrogations by an

amount Awm At, then we can represent N successive received signals at the
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kth antenna element by

Skn = Dkn + Mkn for n=O,l" ,N-I (5-6)

where

Dkn P O p(-T) IGk (0o' 9 o)I eJ(Ook + A'ok + O nAt) (5-7a)

M
M P P(-T-)Gk (m' m)I eJ(amk+Axmk+wmtm+A mnAt)
Mkn ~ % ~ l m m e mm

m=l

A IMknI ej  kn n=O,l,",N-I (5-7b)

We define Ykn as the rf phase difference of the (n+l) st interrogation

(n=O,l....N-l) at the kth antenna element relative to the reference point so

that in terms of the above quantaties

Ykn = "ok + ACAko + Aw 0 nAt (5-8)

+ tan-1 IMkl sin [ kn-(aok + A.ok + Aw. nAt)] + ak 21T

P0 + IM k cos [hkn-(tok + Aook + Aw 0 nAt)]

n=O,1,...,N-1

where the a k are integers corresponding to the proper resolution of the phase

data; i.e., ak is known if Ykn is correctly resolved. We relegate the details

of the ambiguity resolution procedure and issues to Appendix G and assume

here that the data have been correctly resolved.

With this notation, we are now in a position to efficiently specify and

model the signal to be processed by each antenna receiver.
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D. Azimuth Circular Array Model

The azimuth circular array has 19 elements, is configured as shown in

Fig. 5-4, and has a radius, r, of about 3.5 feet. The displacement vector k

for each element is

d= r (cos (2k-l)7 - sin (2k-OT 0) (5-9)19 ' 19

k = 1,2,... ,19

so that for the kt h element

Act _ 2= r[cos (2k-1) T COS mcos m

km A 19 m m

sin (2k-l) T Cos ] sin 0] (5-10)

2- r cos m cos (0 + (2k-
A m m 19

The omni directional elements do not have a symmetrical ground plane so

that the pattern in the direction going radially outward is different from

that going radially inward towards the center of the circle. The amplitude

and phase patterns of a vertical plane cut are given in Fig. 5-6. The two

lobes of amplitude pattern correspond to the outward radial and inward direc-

tions which we designate G0 (f) and GI(f), respectively.

We make the assumption that the pattern varies linearly in both ampli-

tude and phase as the direction rotates from 6 = 0' (outward) to e = r (in-

ward) directions so that the pattern for element 1 is:

al(e, =) = GO(p) (1 - J01) + G (f) (1-_-h) (5-11)

The pattern for element k is the same except that it has been rotated

by (2k-l.) radians so that
19
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k(2k-i) (2k-1) (5-12)

k 1, 2, ... , 19

The estimate is made by forming Ayk,n

a (k-l)/2 + 5 for k odd
Ya,n - Yb,n b (k-l)/2 + 14 fo-kod

Ayk'n = c z k/2 + 4 for k even (5-13)

c,n d,n d = k/2 +14

k 1, 2, ..., 19 and n 0, ..., N-1

then defining

19

S -E sin(k-1)-n  AYkn 19
k=1

19 
(5-14)

Cn = Ayk~ cos(k-l)- n : 0, 1, .... N-1

k=l

one has the azimuth estimate

Cn

: tan -I  
- (5-15)p,n Sn

when the subscript p denotes that the angle is aplanarangle as opposed to

conical.

These estimates are transmitted to the aircraft possible with some data

link error. If we ignore the data link error, then the final estimate as aver-

aged on the aircraft is of the form

N-p
n (1) (5-16)Op / 1N) Op,n
n~l

If the estimate l6p,ni is less than 400, the ambiguity resolution process

is continued employing the azimuth linear arrays to yield a wider baseline.

If 400 <1ep ,n<1400, the estimate 0p,n is transmitted. If 140<10 p,1 1<180',
then the dipoles are used for a final back azimuth estimate.
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E. Azimuth Linear Array Model

If the angle estimate, as determined by the circular array, has a magni-

tude less than 400 then the process continues utilizing the linear arrays.

The first requirement is to convert the planar angle estimate into a conical

angle so as to be consistent with the type of angle estimate to be generated

by the linear arrays. This is done by means of the conversion formula

0cn = sin -1 (cos pc sin Opn) (5-17)

where 0p is as defined in (15) and with S and C as in (5-14), so

S7 (5-18)

and

D = Z/2 max; k max = 416.4059 (5-19)

then

cos ccn = D (5-20)

Noise may cause D to be greater than 1 so a limit of 1 is placed on D for

use in (5-20).

Elements six and fifteen of the circular array are in line with the di-

poles and the outer arrays (Fig. 5-4). Using the conical azimuth angle as

obtained from (5-17), further estimates corresponding to increasing baselines

are determined using various combination of antennas and ending with a base-

line of 63 feet. This estimate, 0', is used to steer the six element arrays

and to resolve the phase difference measurement made by the pair of six ele-

ment arrays.

The details and issues of these more or less standard [87] intermediate

steps are relegated to Appendix G and we proceed under the assumption that

the angle 0' has been correctly resolved. The six element outer linear arrays

has a steerable pattern which is aimed in the direction 0' so that the nor-

malized array pattern is

5-16
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6

Ea(O,) _ Cos6 eJ2,LWk(sin o - sin 0') (5-21)

k=l

where the wk,

/-2.61 k=l
-1.39 k=2

w-0.49 for k=3
k : 0.31 k=4f 1.34 k=5

2.84 k=6

are defined relative to the 6 element subarray phase center. Note that these

two outer subarrays are identical and not mirror images of one another. The

final baseline is 96.45 feet.

Designating the linear element pattern by G(Oe,) (shown in Fig. 5-7),

the total subarray pattern is GA , N Pml') = G(%,)Ea (o '). The terms

A mk for this array are

AU k = 96.45 k7 cos m sin 8M, for k = ±1 (5-22)

so that substituting this in (5-8) we can obtain values for Yl,n and Y-l,n

and the final estimate is

=c,n sin -I (Yl,n - Y-,n (5-23)=~ 192.975-23

F. The Elevation Antenna Model

The elevation antenna array is illustrated in Fig. 5-5. It consists of

30 elements spread in five columns and five reference elements at the base of

each column. The spreading allows for a narrower horizontal beam pattern to

help reduce multipath. The phase data on each element is taken relative to
reference element in its own column. The data is then combined as if it were

from a single vertical linear array.

Several passes are made in processing the data. On the first pass, the

data from elements 8 to 23 form one array and 9 to 24 a second. The amplitudes

and phases are chosen so that the broad clearance pattern of Fig. 5-8 results.
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Note that ground reflections at negative angles are significantly reduced by

this pattern. An elevation angle estimate is made based on the phase differ-

ence at the output of these two arrays which have a phase center separation

of 0.88142 feet.

A new array combination of 15 elements is utilized to form the narrow

beam of Fig. 5-9 which is steered toward the estimated elevation angle. In

order to prevent ground reflections from coming in on the main beam an ad-

justment to the steering angle is made when the estimated angle is below 7.50.

The beam is never pointed below 5.30 for which case the Ist null is on the

horizon. For estimates less than 20 the beam is steered to 5.30. For esti-

mates between 20 and 7.5' a beam steering angle s is determined by the

linear equation:

s = 0.4 + 4.5' for 20 < < 7.50 (5-24)

where is the estimated elevation angle from the previous pass.

The interferometer pair separation increases on successive estimates by

factors of 2, 2.5, and 3 so that the final separation is (15) x (0.88142)

13.2 feet. A total of 4 passes have been made, the first with the clearance

pattern and three with the steered narrow beam pattern. Again ambiguity resolu-

tion algorithms are relegated to appendix G.

The location of the p th element, relative to the antenna center, is

51d =  (0, f p mod 51 , (0.88142) (-15.5 + p)) (5-25)
p p6

where -2 n=4
-f :f=2

f n 0 for n=l and p = 1, 2, ..., 30
1 n=O
2 n=3

The five reference elements can be considered as elements 31 through 35 located

at

d p Co mod5), (-0.88142) (15.333))frp 3, 5(-6
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In addition to the array coefficients which produce the array patterns

EA(M, s) of Figs. 5-8 and 5-9, there are the measured element amplitude and

phase patterns which are assumed identical to the element of the azimuth

linear arrays. The overall antenna pattern becomes

GE ('m, m ) = GA(Um) GE(pm ) EA(Om,4m,1s).

For the final pass we can consider the weighted sum over element p=l to

15 as a single antenna port and p=16 to 30 as a second with phase centers at

d = 0, 0, (0.88142) (j__5) k} for k=l, -(

k  2

G. Multipath On The Data Uplink

Since the coding of angle information is done by pulse position modulation

and the adaptive threshold detection is done on the leading edge, then differ-

ent pulse distortions will be translated into decoding errors. The distortions

in the shape of the ground station pulses associated with distance and angle

data need not be identical since they are transmitted at time differences

ranging from 5 msec to 15 msec. Thus, multipath with scalloping frequencies

above 30 Hz are of greatest concern. Such scalloping frequencies are typically

associated with reflections from buildings or aircraft when the receiver is

nearing the threshold. Three factors tend to mitigate the likelihood of such

errors:

(1) such multipath typically has sizable delays and would thus
be reduced by time delay discrimination

(2; the data link coding factor of 0.0560 /ui sec means that the
data link angle errors will be small if the DME subsystem
design (e.g., waveform, ground antenna, thresholding) is such
as to yield the desired accuracy of 0.07 visec (100 foot rms
ranging error), and

(3) a motion averaging rms improvement of approximately /' may arise.

These factors suggest that the data uplink error will be much smaller in most

cases than the angle estimation errors on the downlink and has, therefore, been

ignored for the purpose of the simulations reported here.
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H. The Tracker in the Aircraft Receiver

The estimates received on the aircraft are modified by a tracker and it

is the tracker output estimates GTR which are used as an aid to landing guid-

ance. Its main function is to reject clearly incorrect estimates such as

might arise from an ambiguity resolution problem in the ground processing and,

for these, substitute the extrapolated value derived from the tracker logic.

There are many parameters which are associated with the tracker algorithm

but the central part of the tracker is that section which determines how a

new input estimate and previous tracker output estimates are combined to yield

a new output estimate. This part is described briefly without detailing the

parameter values.

The central part of the proposed tracker is as follows: a difference A

between the last tracker estimate eTR and the new raw estimate e(A = eTR - e)

is formed and compared in magnitude to 0.70310. If the magnitude of the dif-

ference is greater than 0.70310, it is rejected and the tracker estrapolates

a new estimate without the use of this 0 and the fact of rejection is noted.

If Aj is found to be less than 0.70310, then a residue term EA(ZA = 0 and

eTR = e for first estimate) is modified by adding A. Next, both a "velocity"

term V (V is zero for first estimate) and 0TR are modified by subtracting CH

where CH = Int II D sign(EA) (0.010990) (5-28)

where Int[x] is the integer part of x and IDD is a tracker parameter nominally

set to 8. EA is equal to the modulo IDD addition of the A and the final ZA

generated from the previous pass through the tracker.

Next the magnitude of V is limited to 2.81250 and V is added to a velo-

city residue term ZV(ZV is zero for the initial estimate). In a fashion

similar to the above

CHV = INT IIVI sign(ZV) (0.010990) (5-29)

aTR = OiR + CHV (5-30)

LV = ZV - IDV + CHV (5-31)
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(nominal value of tracker parameter IDV = 3) where the resulting value of ZV

is the modulo IDV sum of V and the previous EV.

If the percentage of rejections becomes too great the tracker goes out

of track by reinitializing and starting a new track record.

The actual Fortran program for the DLS airborne tracker logic was pro-

vided by the FRG and incorporated directly into the simulation model without

any changes.

5
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VI. DLS MODEL VALIDATION

The validation for the DLS system model proceeded somewhat differently

from that for TRSB or DMLS in that the system concept did not lend itself to

hybrid bench simulation and no "standard" AWOP multipath field test results

were reported by the FRG. On the other hand, the problem of justifying a DLS

computer model is much easier since virtually all of the proposed DLS signal

processing is to be carried out in a digital computer.

A. Analytical Verification

In those cases where the proposed DLS antenna processing coincides with

well studied angle determination schemes (e.g., two element interferometers),

validation consisted primarily of showing that the model response to multi-

path coincided with the previously known results [88, 891:

F (2R cos 8DFl[tan-' (Psin ¢I - p- sin ¢2 (-

D k1 + cos ol -1 + ocos 2  (6
where Dwe = pair separation in wavelengths

0D  direct signal (conical) angle

p = M/D ratio taking into account the antenna patterns
of the individual interferometer elements

l + (ffD/x) (sin em - sin eD) (6-2)

2 =  - (rD/X) (sin Om - sin OD) (6-3)

= multipath phase relative to direct signal phase
at interferometer midpoirit

em =multipath signal (conical) angle

It follows from Eq. (6-1) that the multipath error

(1) will be zero whenever the multipath angle coincides with a

null in the element antenna pattern

and

(2) for small separation angles (se p = 0m - eD) and p,

6-1
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D I

C (2Tr cos GD)- (psinp1  psinp2)

(2r coseD-I2pcos4 sin[ED (sinOm - sino)]

(2Tr coseD1 2psin[(DOs/X) cosD (6-4)

Pe sep cos (6-5)

Equation (6-4) shows the linear dependence on separation angle, p and cost
which was encountered previously in both the TRSB and DMLS models.

Figure (6-1) shows the results of simulating the DLS elevation error

using the steered beam pattern of Fig. 5-9. We see that the error nulls are
at the proper angles and that the error at small separation angles has the

linear dependence on Ose p indicated by Eq. (6-4). These (and similar) results
verified that the system model equations were programmed properly (including

the antenna patterns).

B. Validation of Ground Processor Model

Validation of the model for the ground processor phase error model was

provided by the experiment whose block diagram is shown in Fig. 6-2. With

that set up it is possible to synthesize the signal which would result from

1 to 3 wavefronts arriving simultaneously at a pair of antennas being used

as the sensors for an interferometric measurement. It is then possible to

compare the measured result with that of the model. Such a comparison is

illustrated in Fig. 6-3 for a two wavefront case. The directions for the

wavefronts relative to boresight are 0 and 5 degrees. Designating the 0

degree wavefront as the signal and the 5 degree wavefront as the multipath

signal we see six values of direct to multipath ratio (M/D) plotted. The

phase difference generated at the antenna channels correspond to an antenna

separation d/X = 2. The solid lines are the results of the model while the

The experimental signal generation and phase measurement electronics
were built at Lincoln Laboratory in connection with a Dept. of Defense
program; however, the phase measurement circuits for DLS should show a
multipath response which is identical to that of the Lincoln circuits.
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characters are the actual measured angles which result as the relative rf phase

between the two wavefronts at the reference point varies from 0 to 360 degrees.

The agreement is considered excellent, and provides a strong validation for the

processor phase error models.

C. End-to-End Validation

To provide validation of the received signal model for the DLS antenna and

the DLS circular azimuth array processing, field measurement were conducted by

the FRG using simultaneous DME transmissions from two antennas (at different azi-

muths) to emulate a direct signal and a multipath signal [108]. A digital phase

shifter in one path permitted varying the phase of the smaller signal over the

full range of possible values. Figure 6-4 compares the FRG field data with the

computer model results. The excellent agreement provides strong confirmation

for the validity of the received signal model and circular azimuth array model.

D. Tolerancing of DLS Simulation Model

As noted at the outset, DLS model validation by comparison with measure-

ments on actual hardware was not pessible for many of the angle guidance sub-

systems due to the lack of actual hardware (e.g., lateral diversity elevation

array ) and/or controlled field data. However, the experiments using a Lincoln

Laboratory phase measurement receiver and bench simulator have demonstrated that

it is possible to build a receiver whose multipath response is essentially ident-

ical to that of the simulation model. Confirmation of the applicability of the

phase me surement error model to the FRG DLS hardware is indicated by the good

agreement with the FRG field measurements.

There are a few features of the DLS model which would merit field measure-

ment confirmation, especially:

(1) the impact of element coupling on the lateral diversity

elevation array algorithms

An interferometric linear elevation array constructed at Lincoln (under FAA
sponsorship) showed ground reflection errors which were quite similar to those
predicted by simulation [39].
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(2) low signal-to-noise effects when the receiver is at very low

altitudes (e.g., flare) and/or in high multipath level

(e.g., 0 dB) environments

and (3) the effects of near field terrain inhomogenities on the

azimuth array near the centerline region

Nevertheless, given the good agreement with the (limited) available measurement

data, the overall OLS simulation is considered to generally have a tolerance

of +0.5 dB which is similar to that of the C band systems.
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APPENDIX A

COMPUTATION OF OUT-OF-BEAM ENVELOPE PEAKS

In Chapter I, we described an out-of-beam multipath test which is used to

increment/decrement the TRSB confidence counter. The details of the algorithm

by which the peak locations and values are found are given here, along with the

results of some experiments which establish the accuracy of the approximations

involved.

The algorithm for finding out-of-beam envelope peaks is as follows:

(i) The envelope is evaluated at the time corresponding to

each component coding angle. The envelope value so

computed is stored and taken to represent the local en-

velope maximum.

(ii) The largest envelope value computed is taken to be the

scan maximum.

The approximation procedure was checked out numerically by evaluating the

function
e-k6 2  j -k(e-em)21

F(O) = e + pe e m : k = 2 In 2 (A-1)

representing coherent superposition of two Gaussian beams separated by 'm BW, at

0=0', 0=0m, and at the angle of the true peak (found by search). The results

were plotted as a function of 0m up to 2 BW for various multipath levels (-3,

-6, -10 dB) and phases (00, 900, 1800). Figure A-l is an example of the results.
0

In this case we have p = -3 dB, 4 = 0 ; the largest discrepancy between the

peak value and F(O) is 0.6 dB, which occurs at m = 0.68 BW. The worst discre-

pancy overall occurs for destructive interference, i.e., 0 = 180', in which case

as much as 1.7 dB difference occurs at 0.45 BW. However, in such cases the to-

tal amplitude is decreased and the combination is less apt to be an overall peak.

Fortunately, the approximation is at its best where it is needed, i.e., construc-

tive interference. For the smaller values of p, the accuracy is much improved.
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APPENDIX B

DETAILS OF DWELL GATE DETERMINATION IN TRSB SIMULATION

Within the tracking gate, 25 envelope samples are taken over d coarse grid

(0.08 dwell gate width apart). These are used to initiate the search for the

peak and the threshold crossings. The first step is that the samples are searched

and the largest is found. A fine grid is set up between the peak sample and the

two adjacent ones (unless the peak lies at one end of the tracking gate) and en-

velope samples are taken over the grid. The largest one of those is the in-beam

peak.

The threshold level is set some number of dB below the peak. For the Phase

III TRSB, the value is 3 dB. A search for threshold crossings is initiated at

the leading edge of the tracking gate. Adjacent values of the original coarse

grid samples are inspected until a pair which straddle the threshold is found.

If the crossing is negative-going it is ignored, but if it is positive-going,

then it is remembe-ed as a potential leading edge crossing. When a subsequent

negative-going crossing is found, the pair are subjected to the pulse width test.

Let t, , t 2 , and t be the times at which the four straddling samples

occur (see Fig. B-1), and let

t t2

t

threshold j * . I 2

0

Tracking Gate

Fig. B-l Coarse grid points stradl inn the thre+1 lJ1.

Tmin and TMC x be the lower and upper 1 imits, respectivel ,.'. :L' voit,

The gate is rejected if either (i) or (ii) bel')v, fail
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() t 2 - ti >Tmax (B-1)

(ii) t - t, <Tmin (B-2)

since the two left-hand side expressions are an underbound and an overbound

respectively, on the dwell gate width.

If the gate succeeds on (i) and (ii), it is accepted as a valid gate.

41
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APPENDIX C

DETERMINATION OF TRSB SCAN TIMING USING JITTERED SIGNAL FORMAT

To determine the scan delay on a particular scan, first an array of the

cumulative scan delays is set up over at least two complete jitter sequences.
A pointer to this array is initialized to zero, and is incremented each time

the receiver routine is invoked. The number of scans required for one cycle

of the jitter sequence is also entered. The delay for a particular scan is

determined by subtractinq the accumulated scan delay at the beginninq of the

frame from the accumulated scan delay time on the particular scan, which is

pointed to by the incremented pointer. Thus, at the beginning of each frame,

there is no offset in delay, that is, the first scan of each frame begins at

the frame initiation time. At the end of a data frame, the pointer is reset

to point to the correspondin location within the first of the two full jit-

ter sequences. This permits the pointer location to increment linearly durinq

the subsequent frame, rather than having to go "around the corner" when it

hits a boundary.

1
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APPENDIX D

RATIONALE FOR AND IMPLEMENTATION OF TRSB ANGLE RATE OF CHANGE CORRECTION

The TRSB phase III receiver uses a predictive second order (oL, ) filter to

combine angle measurements for SNR and motion averaging enhancements. The angle

estimate output by the receiver for a given scan is the predicted value for that

scan (i.e., the "raw" angle measurement for the current scan does not affect the

filtered angle output for this scan). The structure of the MLS multipath simu-

lation is such that if multipath is computed every 0.2 seconds along the flight

path, the computed direct signal angle appears to make staircase changes every

0.2 seconds rather than the smooth sequence of changes that occur in the real

world (see Fig. D-l)

Consequently, if no correction factor is applied, two problems will arise:

(1) the predictive filter will have unwarranted difficulties

in estimating the aircraft angle velocity

(2) the predictive filter could not hope to yield zero error

at the times where the direct signal angle has been changed.

The second effect was observed in early TRSB simulations.

Two approaches to reducing this simulation artifact were considered:

(1) modify the multipath and receiver programs to compute

-nultipath at the scan times

(2) yield a "smoother" sequence of angle inputs to the pre-

dictive filter and take account of the smoothing in de-

termining the errors.

The first approach would have substantially increased the computation times (e.g.,

3-8 fold for the multipath), necessitated substantial program revisions and

created a situation where the TRSB multipath was being computed on a space grid
- different from that for DLS and DMLS. Thus, it was decided to utilize alterna-

tive (2).

The idea in alternative (2) was to assume that the errors were a very weak

position of direct signal angle over the time period of concern, so that the

D-l
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. ACTUAL RECEIVER POSITION

DIRECT ANGLE SEQUENCE
UTILIZED IN TRSB PROGRAM

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
TIME (SEC)

Fig. D-1 Comparison of actual and assumed direct signal
angles in TRSB azimuth simulation.
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angle estimate input to the predictive filter could be written as:

Angle estimate = "smoothed" direct signal angle +

angle error at the multipath point

To give some perspective on the magnitude of the direct signal angle change

over 0.2 seconds, the angle rate of change in the AWOP WG-A scenario 5 which

involved a Canarisie type curved approach was 0.60/second, which corresponds

to a variation of + .060 about the midframe angle. For the elevation scenarios,

the angle rate of change was very low in the inbeam multipath regions (e.g.,

< O.05'/sec, corresponding to variations of + .0050 about the nominal point).

The receiver program has no knowledge of the future direct signal angle

values as these may not yet have been read from the tape. Thus, it seemed most

appropriate to regard the current direct signal angle as the angle the receiver

will be at by the end of the current 0.2 second frame. Moreover, it was found

that some STOL scenarios can yield substantial angular accelerations once over

threshold. Thus, it was felt advisable to use a second order polynominal fit

to the raw angle values.

The specific algorithm fits a second order polynominal to the current di-

rect signal angle and the two preceding direct signal angles for that function,

such that the "smoothed" angle on the last scan is equal to the current direct

signal angle. If we define the current direct signal angle as ed(n), we can

then write the "smoothed" angle as

6(k) = (n-l +. d  (D-1)

d N d 2 l 0d

where

d [ be(n) + Ae(n-l)] (D-2)

0 d = Ae(n) - A8(n-l) (D-3)

AO(n) = Od(n) - ad(n-1) (D-4)

D-3
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N =number of scans in 0.2 seconds

k scan index (= 1,2, ... N)

k =normalized time variable
N

n =frame index

There is an unfortunate interaction between the angle correction and the

TRSB angle estimation by virture of the dwell gate being centered on the angle

estimate. Consequently, when the angle correction is used, the dwell gates

will be misaligned by the correction amount. Since the correction should always

be less than 0.20, this misalignment should not effect the results (by genera-

ting dwell gate check) unless very large errors were occuring.

D-4



APPENDIX E

DERIVATION OF SECOND-ORDER TRSB ERROR FORMULA

1. Problem Formulation

A second-order approximation is derived for the TRSB static error in the

presence of a single small-amplitude multipath component. Relative to the

direct component, the amplitude ratio, anqular separation, and phase differ-

ence of the multipath components are denoted by p, e, and q, respectively.

Since only inbeam effects are of interest here, the assumed antenna pattern

is Gaussian,

A(x) = 2" 2x  = e-kx 2  k = 2 In 2 (E-l)

where x is angle in BW's. With multipath nresent, the squared envelope as a

function of scan angle is

22 2kxO 2 4kxe
IA(x) + pA(x-O)eJ0I = A2 (x)[I + 2n cos e + ) ekX (E-2)

where

-pe kOe2 (E-3)

because the Gaussian pattern factors as follows:

2
A-o)= e-k 2 e2kxe (E-4)

Define

2
f(x) In IA(x) + pA(x-0) ej 

1 2

= -2kx 2 + In [1 + 2n cos o e2 kxe + n2 e 4 kx ]  (E-5)

The objective is to find the leading and trailinq edge threshold crossinqs

x , x+. The squared threshold level is assumed to be e-2kv ef(Xo), where x0

is the location of the envelope peak,

f(x0) > f(x) for all x (E-6)

E-1
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and + v are the nominal threshold crossing locations (in the absence of multi-

path). Therefore, the threshold crossings x+ in the presence of multipath are

solutions of

f(x ) -f(x+) = 2kv 2  (E-7)

Approximate solutions to (E-7) are evaluated by using an expansion of
2f(.) in powers of n and ignoring terms of higher order than n2. This procedure

leads to the results presented in the following section (E.2). The detailed

derivations are found in the final section (E.3).

2. Summary of Results

The threshold crossing locations are expanded as

x+ = tv + E+ + 6+ + O(n3)*  (E-8)

where += O(n) and 6+ = O(n2 ). The first-order error c+ is already knownt

4kvE+ = 2n (et2kvO - 1) cos @ (E-9)

The second-order correction 6+ is found to be

4kvE+ = I -2  Cos2 O(e 2kve- 1)e±2kve  2k2 (e+2kv - 1)2 cos 2
- v 2kv 2

(e- 1) cos 2 -2k 2 cos2 (E-10)

The error made by a dwell gate processor is the average of the leading

and trailing edge errors, i.e.,

e(p,O,) (x+ + x_) = 1 - _ - . + O(n3 )  (E-ll)

The symbol O(.) is used to denote a function for which lim O(a)/u is
finite.

+See [28]. The result in (E-9) corresponds to a minor modification of

the threshold criterion assumed there.
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which leads to the approximation

e(p,e,q) -=pe e-k6 (sinh 2kvo) cs 2 Oe-2ke2  sinh 4kveo s2

232ke2 (sinh kve 2 sinh 2kve 2+ k p kv e- (2 cosh 2kv +l1 - 2kO~ cos.

(E-12)
A number of results of interest follow directly from Eq. (E.12); the

following results are summarized below: (i) mean, (ii), rms, (iii) peak ex-
cursions e(00) and e(180*), (iv) peak-to-peak, (v) slew rate equilibrium
error e(90*), and NOi phase anqle at which error crosses a specific level.
For the statistical results a uniform phase distribution is assumed.

(i) Mean Error

- 1 2 ke2 (sinh kve) 2 sn ke (-3e 2 kp2G e2  kve (2 cosh 2kvO + I - sih2kvG) (E3

(ii) Standard Deviation

21 p(e kG (sinh 2kve)(-4
e pIGI ( 2kvO

(iii) Peak Excursions

e(O* = 0 -kG 2 sinh 2kvoG P2 Oe-2kG 2 sinh kve E-5e(0)=p e2kve )-UGe4ve E5

+k2 e3 e-2kG 2 (sinh kv -e (2 c~ ke+1_sinh 2kve)+kG )(2nh kve 2kve

e(180*) =-p 0 e-kG (sinh 2kve) -P2 e 2ke2 (sinh 4kvG) (E-16)

2 3 -2ke2 (sinh kve 2 sn k~+ kp e e kve P ( co'sh 2kvG + -I n 2kvG

The peak errors as given by (E-12) do not occur at =00 and 1800 for all
values of p and 0, e.g., p > 0.5 and small 6, but this is a peculiarity of the
second order model; in both the actual and simula~ted dwell gate processors the
extremal errors are at 00 and 1800.

E-3



(iv) Peak-to-Peak Error

e IW(O) - e(1800)1

2pe -ke 
2 

_________E-17

sih2kvO

(v) Slew Equilibrium Level (e(900)):

e(900) = p 2 e e-2ke 2 (sinh 4kve) (E-18)
4kv8

(vi) Level Crossing Angle

Define El and E2 as the solutions of

Then

2 -2ke 2 sinh 4kve
I- p 0e 4kve -E

E1= + sin-(ihke (E-20)

and

0 E2 2= - El (-1

3. Derivations

Derivation of e(p,e,4) is carried out in full, after which the means of
obtaining each of the subsidiary results is indicated.

We wish to find x+ such that

f(O) - f(x4) = 2kv 2 _ [f(xo) - f(O)] (E-22)

By expanding the logarithm in Eq. (E-5) in powers of n, we obtain the followinq
3O(n )approximation to f(O) -~+)

E -4
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f(0) - f(x-,) = 2kx+ 2  2rnje - I) cos + n2(e4kx+0 - 1) cos 20 + O(n3)

(E-23)

where we have used the identity cos 4 : 2 cos 2o - 1. Substituting the expan-

sion (E-8) for x+ into the right side of (E-23) leads to
22

f(O) - f(x+) 2k(v 2 + +2 + 2v+ + 2v6+)

- 2n [et2kVe(l + 2kc+o) - 1] cos @

+ n2(e-4kv - 1) cos 24 + O(n 3)

= 2 ~2 +26+t2kve
2k(v 2 + E 2 + 2v + 4nOk e Cos

+ r12 (e 4 kve _ 1) cos 2 + 0(3) (E-24)

where the second equality follows from the known expression (E-9) for the first-

order error e . Note that all remaining terms in (E-24) are O(q2 ). By equating

the right sidis of (E-24) and (E-22) we can solve for the second-order error

correction

4kv6+ = +4 ke+ et2kvO o - 2 (et4kvO _ 1) cos 2 (E-25)

- 2kc+ 2 - [f(xo) - f(O)]

By substituting (E-9) for c+ and f(xo) - f(O) = 2k(nOcos )2 + O(n3 ) (see below)

we obtain (E-l0).

The expression (E-12) is derived from (E-10) with the help of the identities

cosh 4kvO - cosh 2kvO = (2 sinh 2kvO) (2 cosh 2kvO+ 1)
2 (E-26)

sinh 4kvO - 2 sinh 2kvO = (4 sinh2kvO) 
sinh 2kvO

The expression f(x0 ) = f(O) + 2k(ne cos q)2 + 0(n
3) is obtained as fol-

lows. Assuming x0 is near zero, specifically xo = O(n),

f(x) = -2kx 2 + 2n (I + 2kxO) coso - q2 cos 24 + 0(3) (E-27)

E-5



for x near xo. The quadratic function of x is maximized at

x0 = no cos (E-28)

resulting in

f(xo) = f(O) + 2k (no cos )2 + O(n3) (E-29)

Terms proportional to n2 are not necessary in the evaluation of x because

they contribute O(n3) to f(x0).

(i) Mean

The average error in (E-13) is derived from (E-12) by noting that

cos @ = cos 2- = 0 and c = 1/2 for uniform phase.

(ii) Standard Deviation

The standard deviation calculation follows from the above facts and

the additional relations cos 2 20 = 1/2, cos o cos 20 = 0.

(iii) Peak Excursions

These results are simply the evaluation of (E-12) at 0 = 00 and

1800, respectively.

(iv) Peak-to-Peak

The difference le(O °) - e(180°)l is the peak-to-peak error. We note

that it is the same as what would be computed from the first order version of

e(p,,); i.e., the second order correction terms in e(O°) and e(1800) cancel
in the difference.

(v) Slew Equilibrium Level

The text contains the argument as to why this level is given by

e(90°). The derivation is merely an evaluation of (E-12) at = 90' .

(vi) Level Crossing Angle

This result is obtained by approximating the solution of

e(O,9E) = E (E-30)

E-6
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as follows. If the error (E-12) is rewritten replacing cos 20 by (2 cos2  - 1),

then (E-30) becomes a quadratic equation in cos 0, which we write as

a cos 2  E + b cos E + c = E (E-31)

we solve this equation under the assumption that the quadratic term is small,

more specifically that 4 ac/b 2 << l:*

c-E 4ac
-E 4-; << I (E-32)

From (E-12) we have that

b- P e-kO2  sinh 2kvO) (E-33)

p2 e e-2ke 2 (sinh 4kvOc 4kvO

As p-0O we know that the solution for E=O approaches OE= 90 ', thus the general
solution is given in terms of the (nominally small) deviation from 90';

= 2 + 6 (E-34)

=> cos E = -sin 6E (E-35)

p 2 e-2kO2 (sinhve E
+ sin -l  4kv - (E-36)

-El + 2 ke sinh 2kve
p~ee 2kve

The other solution 0E2 is found by the symmetry of e(f) about c = 1800.

2- *This approximation ignores a term in p2(E/ep)2 while retaining one in

p2(E/ep). This will not be accurate for all E (especially values near + ep),
in which case the exact solution should be used.

E-7
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The time exceedance characteristics, or probability p+ of exceeding E,

can be found by normalizing (E-27) to ff. The quantity P_ is simply (1 - P+).

(These statements assume positive separation angle.)

E-



4APPENDIX F

EFFECTS OF SIDELOBE TIME VARIATION ON TRSB EFFECTIVE SIDELOBE LEVELS

An important issue in the modeling of TRSB antenna sidelobes is the

temporal variation in the sidelobes as the antenna is electronically scanned.

This nature of this time variation is important because

(1) reflected sidelobes cause errors only if they cause an

asymmetrical distortion of the received mainlobe shape

near the thresholding points.

(2) the received mainlobe signal has its energy concentrated

at low frequencies (typically < 21 kHz).
and

(3) the net received envelope is filtered by a low pass

filter before any thresholding is applied (see figure

F-l).

Consequently, the spatial variation in sidelobes can be as important as the

level in determining the net error due to out of beam multipath.

The "worst case" error condition arises when the sidelobe is a sineusoid

whose spatial period is approximately 2X/L since in that case

(1) peak destructive interference can occur at one threshold

crossing when peak constructive interference occurs at

the other threshold crossing (see figure F-2).
and

(2) the spatial frequency of the resulting envelope is still

within the passband of the envelope filter.

For this particular choice of spatial frequency (which is used in Lincoln

antenna models), the "worst case" sidelobe error is approximately

E = p BW SL (F-1)

The discussion here is geared to dwell gate trackers; the effects on split
gate trackers will be discussed at the end of this appendix.

F-l
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where

BW = antenna beamwidth

p = M/D ratio

SL = effective sidelobe level

One situation which could yield the "worst case" spatial frequency is that

of high array factor sidelobe antenna such as the "density tapered" array

discussed in chapter 1. A nice feature of this case is that the effective

sidelobe level SL can be approximately determined from the filtered envelope

output of the TRSB receiver as the beam scans by various points.

In many cases, the dynamic sidelobe spatial variation may be such that

equation (F-1) is not valid. The simplest such case is one of a constant

sidelobe model whereby the antenna pattern is a fixed constant for all angles

outside the mainlobe region , e.g.,

P ()= in xxx (F-2)

K 1X > 7

where

x = 7T sine

This model yields symmetrical displacement of the received envelope at the

threshold crossings and hence zero error. It is doubtful that any actual

antenna has dynamic sidelobes with this particular character.

However, a much more common situation where equation (F-l) is not valid

arises when there is a very rapid spatial variation in the sidelobes such as

illustrated in figure F-3. Here, even though the sidelobe as observed by it-

self at the output of a 26 kHz filter may appear to be worst case (see figure

F-4), the filtered sum envelope of the mainlobe and sidelobe is hardly dif-

ferent from the mainlobe envelope along (figure F-5). Figures F-3 and F-4

Such a model was utilized in the ELAB studies of MLS multipath for the NATO
NIAG group [75].
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were generated for the case where the sidelobe spatial pattern varies at a

single high frequency within an overall envelope which varies at a frequency

of L/2X. A similar result would be obtained for any sidelobe variation model

which has its energy concentrated above 26 kHz.

A more realistic model for the Bendix testbed phased array dynamic
sidelobes probablyconsists of a wideband noise waveform whose spectrum is

flat at frequencies up to 40 kHz. For such a waveform,

(1) only the spatial variation at frequencies below 26 kHz

and should be significant.

(2) the rms sidelobe error for a multipath signal of level p

would be approximately
1~

S p • BW •SL (F-3)

where L = sidelobe power at frequencies below 26 kHz (note: this is not

necessarily equal to the filtered log envelope sidelobe level, as was illus-

trated in Figs. F-3 and F-4).

Equation (F-3) is obtained by assuming that the envelope distortion at

the two threshold crossings are independent random variables whose rms level
is P SL/vT-where the v7-factor arises from considering 1 the sidelobe power

to be at 900 relative phase relative to the mainlobe. The other VTneeded to
arrive at the factor of 1 in (F-3) arises from averaging the errors at the

two threshold crossing points.

The rather considerable difference between equations (F-1) and (F-3) shows

the difficulty in establishing an effective sidelobe model (and, TRSB antenna
specifications). To date, the only suitable means identified for readily

determining the spatial nature of the dynamic sidelobes vis a vis the main-
lobe has been to coherently combine the two signals as is accomplished with

a repeater or multipath screen. It is suggested that such tests be performed

F-7
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at several of the significant dynamic sidelobes for all antenna technologies

under consideration for procurement to ascertain the effective sidelobe level.

For detailed antenna simulation studies, it is suggested that the computed

(complex) scanning beam dynamic sidelobe be combined coherently with the com-

puted scanning beam mainlobe (as in the top of Fig. F-5) and then filtered to

yield the net received envelope (as in the bottom of Fig. F-5). The resulting

angle error can then be computed for any desidred angle processing technique.

This calculation should be repeated for several different rf phase relations

between the sidelobe and mainlobe signals as well as several different reflec-

tor angle locations to arrive at a suitable level for SL.

The discussion above has focused on the dwell gate centroid processing

technique since that has been used in the receivers used for the bulk of the

U.S. testing. However, the comments above and basic results apply as well to

the split gate trackers used in Australia [16] and by CALSPAN [92], except that

the error expression (F-3) tends to overestimate the error since (roughly speak-

ing) a split gate tracker matches the effective envelope filter bandwidth to

the ground antenna beamwidth. The differences are not very large for a l°

beamwidth antenna, but can amount to several dB for a 30 beamwidth array.

*!

e.g., filtered envelopes for which equation (F-1) would yield unacceptable
errors at representative M/D ratios.
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APPENDIX G

AMBIGUITY RESOLUTION IN DLS ARRAYS

Ambiguity resolution is a standard feature of interferometric systems

with large baselines [87]. The basic method of ambiguity resolution is the

same for all three DLS antenna systems; the circular azimuth, the linear

azimuth, and the linear elevation. An initial estimate is made with a base-

line small enough to avoid an ambiguity problem. Other antenna elements (or

combinations of elements) are used with an increased baseline, increased

normally by about a factor of two. Using the previous estimate, the expected

phase measurement is determined. This is done for the linear systems simply

by taking the previously resolved measurement and multiplying it by the in-

creased baseline factor. The measurement data corresponding to this antenna

element (or combination of elements) are now resolved to within ±7 radians

(± 180 0)'of the expected phase values. The data resolved in this manner is

used for a new estimate. The process is repeated until the final baseline is

achieved and this estimate is the accepted value.

The details of this process are described now for each azimuth antenna

system. The elevation system was described in the text.

1. The Circular Azimuth System

The circular azimuth array (Fig. 5-4) has 19 elements on its perimeter

and 19 phase measurements are made all relative to a reference element at its

center. These measurements are denoted by ¥k' k = 1, 2, ..., 19. There are

seven steps in the resolution process which are denoted by i = 1, 2, ..., 7.

At each step 19 combinations of the Yk are made which denote for the ith step

by 6ki . These combinations are best represented by through the use of eight

vectors VI through V8, each of dimension seven, one for each step, where the

first four are used for odd k and the second for even k. The quantities 6k,i

can be represented as
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k-12 + Vl1)

Yk-1 -k-1 -k1 + Yk-1
+ Vl(i) 2 + V2(i) 2 + V3(i) 2 + V4(i)

6k,i =  for k = 1, 3, ..., 19 (G-1)

Yk - +V6ik Yk + Yk
- + V5(i) 7 + V6(i) T + V7(i) T + V8(i)

for k = 2, 4,..., 18 (G-2)

where

VI = (5, 4, 3, 6, 4, 4, 5)

V2 = (14, 15, 16, 13, 15, 15, 14)

V3 = (4, 6, 7, 7, 2, 1, 1)

V4 = (15, 13, 12, 12, 17, 18, 1)

and

V5 = (4, 5, 6, 3, 5, 5, 4)

V6 = (14, 13, 12, 15, 13, 13, 14)

V7 = (5, 3, 2, 2, 7, 8, 0)

V8 = (13, 15, 16, 16, 11, 10, 0)

For steps 1 through 6, the quantities 6k,i are combined in two ways Ci and Si,

19

= Tr 2 (G-3)Ci W T9 E6 k, i

k=2
and 19

S- 6k (G-4)Si iv 4 [ 6k,i kJ

The purpose of this can best be understood by going through the quantities which

make up S and C. Since Yk 7 7l cos(0 o + k-) then, for k odd, we have
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k,l = 77i cos Cos + + 5) T_

-711 cos oCos U + +14) 2

-77 cos cos I + + 4) Lj

+7u cos Cos o o+ (-; + 1 ) L

r k-I 9 1 1
=1 4T cos o sin e. - - 1+ ) sin -

, , o 19 19!) 19

=28n cos sin - cos L sin +°

k=1,3,. . 19

=A cos sin (e0 + k- )

where
A= 28a sin !- cos 719 - 1.1956248

19 1

and, for k even, we have

6k,1 cos )cos (00 +(! + 4) ) - 14o 19

-Cos 0 + (I+ 5) 2Tj + cos O)+ ( *+ 13) R
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-4

=28-n cos -sin Cos9 sin o + (k-i 1

k-2,4,... ,18

=A cos ,o sin K° + k-1)
0 0

..V re) in the last equality, we have used the fact that

10;1 9.Cos 19- COS 1-9

,-,,tituting this result into the expressions for C1 and S ,, w obtain

C 4 9A c os poj1 sin [ ° + (k-I )

k=2

H 18 I8A ceQs % in P - cos (k )- cos 0 sin
0 , 0 r o 19.

and 10 19

S 38 A cos o sin o + (k-I1) - sin 0o 4(k-i

k=l k=11

A cos sin o cos k -cos 0 sin k
I 0 = 0

18 18
- sin 00 cos kl- + cos Oo ' sin kn

k=1O k=10

= A cos (p sin0 [1+2 cos k 1

The two identities
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n sin j1 (n+I)e sinO

E sin sin 0/2

k=l
and

n nsi nO
46sin[!(n+l)Ol si 2

cO sin 0/2

k=l

are used to obtain

Cl = L- A 19 cos f' cos 0o (G-5)
38 sin - 0 0

38
and _[ 5 9and cos §T9 sin

S =1- A 1 + 2 19 38 cos ¢o sin 00 (G-6)
1 38 sin Tr/ 38o o

so that

C1 = 0.99772066 A cos 0, cos 00o  A cos o cos 0o

and
S1 = 1.00114006 A cos o' sin 00 G A cos o sin 60

Next, C1 and S1 can be used to estimate the 6k,i' s expected at the next step.
This is done by forming

Aki = B(i) Si cos kr + Ci sin for i ,2, ..., 6I 9(G-7)

where the vector B is

B = (1.9727, 1.8916, 1.7749, 1.9727, 1.8151, 1.5458)

whose ith element corresponds to the factor by which the baseline increases
in going from step i to step i+l. The 6k,i+ 1 are resolved by the requirement

that

I6k'i+l -Ak 'i < Tr for k- 1, 2, ..., 19 and i = 1, 2, ..., 6 (G-8)

For i 7 the 6 are identical to the Ayk of section D of the text so that
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AYk = -14fr sin cos sin (e0 + TO

Forming the quantities,

19

S = -E" Ayk sin(k-l) 7
k=1

= 14f sin 1 Cos 9 cos oi9 0 2 o

and 19

C = Ayk cos (k-1) T
--19

k=l
19

= 14r sin T-cos 00 E Isin 0 + sin eo + 2Tr
k- 1

= 14 -T sin T9 cos 0o j sin a19 02 0

then we have

0o= tan -I (C) (G-9)

If this value is not accepted as the final estimate it is converted to a

conical estimate by use of

k=S 2 + C2  = 14 V-sin T9 cos o

(G-1O)

= £max Cos Oo

where

= 1337 sin 9T9
~max 19

and

WihCos p

With this, we convert to the conical estimate for 00
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and the process continues with the linear azimuth array. Note that this last

estimate corresponds to approximately a 7 foot baseline.

2. The Linear Azimuth System

The linear azimuth array is formed by using elements 6 and 15 of the cir-

cular array together with the dipole elements and the arrays at the extremities.

The various spacings are used to increase the baseline from just under seven

feet to 63 feet in five steps and a final estimate is made using the pair of

six element arrays with a 96.45 foot baseline. In steps 1 to 5 there are

symmetric pairs of elements and the phases of both are resolved, averaged

and multiplied by the baseline increase for use in resolving the next step.

We describe only one side in the table where El is the innermost element of

the six element array.

TABLE OF RESOLUTION STEPS

Step Element Pair Baseline
(ft)

1 #6 and the near dipole 14

2 #6 and the far dipole 21
3 The right dipole and the near El 28

4 #6 and the near El 42

5 The left dipole and the far El 63

6 The pair of 6 element arrays 96.45

3. Resolution Errors Due to Multipath

At each step in the resolution process there is a single segment which

corresponds to the correct resolution of the angle being estimated. The angle

of this segment or wedge grows smaller with each increase in baseline. The

* angle of each wedge is
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2 sin- l 21
2d/ X) (G-12)

The error from the previous stage must be less than half this value if the

resolution is to be done correctly. The error due to a single interfering

multipath signal on the precedicng stage with baseline d' is bounded by

sin- l[ 1 sin-lp].

Thus, if

p > sin d'(G3)2 d (-3

a single interferer can cause a resolution problem. The ratio d'/d is the
factor for the increase in the baseline, which is usually about 2. There-

fore, a single interfering signal at -3 dB can cause an error depending on
the relative direction of it and the desired signal. In simulations with

high multipath environments resolution problems did occur. The most fre-

quent place for the problem to occur was in the transfer from the azimuth

circular array to the linear array. This was probably due to the fact that

the #6 (and #15) antenna element of the circular array has a different phase

characteristic than the dipole with which it is coupled at that step.
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APPENDIX H
ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

A/C aircraft

AWOF All Weather Operations Panel (of ICAO)

AZ azimuth

BN basic narrow (TRSB ground system)

BSU beam steering unit

BW beamwidth

CC clearance counter

CL centerline (of runway)

COMPACT Cost Optimized Phased Array Circuit Technique

DLS DME Based Landing System

DME distance measuring equipment

DMLS Doppler MLS

DPSK differential phase shift keying

EL elevation

ELAB Electronics Research Laboratory (of University of
Trondheim, Norway)

FRG Federal Republic of Germany

FRSB frequency reference scanning beam

lCAO International Civil Aviation Organization

ID identification

IF intermediate frequency

JFK John F. Kennedy International Airport (NY)

LOS line of sight

MLS microwave landing system

H-1
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M/D ratio of multipath signal level to direct signal level

NAFEC National Aviation Facilities Experimental Center

NIAG NATO Industrial Advisory Group

OCI out of coverage indication

PWD pulse width detector

RAP receiver, antenna array, and processor

RF radio frequency

SC small community (TRSB ground station)

SEP single edge processor

SL sidelobe

SLS sidelobe suppression signal

TDM time division multiplexed

TRSB time reference scanning beam

UK United Kingdom

WG-A Working Group A (of AWOP)

H-2PL
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